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NASA 7-100, Subcontract JPL 951304 during the period from July 1965 to
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
The Surveyor Lunar Touchdown Stability Study, for which this report constitutes final
documentation, was a theoretical investigation of the dynamics of the Surveyor lunar
landing. Contractually, the study was divided into two phases which delineate, broadly
speaking, between program development and parametric study efforts.
In Phase I, the objective of the study was to simulate analytically the dynamics of the
Surveyor landing, including loads as well as motions. This simulation required
theoretical analysis of the landing, and implemented the analysis via a digital computer
program. The analysis treated the spacecraft as a rigid body, and each leg set was
treated as a plane linkage with a rigid lower link hinged to the spacecraft and a com-
pressible, energy absorbing upper link. Spacecraft motions were predicted as functions
of the externaUy applied forces (gravity forces, crush and friction forces from footpads
and blocks). Changes in leg set geometry were also predicted from the footpad crush
and friction forces, but shock absorber forces were utilized as well. The lunar surface
was considered rigid.
The computer program developed in Phase I utilized an integration method of the
variable interval Runge-Kutta type with error checking to control truncation error.
This integration technique is well suited to the lauding dynamics problem where space-
craft motions and configuration are used to predict the applied forces, the forces are
used to define accelerations in the various degrees of freedom, and the accelerations
are integrated to obtain new motions and configuration. A program improvement effort
was also conducted in Phase I with the result that program efficiency was increased
substantially.
The parametric study conducted in Phase II was designed to ascertain whether or not
planar landings could be considered the most critical from the standpoint of toppling. A
comparison of many planar cases (in which motions and configuration possess a plane of
symmetry) with non-planar variations revealed that there are non-planar conditions
which will produce toppling at horizontal velocities for which the corresponding planar
cases are stable. The encroachment of the non-planar stability boundary into areas
which are stable in the planar cases does not appear to be widespread, however.
Phase II also included further program development to provide the means with which to
interpret certain aspects of Surveyor telemetered data. The result of this development
was a program modification which permits calculation of ground slope and cross slope
angle as functions of both the vehicle configuration at or prior to touchdown and the time
at which each foot impacts the surface.
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The following sections of this report discuss in depththe various aspects of the
Surveyor Lunar TouchdownStability Study. SectionII presents the derivation of the
mathematical model, Section HI describes the content and usage of the computer pro-
gram, and Section IV reports on the results of computer studies performed using the
program.
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SECTION II
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
2.1 GENERAL TECHNIQUE
In order to accomplish the objectives of this study, it is essential that the computer
simulation of the Surveyor touchdown be based firmly upon a sound, detailed dynamical
analysis. This analysis must provide a mathematical model which describes the space-
craft motion during the lunar landing. A prerequisite to accurate position and velocity
predictions is an adequate determination of forces and torques acting on the spacecraft.
Every effort has been made to provide an analysis which will permit accurate calculations
by means of an efficient computer program.
The analytical approach taken by Bendix is to represent the spacecraft as a system possess-
ing 12 degrees of freedom:
3 translations of the CG in mutually orthogonal directions
3 rotations of the spacecraft about mutually orthogonal axes
3 rotations of the lower links of the landing gear relative to the spacecraft
3 rotations of the footpads relative to the lower links
The choice of the rigid body translation and rotation as degrees of freedomarises
naturally from consideration of the objectives of the analysis. The choice of the re-
maining degrees of freedom (i.e. rotation of the lower links and footpads) deserves further
comment, however.
Prediction of the rigid body motions is dependent upon establishing the external forces
and torques acting on the system. These forces and torques can be considered to arise
exclusively from the ground reaction and friction forces and from gravity. In this view
of the system, it is not necessary to consider the shock absorber forces directly in the
determination of the rigid body motions.
It is necessary, however, to determine changes in the geometry of the leg sets and foot-
pads so that the amount of footpad crushing can be found. This permits calculation of the
ground reaction and friction forces, and the moment arms through which they act. Then
a logical way to account for changes in leg set geometry is to treat the lower links as
additional degrees of freedom which do require consideration of shock absorber forces.
Similarly, the ground reaction forces depend upon footpad orientation, so that these also
are awarded the status of degrees of freedom.
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TABLE 2-I. NOMENCLATURE FOR MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Symbol
_p
@
N
_j
U Bj
o i
a i
rhpuj
rhp_j
rfpj
ACG
lp
JL
_D.
l
0 s
Definition
pitch
yaw
roll
coefficient of jth footpad sliding friction
coefficient of jth block sliding friction
angular orientation of jth leg set, relative to No. 1 leg set
rotation of jth lower strut
rotation oI jth footpad
position of vehicle jth upper hardpoint relative to CG in vehicle
coordinates
position of vehicle jth lower hardpoint relative to CG in vehicle
coordinates
position of jth footpad pivot relative to CG in vehicle coordinates
height of CG above spacecraft base plane
distance between roll axis and lower hardpoint
length of lower strut
distance between upper and lower hardpoints
inclination of "_A
vehicle angular velocity
length of upper strut
ground slope
cross slope angle
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TABLE 2-I.
Symbol
rBj
hBj
r
Cjk
Cf
dB
C B
m
Pj
S
M
F
P
K s
%
K_
IXX_[Zy etc.
17
Ia
NOMENCLATURE FOR MATHEMATICAL MODEL (CONT.)
Definition
position of surface of jth block relative to CG in vehicle coordinates
distance between roll axis and crushable block
thickness of jth crushable block
position of surface centroid of kth segment of jth footpad relative to
CG in vehicle coordinates
diameter of footpad
position of vehicle CG in ground coordinates
nominal footpad crush pressure
diameter of crushable block
nominal block crush pressure
mass of Jth footpad
acceleration of gravity
mass of spacecraft body
shock absorber precharge
spring rate of shock absorber extension stop
nominal shock absorber damping coefficient
(R D = R c in compression and R R during rebound)
mechanical friction coefficient
spring rate of footpad stop
moments and products of inertia about CG
moment of inertia of lower strut about lower hardpoint
moment of inertia of footpad about pivot
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TABLE 2-l. NOMENCLATURE FOR MATHEMATICAl, :MODEL (CONC.)
Symbol Definition
Note: The following conventions of notation are used:
a) differentiation with respect to time is denoted by a dots -, for example
b) vectors written in upper case, unprimed, refer to ground coordinates
c) vectors written in upper case, primed, refer to surface coordinates
d) vectors written in lower case, unprimed, refer to vehicle coordinates
e) vectors written in lower case, primed, refer to strut coordinates
f) vectors written in lower case, double primed, refer to footpad coordinates
g) subscript "o" refers to initial condition
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2.2 COORDINATE SYSTEMS AND TRANSFORMATIONS
Several orthogonal, right-handed coordinate systems have been employed to provide com-
plete descripUon of the vehicle. The reference, or ground coordinate system is shown in
Figure 2-1, in which a positive ground slope 0_ is shown. The Z-axis is directed
parallel to the gravity vector, positive down, the_X-axis is directed perpendicular to the
principal slope, and the Y-axis completes the orthogonal triad, positive into the (positive)
slope. The origin of the ground coordinates lies on the surface, directly below the initial
position of the vehicle CG.
J
X, X' Z'
Z
Figure 2-1. Ground and Surface Coordinate Systems
The vehicle coordinate system (Figure 2-2) has its origin at the vehicle CG, and moves
with the vehicle. The z-axis is positive down along the vehicle centerline, the y-axis is
positive in the direction of the No. 1 leg set, and the x-axis completes the triad. To
relate the vehicle coordinates to a system parallel to ground coordinates, define the three
rigid body rotations _ (pitch)l _(yaw) and _ (roll). Any angular orientation of the
vehicle coordinate system can be obtained by imagining a coordinate system originally
parallel to the ground axis. This imaginary system Is brought into alignment with the
vehicle axes by successively rotating ,_ about the x-axis, ¢ about the new position of the
y-axis and _-- about the final position of the z-axis.
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yNo. 1 Leg
No. 2 Leg Set
No. 3 Leg Set
Figure 2-2. Vehicle Coordinate System
These rotations will be clarified in Figure 2-3, where two subsidiary coordinate
systems are utilized in addition to the vehicle coordinates (x, y, z) and ground coordinates
(X, Y, Z) already defined. Figure 2-3a depicts the successive rotations in true views.
First the vehicle axes are considered to be in alignment with X, Y and Z, then rotated
through ,1, about X to form the new coordinate system x 1, Yl and Zl, where x I coincides
with X. The second rotation ¢ about Yl produces another set of coordinates x 2, Y2 and
z2 where YZ and Yl are coincident. The final rotation -_ about z_ brings the cooralnates
i_to the velimle cobrdinate system x, y and z where z coincides _ith z 2.
Figure 2-3b shows the vehicle axes projected into the XY and YZ planes of the ground
coordinate system. Figure 2-3c illustrates these various coordinate systems in
perspective.
A vector a expressed in vehicle coordinates can be transformed to coordinates parallel
to ground coordinates by
A -- A x I + A J + A z K = brs a (1)
___ .__k __Y .-_
where a = a xi+ ayj+a zk
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Xp x1
_tzr - _Y
.ix _'-_. y
y
Z
b, Vehicle Axes Projected into XY and YZ Planes
a. True Views of Euler Angles
Zl Z
c. Coordinate Systems in Perspective
Figure 2-3. Development of Euler Angles
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and
us _ COS _-
sin, sin _ cos -_-+ cos, sin -
[Lcos* sin_cos-+ sin,sin
- cos_sin X
- sin,sinOsin - + cos _l,COS-"
cos, sin@ sin ---+ sint, cos-
sinO . -1
- sin,cosO[
cos ,cos ¢_j
The notation of (1) will be used frequently and is to be interpreted as
Ax = bll a x+bl2ay+bl3a z
Ay = b21 ax+b22ay+b23a z
A z = b31 ax+b32ay+b33a z
Since r is the matrix of an orthogonal transformation, the inverse r
merely the transpose of [brs l
Figures 2-4 and 2-5 showing the spacecraft geometry are also useful in visualizing two
other moving coordinate systems which are defined for convenience. The strut coordinate
systems are fixed in each of the lower links, with the origin at the footpad pivot• The y'
axis is parallel to the lower link, positive outboard, the z' axis is perpend_ular to the
lower link, positive down, and the x' axis completes the triad. A vector a t in the jth
strut coordinate system can be transformed to vehicle coordinates by
where
a=a a j+a k
y z rs j
a' = a' i' + a' i' + a' k t
x y z
_.._N
a t
C2)
and
grs] j
os Oj cos'}', sinO.
l l
= sin O. cos "Y. cos O-
] l l
0 sin _,j
oj
- sin T sin 0
J l
-sinai cosOj
cos _j
is positive in a left handed sense relative to the spacecraft z-axis.
The footpad coordinate systems are defined similarly to the strut coordinates, except
for an additional rotation about the footpad hinge line2.__The z" axis is coincident with
the footpad centerline, positive down. Then a vector a" in the jth footpad coordinate
system can be transformed to vehicle coordinates by
a z a"
a = axi+ayj+ k = rs j
(3)
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where
and
a" = a" i" + a" j" + a"
x y z
cos Oj cos (Tj - aj) sin O.J
I-s: 0 j cos(Tj - ¢xj) cos 0j
sin (Tj - aj)
i"
- sin(Tj -q j)
cos - aj)
a. is positive in a left handed sense relative to the x' axis in strut coordinates.J
One additional fixed coordinate system has been defined. The surface coordinate system
differs from the ground coordinates only by a rotation 0 about the X-axis. In surface
coordinates the X' and Y' axis lie in the__lane of the surface, and the Z' axis is normal to
the surface, positive down. A vector A t in surface coordinates can be transformed to
ground coordinates by
= J + A = (4)A Ax I + Ay z r
where __k _._ .__x __A
A'-- A' I'+A' J'+A" K'
x y _5
and
[i° o1[ rs]: cosOssinOs
-sin Os cos OsJ
Os is positive in a left handed sense relative to X-axis in ground coordinates
2.3 SPACECRAFT GEOMETRY
The positionaland kinematical conligurationof the spacecraft is described by the equations
to follow. Refer to Figures 2-1 through 2-5 for definitionof the basic elements of the
spacecraft geometry. Unless otherwise specified,the geometrical equations are written
in vehicle coordinates.
The positions of the vehicle hardpoints relativeto the CG are given by
(upper) _ = (_p + j._x .-X -.xhpuj _A sin _) sin0. i + (J_p + _)A sin _) cos0jj + (nCG-J_ACOS _)k
(S)
_'l #'t
h B
• 1 Leg $_
1 Leg Set
Figure 2-4. Vehicle Geometry
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X't _X !
Strut Coordinates x'y'z'
Footpad Coordinates X"y'z" Y_'
Z t
Figure 2-5. Strut and Footpad Coordinate System
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(lower) rhpQj = J_sinOji+.0pCOS0j j+ ACGk
The footpad pivots are described by
.__X _.A
k
r = (_p+_L cos'Yj)sinOj i + (J.p+ "_L cos */j)cosSj j + (ACG+__ L sin_) "_
IPj
and
*x
rfpj = -J_L('sin_ sinOj'/ji+ sin_. cosSj_j - cos_'. +Wx rJ a fpj
(6)
(7)
(8)
The velocity of the pivots in surlace coordinates is
• =" [ ]-1,"= X' p + y, j, + Zip.'_t = Cr s IRCG+ rsfPj fPj ]
where
___Z.A *_._ *_._ *___
RCG = XI+YJ+ZK
rfpj
(9)
The sliding velocity comprises the components of (9) parallel to the surface
• = ./_,z +
# --
Sfpj
(I0)
The length of the jth upper (shock absorber) link is described by
and
The surface of the jth crushable block (in the uncrushed condition) is located by
r_oj = _c sinOji+J_c cos Oj j+ (aCG+hBo) k
(11)
(12)
(13)
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The surface of each crushable footpad is separated into two subdivisions, one on either
side of the hinge line. These subdivisions, shown in Figure 2-6, are described by the
location of the centroids of the individual surface areas. In footpad coordinates, the
location of the kth segment of the jth footpad (uncrushed) is
_......A
r it
CO jk
i" + j" + k"
Xck Yc k hfo
(14)
where
x =0 k= 1,2
ck
Yck = 2df/3 r k = 1
= -2 df/3 r k = 2
Then the position of the kth centroid of the jth footpad (uncrushed), measured relative to
the CG in vehicle coordinates is obtained from (3), (7) and (14):
= rfp + r " (15)
rcojk j rs j co jk
The amount by which the various crushable elements are compressed is obtained by cal-
culaUng the "interference" between an uncrushed element and the surface. Calculation
of this interference requires determination of the vehicle position relative to the surface.
Using (1) and (4), a unit vector normal (inward) to the surface can be expressed in vehicle
coordinates by
n = brs rs
and since a unit vector parallel to the crushable block centerline is k (vehicle coordinates),
then the angle between the block centerline and the surface normal is obtained from
cos _B = n • k (17)
In surface coordinates the position of the center of the uncrushed block surface is
-- 7r.] r"o, (18)
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I Section
Section'
#2 I #1
I
(.__ \i
3r 3r
_------- df
hf hfo
• denotes point of application
of ground reaction and
friction forces.
Figure 2-6. Footpad Sectioning
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where .___.h _A ._I _.A
RCG = XI+YJ+ZK
andwe haveused (13) together with ClOG, the position vector of the CG in ground
coordinates. The Z_oj- component ofl_o " in (18) is measured normal to the groundJ
surface and locates the surface of an uncrushed block relative to the surface. If Z'.. is
positive, "interference" between the ground and the crushable block is predicted. J_oj
No actual interference is possible, naturally, but crushing will occur. The thickness of
the crushed block is
hBj = hBo- Z'Boj/COS _B (19)
Then the center of the surface of the jth crushable block (crushed condition) is given in
vehicle coordinates by
rBj = _c sinai+ QcC°S ej j+(ACG+hBj ) k
(20)
which is similar to (13). Since the vehicle coordinates constitute a moving coordinate
system,
rBj = wxrB.] + hBjk (21)
where
....A _ _ ..A
w = Wxi+Wyi+W. zk
and the velocity of the block surface in surface coordinates is
R'--_Bj = [Crs] "1 IRCG , [brs] rBj } (22)
where _tCG Is the velocity of the CG in ground coordinates. But when the block is in
contact with the surface, the component of R_G normal to the surface exactly cancels
the corresponding component of r_*--_so that (22) reduces to
vj
• ___ • ___
_ X'Bj I' + Y'BI J' in surface coordinates (23)
i
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where
• • $
X' +
Bj = XCG+ blI(WyZBj" U_z YBj ) + b12(WzXBj'C_xZBj ) b13( _xYB'-I WyXB'] + hB')]
• [_ ZBj'_zYBj)+b22( j-ZBj)+b23( Bj" _Bj )]YBj' = c°Ses CG + b21(Wy wzx B wx Wxy wyxBj +
- sine s [_'cG+b$1 (wyZBj'wzyBj) +b32(WzXBj'WxZBj) +bs3(WxYBj" _yXBj + hBj) ]
The slidingvelocity of a block is
SB. =
I
(24)
when the blol:kis in contact with the surface. It is convenient to neglect the small con-
tributionof hBj in the determination of slidingvelocity (24). While 5Bj can be calculated,
several computer operations would be necessary to evaluate the terms. Since (24)is used
primarily to establishthe slidingfrictioncoefficient(Figure 2-7),°and since this coefficient
is relativelyinsensitiveto SBj above .05 ft/sec.,the omission of hBj is justifiable.
Following an approach similar to that used for the blocks, a unit vector normal to the
surface of the footpad is defined in vehicle coordinates
J
so that the angle between the footpad centerline and the surface normal is obtained from
(16) and
.fj . n (26)cos = Rfnj
The position of points on the surface of the jth footpad (uncrushed) in surface coordinates
is obtained using (1), (4) and (15).
\ -I r J _IR'cojk = [Crs] {RcG---'A+ [brs ] co.k
(27)
The Z' component of (27) defines the "interference" measured normal to the surface,
C°jk
so that the thickness of the crushed kth section of the jth footpad is
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1.2_ _._._ _
1.0_ ----
I
"/"°"51 ......
0 .1 .2 .3 .4
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,-4--
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S(Ft.-$ec .)
Figure 2-7. Sliding Friction Coefficient versus Velocity
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Figure 2-8. Footpad Crush Pressure Profile
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hij k - Z' /cos _ (28)= hfo COjk J
2.4 DETERMINATION OF FORCES AND TORQUES
Forces generated in the footpads and crushable blocks are of two types: a crush force
acting normal to the ground surface and a friction force due to footpad sliding. The
friction force is in opposition to the sliding velocity (parallel to surface) and is propor-
tional to the crush force. The factor of proportionality, or friction coefficient, is
actually a function of the sliding velocity, as shown in Figure 2-7.
Figures 2-8 and 2-9 present the force-deflection characteristics of the footpads and blocks,
respectively. These force-deflection characteristics are denoted Pcj k and PcBj and
define the crush pressure profile of the pads and blocks. The crushable elements follow
an elastic relationship during unloading and reloading. Permanent set may exist in the
crushable elements.
Taking intoaccount the variation of footpad crush force and contact area with angle ol
loading (Reference (a))
2
lrdf Cf 2
- (0.75 +0.25 cos 2 _j) _] P
Fc _fj 8 cos _j k=l elk
2
--c P
_j = Cjk
(29)
and using (16) the force vector acting on the footpad hinge due to crushing is
Fc_fj = -Fc_fj n (30)
A unit vector in the direction of the sliding velocity in surface coordinates is obtained
from (9) and (10) * *
X'fpj Y'fpj .._
-A -_ jtI tt. = * + • (31)
] S S
Ipj fPj
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2{9
Permanent Set
I
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Elastic Return
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Figure 2-9. Block Crush Pressure Profile
Then the friction force, expressed in vehicle coordinates is
\
= tjF#_fj -_j Fc_fj [brs] "I [Crs ] --'A (32)
using (30), (31) and Figure 2-6.
Derivation of the forces due to the blocks parallels (29) through (32), with the added
simplification that the block is not subdivided into sections.
The effect of loading angle on contact area is ignored since _ B. must be a small angle
(less than about 10 ° for a contacting block). ]
Then
r dB 2
Fc _Bj = 4 CB(0"75 + 0.25 cos 2 _Bj) PcBj (33)
and from (16)
\ _..1
= -Fc_Bj n (34)
F
c_Bj
9_1Q
A unit vector ill the direction of the block sliding velocity is
• _,
____X R'B.
tB.- . ]
] SB.
]
in surface coordinates, using (23) and (24). Then
F_ = -_B.
_Bj ] Fc_Bj Ibrs 1-1 [Crs 1 tB "]
in vehicle coordinates.
The gravity forces acting on the system (vehicle coordinates) are
Fgj mpj g brs k
for the footpads (a sin, all effect) and
F G = Mg rs
for the main mass.
k
The summation of external forces in vehicle coordinates is then
= + F c F_
"= L gj c_fj + F_ _fj _Bj + _Bj
(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)
from (30), (32), (34), (35), (36) and (37).
The torque about the spacecraft axes, due to the external forces is obtained with the help
of (7) and (20)
= IPJ J I _ Bj Bj )j=l x (Fc_fj + Fla_i2_ + rB. x(F c + Fla _ (39)
The forcing functions expressed by (38) and (39) are suificient to define the spacecraft
rigid body rotations and motion of the CG. Other forces, however, must be accounted
for in the determination of rotation of the lower link with respect to the spacecraft hard-
points, and in prediction of footpad rotations.
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Usinl; (II), the deflection of the shock absorbers is defined:
61 - J_Do- ID l
(40)
The shock absorber is preloaded so that initially, some compression exists in the metal,
in the amount of
6 E = Fp/Ks
When 5| '_ 6E, the combined spring and preload force is
Fsj = Ks a j
When 6j >6 E, the combined spring and preload force is
Fs_ KD SKi ( |J ° 6E) + Fp
where SKi , the nonlinear spring profile, is shown in Figure 2-10.
The shock absorber damping force is
(41)
(42)
(4S)
where 8Dj , the nonlinear damping profile,__ is also shown in Figure 2-10. R D - R c in
compression and R D = RR in rebound..Q Dj is obtained from (12).
The mechanical friction force is .
ID 1
Then the total shock absorber force is
Flj = Fsj +Ffj + FDj
(4e)
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Figure 2-10. Shock Absorber Spring and Damping Profiles
Then using (5), (7), (11) and (46), the vector representing the shock absorber force on
the footpad hinge (vehicle coordinate) is
_.A Flj _ .._......A
F 1 = . " rhpuj )J _ (rfpj
J
(47)
The sum of forces acting on the hinge in strut coordinates is obtained using (30), (32),
(36) and (47).
____ ___ ___ .___ [__.____ _x .____ ____A]aj = Rxi'+ayj'+R k'=[gz rs]j-1 Fc}fj + F_fj +Fgj +Flj (48)
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Only the Rz componentof (48)producesa torque about the lower hardpoint tending to
change"Yj. Rx and R produce reactions. Thenthe torque tending to rotate the lower
link is
(49)
The crush force on the kth section of the jth footpad is given in footpad coordinates by
F " i" F " "' " F " k" = -1 "_
= cxj k cyjk ] t CZjk -C_jFcjk + Pc L- J njk rs j
using (16) and (29).
(50)
The friction force, expressed in footpad coordinates and using (29), (31) and (32) is
F" "-_ " _ F" _k" Pcjk[ s]_l [b I-1[C sl _.= F" i" + F_ k J + = -_j C d r (51)
_jk _Xjk Yj /AZjk _j rs r j
Then the torque, due to crushing and friction, tending to rotate the footpad about its
hinge is
T [Fc ] [Fcy ]= - + F" + hf + F" (52)aJk Yck _ Zjk jk #Yjk
using (50) and (51). A positive torque denotes a tendency to increase ¢x..Ifthe footpads
are on the stops, additionaltorque will be generated by elasticforces J
-Ka(aj " a 1) aj <a 1
Ts.= 0 a I <aj <a 2 (53)
3
• -K a (aj-a 2) a 2 <aj
Then the total torque tending to rotate the footpad is
2
T = _ T* + T (54)
aj k=l ajk sj
2.5 EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The forces and moments developed inthe above equations constitute the forcing functions in
the diiferential equations of motion. Using (38) the translational equations (uncoupled)
of motion written in ground coordinates are
[brs] F=M RCG (55)
which can be integrated twice to determine CG position and velocity. The Eule_.{equations
for rotationalmotion utilizethe torques presented in (39)and the definitionof w in (21):
._x e.£=X ....._._-X
T-- L+ cox L (56)
where the angular momentum L (vehicle coordinates) is
__N ..._N
L --[J]co (57)
also *', *'-
L : [J] ca (58)
and D
I
xx
J = -Iy x
-Izx
It is convenient to rewrite (56) as
i
-I -I
xy xz
I -I
yy yz
"Izy Izz
(59)
co : [J]-I)T- co xL (60)
which are three equations, uncoupled inco
X' COy, COZ"
The integration of (6tl) provides the angular velocity components ca x, coy, coz"
Before integrating a second time, the angular velocity components must be transformed to
components of the time rate of change of the Euler angles.
To accomplish this,recallthat the angular specificationof the spacecraft requires suc-
cessive rotationin _ , • ,and .X (Figure 2-3). Keeping in mind the order of rotation,
= • I = • i 1 = • (cos • i 2+ sin @k 2)
= _' cos ¢ (cos --"i- sin ._j)+ sin • k
(61)
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Jr& o.-b e ---t,
• -- _Jl-- _J2
= _ (sin =__'+ cos zj_
(61)
(Cont.)
But since
w= wx i +Wy J+wz k
= _+• +_.
then
I'*l_y = [A]
w z --
where
cos • cos_:
[A] - |-co. • sin z
!
L sin
The determinant [x] is
sin Z 0 1
cos - .0
0 l
det[A] = cosO
Therefore [A] "I exists ff cos _ _ 0. Note that in Keneral, (let [A]
[ x] "I _, notmer.ly the trtn.po.e of Ix]. Rsther,
coa.: -sin Z 0 1
[A] "I •_ |coat sin- cos• cos- 0
cos
L "sin • cos - sin # sin - cos #
provided cos • _ 0.
I, so th&t
(e2)
(83)
(64)
(es)
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Then
= [A] -1 Wy (66)
and (66) provides three equations, uncoupled in the Eulerian angular rates, which can be
integrated to obtain _, 4,, and - .
The restriction on the existence of [A 3 -1, i.e. cos 4, _ 0 does not constitute a serious
limitation since the spacecraft will rarely experience this orientation without failing the
stability test ( see para. 2.7). But since it is occasionally expedient to omit the stability
test, further discussion of this point is in order.
2n-I
Suppose cos @ = 0 so that 4, = + _ f(n=l,2,......) Reference to Figure 2-3 will
show that under these circumstances,- _e _ and _"rotations are performed about the
same axis in space. Hence, the _ and __ angular rates cannot be distinguished. When
cos 4,= 0, sin 4, = +1, (63)and (64)give
from which
also
2
OJz = +_I' +'-
(67)
Then --: can be arbitrarilychosen (theprevious value is convenient). From above
+_l' =¢_ - -
Z - PREV
where the sign of sin 4, determines the proper choice of sign. The Euler angles can
be obtained by integration as before.
With the help of (49) the equations of motion for the lower links are
= •P
T._j I_{ "F.]
(68)
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It has been assumed that 7 j can be considered as an instantaneous rotation about the
lower hardpoint which is temporarily fixed in space. This assumption should be valid
in light of the vast difference in the inertia properties of the vehicle body and the lower
link.
Using (54) and the solutions of (68), the differential equations governing the footpad
rotation are
(69)
The integration of (55), (56), (68) and (69) provides new values for the kinematics and
position of the spacecraft. These new values provide the starting point for the next pass
through the equaUons developed in this section. A detailed discussion of the integration
method will be found in Section HI.
2.6 GROUND CLEARANCE
Spacecraft ground clearance is measured normal to the surface and represents the mini-
mum distance between the lower hardpoints and the surface. Using (6), the positions of
the lower hardpoints in surface coordinates are
= I' + Y'hp.{ j J'+ X'X'hp,I j Z'hp_ j
--[Crs] °1 {R--_G + [brs] rl_,, "_} (70)
and the ground clearance is
where -Z'hp _
GC = -Z'hp _ (71)
#
is the minimum value of -Z'hp._ J
8T__ DETERMINATION
Evaluation of vehicle stability is accomplished through a subsidiary set of equatious which
parallel the determination of the vehicle motions. A particular landing is considered "un-
stable" ff the spacecraft attains a toppling configuration. A landing is considered "stable,,
if the vehicle motions subside to such a degree that toppling is unlikely.
Flan_fe g- 11 ,fll_ustr ms some of the geometry,_the sta_ty calculation. The "principal
p • ox motion is defined by the vectors P'CG and g, a unit vector from the CG in
the direction of the gravity force. All vectors'In this discussion are expressed in ground
coordinates except an otherwise indicated.
_--i II
II \
I I \
I I \
I \
I \ \
\
A
sth Foot ), 9B_% Principal Planeof Motion
Figure 2-1 I. StabilityGeometry
...MaToppling is considered imminent when g passes outboard of the triangle joining the
three footpad pivot points, a situation which can be encountered in two ways. The most
frequent situation will be "pitch instability" where the spacecraft topples in the direction
of RC'-_, with the two "critical feet" remaining astride of the principal plane. (At any
given time the "critical feet" are that pair, astride of the principal plane, which are
furthest advanced in the direction of the motion.) The second type of unstable cop.figura-
tion is "yaw instability." This unusual situation would occur if the vehicle were to rotate
to a position with all three feet on the same side of the principal plane.
As long as -_ passes inboard of the feet, it is pgssible to define a meaningful, quantitative
measure of stability. Define first the vector _ in the principal plane, extending from
the CG to the point at which the line joining the critic_ feet l_tersects the principal plane.
The stability angle ¢ is then formed by the vectors g and -_, remaining positive for
stable configurations. For pitch instability the stability angle becomes zero at neutral
stability, but for yaw instability the angle ceases to be defined at the neutral stability
point.
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The stability angle is evaluated as follows: Using (7), a vector from the CG to the footpad
pivot (ground coordinates) is
(72)
The location of the feet with respect to the principal plane is determined by successive
tests of the quantity
_x .____X
(RcG xg) • Rfpj
For a specific foot, this quantity w_ positive if the foot is to the "left" of the principal
plane (looking from the CG along R ) and negative if the foot is to the "r_Kh__"._Th.en_____
for any configuration in which the fe_are astride of the principal plane, (K-_--_ x g) fR_pj
will be either positive for exactly one specific foot, or negative for exactly one
specific foot. In either case, denote the subscript for the foot j=s. This is one of the
critical feet, and is located by Rfp s.
• is negative, the sth foot can be thought
Considering the case where (RcG x g) RIPs
of as being to the right of the principal plane. Since the feet are numbered CCW (looking
down), the other critical foot will be j=s+l, in this instance.
N
Denoting the vector from the sth to the (s+l)th foot by Rfps+ 1
A = Rfps + _' (Rfps+l " Rfps )
=====__
" xp11"s we have
(7S)
where _ is a positive number betw_jeen zero and one. To determine _, form the scalar
product of (73) with a unit vector n normal to the principal plane:
also
--_ = RC_._GGX____ = YCG I- XCG J
->]A • n = [Rip s + ), (R_s+l-Rfps • n
Since A and n are ox_hogonal, (74) and (75) yield the scalar equation
(74)
(75)
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XCG YfPs - YCG Xfp s
YCG (Xfps+l - Xfps) - )_cG(YfPs+I - YfPs )
(76)
so that from (73) and (76) Ax, A, A z (components of A) can be evaluated:
Ax = Xfps + _ (Xfps+l " Xfps )
Ay = YfPs + _ (YfPs+I- YfPs )
(77)
Az = Zfp s+ _(ZfPs+l-Zfp s)
from which
ITI =  fAx2+Ay2 + Az2 (78)
and the stabilityangle is
A
-1 z
@ = COS
I I
For positive (RcG x g) • Rfp, the calculation of
feet are significant.
2.8
(79)
¢ is similar, except that the sth and (s+l)th
TOUCHDOWN GEOMETRY WHEN FOOTPAD IMPACT TIMES AR_ SPECIFIED
The mathematical model developed in this section has been modified to permit calculation
of spacecraft dynamics based on specified impact times for the footpads. The coordinates
of the impact points of each foot are then used to calculate ground slope, cross slope angle
and to transform the spacecraft angular orientation intothe most convenient coordinate
system.
Let the initial angular orientation be denoted * o' @o' and - o" The coordinates of the
impact points are known in preliminary ground coordinates and are represented by
.--_ (80)
_j = Xj I'_o+ YjJo + ZjKo
An impact point is defined by the coordinates of the surface centroids of the uncrushed
footpad sections No. 1 (Figure 2-6) at the respective impact times. These coordinates
are in the preliminary ground coordinate system which is defined at zero time in the
manner described on page 2-5.
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The three impact points (PI' P2'
plane. Define
P3 correspondingto the respective footpads) form a
A = Axlo+A Jo +AzK o
= (X2 - X1) Io + (Y2" YI ) J o + (Z2 " Z1) Ko
B = B xl o+By.J o+B zK o
= (x3 "Xl) 1o + (Y3 "YI ) Jo ÷ (z3" zl) Ko
(81)
where A and B lie in the plane of the impact points (see Figure 2-12).
Obtain a unit inward normal vector to the surface from
n
= nxI o+nyJo +nzKo
__ .._
AxB
(82)
Check the direction of n-_ by testing the component in the Z direction. If nz is positive,
the desired vector has been defined. If n is negative, reverse the signs of the components
from (82). z
Since Ko is a unit vector directed vertically down, the ground slope is given by
cosO =_'_o = nz8
Next define the horizontal unit vector into the slope
= -(n x Ko) x Ko/ [(n'_x "-_KO)x "_KoI
=(n x Io+nyJo ) // +
(83)
(84)
If the horizontal velocity of the CG is defined as
__ .__ ..-_
V H = XIo+YJ o
then the cross slope angle is given by
cos A = (V H • a) /IVHI
(85)
(_)
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Figure 2-12. Determination of Cross Slope Angle and Ground Slope
From Known Footpad Impact Points
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It is convenient to specify the spacecraft angular orientation in a new ground coordinate
system which is defined in the manner of Figure 2-1. The new ground coordinate system
is obtained by rotating the preliminary system through an angle _ about the Z -axis (see
Figure 2-13). The angle of rotation is given by o
cos = a. J = a (87)
o y
The angle lies between ± 180 ° and is positive if the rotation of coordinates is positive in a
right hand sense relative to the preliminary system. The sense of the rotation can be
determined from the sign of a from (84). A negative value of a implies a positive
rotation _. The Euler angles _f the spacecraft rotation relativeXto the new ground coordi-
nates can then be obtained from the rotation of coordinates about Z:
sin ¢ = sin ¢oC°S _ - sin _1,ocos @o sin
sin ,lJ = [sin ¢oSin _+sin _I,ocos ¢o
sin_ = [cos ¢oSin _ cos _ -(coso o
sin sin _o) sin _]/cos¢
-sin_o ¢o
cos_]/ cos¢ (88)
COS .-_
0
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Figure 2-13. Rotation of Preliminary Ground Coordinates
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S ECTION III
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF HARD SURFACE LANDING
3.1 FLOW THROUGH COMPUTER PROGRAM
This particular computer program differs somewhat from similar digital computer simu-
lations in that the integration subroutine controls the program after a relatively simple
initialization phase (see Figure 3-1 for a basic block diagram of the program). That is,
the integration subroutine (RKP) receives the initial conditions, performs the required
integration, prepares values for printing, error checks the integration and, in general,
controls the operation of the program. Two subprograms are required by the integration
subroutine. One is a subprogram to calculate an array of derivatives from an array of
integrated variables. This is handled by subroutine FEP and various subroutines which
it calls. The second is a subprogram which will receive the integrated variables in an
array and translate them into the required output format. This is done in subroutine PRT.
At the beginning of the program, a series of four tables are read in as input data by the
subroutine TABLIN. These tables define characteristics of the footpads, crushable blocks
and the shock absorbers. After the table-read, the data describing the initial configuration
and conditions are read by subroutine INPUT. This information is then printed on the
summary sheet. The final subroutine which is called in this initialization phase is sub-
routine INIT. This subroutine adjusts the input variables for units (degrees to radians,
for instance), calculates and/or sets various constants which are used later in the program
and calculates additional initial information based on the input configuration and conditions.
The three subroutines, TABLIN, INPUT, and IN-IT, are called from the main program.
After these subroutines have been called, the YI array of variables is set in the main
program. This array in part consists of the initial values of the twenty-four variables to
be integrated during the course of the program. These initial values, established in sub-
routines INPUT and INIT, comprise the positions and velocities of the CG, rigid body
rotation about the CG_ rotations of the three lower struts and rotations of the three foot-
pads. The remaining elements of the YI array are zeroed in preparation for calculations
to determine the work done on the footpads, blocks, and shock absorbers. Either five or
fifteen elements of the YI array are used for work calculations, depending upon which
output option is activated (see Subsection 3.4.4.3). Next, an error (ERR) array is estab-
lished. This array contains total allowable truncation errors permissible per second of
simulation time. Upon completion of this task, the main program transfers control un-
conditionally to the integration subroutine, RKP.
Subroutine RKP performs a multitude of tasks including a fair amount of housekeeping as
well as integration, its primary function. It must set or respond to various flags which
signal events, such as the termination of program flag. It must generate the independent
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Figure 3-1. Block Diagram of Overall Computer Program
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variable (time). It must calculate the truncation error, compare the error to the allow-
able error and adjust the integration interval in accordance with the size of this error.
It must ascertain whether output printing is required during an integrated interval and
if so, interpolate from the integrated values a set of values consistent with the instant in
which output information was required. It must determine if the input information re-
ceived from the MAIN program is meaningful within rather broad boundaries and last,
but not least, subroutine RKP must be able to integrate efficiently and accurately.
The integration subroutine RKP calls only two other subroutines: FEP and PRT. FEP
(Function Evaluation Program) is required to have the capability of computing an array
(D) of derivatives of the Y array at the time, T, when supplied with the values of the Y
array at time, T. A further requirement on FEP is that the derivative array must be
independent of past history and calculations and only dependent on the Y array and initial
constants. The subroutine PRT is required to accept output information for printing at a
rate specified by the PRT subroutine.
Subroutine FEP receives an array (Y) of integrated values from subroutine RKP. In FEP,
these values are set equal to others whose symbolism is somewhat more meaningful (e.g.
ALPH(1) = Y(4) ). This information is then transferred to a subroutine which calculates
the configuration of the vehicle in detail (subroutine CONFIG). Based on the configuration,
a second subroutine makes a determination of the stability of the vehicle (STAB). Next,
calculations of the footpad, block and shock absorber forces as functions of the configttra-
tion are performed. These forces are used to calculate the torques on the lower struts,
the torques about the CG and the forces affecting the CG. These rather lengthy calcula-
tions are performed in subroutine FORCE.
The forces and torques in conjunction with the input mass and inertia terms are combined
in the differential equations of motion to generate the derivatives. These calculations are
done in subroutine INTEO_. Finally these derivatives are appropriately transferred to
the derivative (D) array at the end of subroutine FEP.
In summary, the MAIN program calls the subroutines TABLIN, INPUT and ]I_IT for
initialization. The MAIN program transfers control to subroutine RKP. RKP calls sub-
routine FEP which in sequence calls CONFIG, STAB, FORCE and INTEQM. Subroutine
FEP basically acts as an interface between the integration routine, RKP, and the CONFIG,
STAB, FORCE and INTEQM subroutines. This procedure is repeated and the integration
proceeds. As output information is generated, it is transferred to subroutine PRT.
3.2 INT EGRATION METHOD
The integration method used in this program may be described as a variable interval,
error checking Runge-Kutta integration method. The basic integration method is a fourth
order Runge-Kutta integration procedure.
With the constant interval Runge-Kutta process, four evaluations of the derivatives are
required in order to integrate over a given interval. However, the procedure in this pro-
gram requires eleven evaluations _ the derivatives to integrate over a given interval.
This would appear to entail a large running time penalty over other methods. However,
this has not been our experience.
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In a given interval, a fourth order Runge-Kutta will require evaluations of derivatives at
the beginning of the interval, two in the middle of the interval and one at the end of the
interval. The method which is used in this program does this and additionally cuts the
given interval in half and repeats this four-step process twice more to again integrate
over the original full interval. This effectively results in two answers to the same
problem. Both of these answers, by their very nature, are in error from the exact
answer. The difference between the two answers is proportional to the major portion of
the truncation error in the smaller interval integration. The difference is used to improve
the answer derived from integrating over the two half-intervals. This improved answer
is theoretically as accurate as a fifth-order Runge-Kutta procedure. The remaining
truncation error is then calculated and compared to the allowable error. If the error is
less than the allowable error, the next integration interval will be expanded proportion-
ately. If the error is greater than the allowable error, the interval size is cut in half.
This permits the use of the derivatives calculated in the first half interval and seven, in-
stead of eleven, more sets of derivatives are required. The error checking procedure
is repeated and the evaluation process is repeated.
Since the Runge-Kutta procedure is performed completely three times during a given
interval, twelve evaluations of the derivatives would appear to be required. However, the
derivative array calculated at the beginning of the full interval will also be identical to
the derivatives required for the beginning of the first half-interval; therefore, recalculation
is unnecessary. This also is the explanation of why seven instead of eight evaluations of
the derivatives are required in the event that an interval must be cut in half.
This method is particularly well adapted to the Surveyor program. A typical landing on
a hard surface will normally involve one or more abrupt contacts with the surface re-
suiting in generally discontinuous derivatives and invariably a free flight phase where
the derivatives are essentially constant and in some cases zero. During an abrupt contact,
the integration interval will be reduced,and during a free flight phase, the interval will be
broadened. Regardless of the situation, the accuracy of the calculation remains within the
specified limits.
Other integration methods have been investigated, but for this particular problem, none
have surpassed the variable interval Runge-Kutta integration method. Another variable
interval method, Milne integration with Runge-Kutta starting, works quite well in problems
where the derivatives experience only occasional abrupt changes. In the case of the
Surveyor landing, however, abrupt changes are not unusual so that the Milne integration
routine is not aften able to choose a larger integration interval. The reluctance of the
Milne routine to take a largertime interval stems from the conservative interval adjust-
ment policy which must be followed in order to avoid a premature increase in interval
size, and the resulting running time penalty for restarting.
Constant interval methods ordinarily will be suffering inaccuracies during periods of
abrupt change due to an insufficiently fine time interval. During smooth periods, such as
free flight, these methods will be "loafing" in their failure to take full advantage of the
situation. Even so, good results have been obtained with a constant interval Runge-Kutta
(4t= .002 sec.), but no advantage in running time has resulted. Trapezoidal integration
improves running time only in the event that time increments are dangerously large from
the standpoint of accuracy.
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3.3 ERROR CHECKING PROCEDURE
The basis of the error evaluation procedure is the foundation of the Runge-Kutta method,
the Taylor Series. In general, the order of a Runge-Kutta integration procedure is a
function of the last term of the Taylor Series which is included in its derivation.
A Taylor Series may be written:
h Yo +_.' _. h4yo 5. Yo +_.' h6yoVI
where:
and
h is the interval of the independent variable,
Yo is the value of the dependent variable at the beginning of the
interval, h,
Yl is the value of the dependent variable at the end of the interval, h,
n
Yo is the n-th derivative of the dependent variable at the beginning of the
interval.
A fourth order Runge-Kutta procedure is used so the truncation error is:
1 h 5 V 1 ,6 VI
el = -_-.' Yo +_-., n Yo + ....
The error for an interval half as large would be:
ve1 = 5y O + + .....
2
v= _. h5yo + _.' Yo + .....
The total error for two half-intervals would be equal to 2 • e I or:
1 (]__)h5yo V 1 (____)h6y ° VIe2=_- " + _ + .....
yo V, and yo VI, etc.,are not known, the exact value of these errors cannot be evalu-Since
ated. Let the exact value of the integrated variable at the end of the interval h be Yl"
Then the value calculated by Runge-Kutta using one step over the interval will be Yl + el
and using two half-intervals will be Yl + e2" If the difference between these values is
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calculated, theresult is:
(Yl + el) " (Yl + e2)
I
eI - • 2
1 h 5 V 1 h 6 V'I
YO + _ YO + ....
l
I I.. ÷_.(_)_yo......
e2. If one-fifteenth of the difference, e 1
error, e 3, is now of the order of:
It now may be noted that the first term is exactly fifteen times the fifth order error in
- e2, is now subtracted from e2, the remaining
e3 = e2 _3 (e; - e2)
= _ _ h6y VI + ....
Since e3 is the remaining error in our calculation,we require that the absolute value of
this number be less than or equal to the allowable error; that is:
le [ < (allowable error)
The procedure which is now used starts with the calculation of the difference between the
improved integrated value, Yl + e3' and the integrated value resulting from integrating
over the entire interval, Yl + el" That is:
(Yl+ el) " (Yl + e3)
eI - e3
= I _l h5 Vlyo _-" V'I+., [ (- _"_I+ h6yo .... -I " 1 h6y o
1 h5yo V 1 (3_) h6 VI= _.' + _ Yo + .......
1 hSy ° V
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In a reasmmbly well-behaved Taylor Series, the quantity h6yo VIwould be very much less
than hSy V. For the following, the assumption is made that h6yoVIis, at worst, equal
t h5 VU
o Yo • This is believed to be a conservative assumption. With the aid of this assump-
tio N an evaluation of e 3 will be made in terms of (y+e 1) - (Y+e3).
e 3 1 / 1) h6yVI_.' -_6
1 (-1) hSyV6. _-6
-_- "1"_- Yl + el) " (Yl + e3)
Now, returning 'to our error criterion:
Substituting for e3:
_< (allowable error)
! !
1/180 • I(yl + el)- (Yl + e3)] < (allowable error)
This method has been used and found to be satisfactory.
As the program presently stands, elimination of the fifth-order truncation error is per-
formed on all integrated variables. Error checking is performed on twenty-one. No
checks are performed on the three footpad angular rates and on the work done on the
system. The accuracy c/the work integration in no way affects the accuracy of the
program. It is used as a check to see ff the work done plus the final kinetic and potential
energy equals the initial kinetic and potential energy. The required accuracy of this cal-
culation is minimal. The footpad calculations have been modified to such an extent that
a check on the footpad angular rate error is meaningless. Error checks are performed on
footpad angular pooition, however.
The integration interval is adjusted on the basis of the error checks. If the error check
fails, the interval is cut in half. The calculations pertaining to the first half-interval are
now used as the values for the full interval and two new half-interval calculations (based
on the smaller interval) are then computed. If the error check falls a second time, the
interval is again cut in half and this process is repeated until one of two things occur:
the error is passed or the interval is reduced to a preset minimum. If this situation
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occurs, further interval reduction is futilesince the number of significantfigures avail-
able on the Univac II07are insufficientfor a meaningful comparison of the errors. Under
these circumstances, the error check is by-passed after a diagnostic note on the summary
sheet is printed.
If the error check is passed, a new interval is started. The size of this new interval is
a function of the maximum absolute value of the ratio of the truncation error to the allow-
able error in the present interval. For a situation in which the error check has been
passed, this absolute ratio must be between 0 and 1. The trial size of the next interval
will be:
hl, 2= (2- U 2max!" h0,1
where U 2 max.is the aforementioned ratio,h0,I is the present interval size and hl,2 is
the new trialintervalsize. For an error equal to the truncation error, the interval size
remains the same. Ifno error occurs, the interval willbe doubled. The remainder of
the possibilRies lie between these two extremes.
3.4 PROGRAM DETAIL
This sub-section describes the usage and composRion of the computer program in suffi-
cient detail to enable the user to understand thoroughly the content of the program, and
to apply the program to studies of Surveyor hard surface landings. To supplement the
very general description of the program flow appearing in 3.1, additional descriptions at
two increased levels of detail are presented on the following pages.
The functional block diagram describes in moderate detail the type of calculations which
are being made at various locations in the program, while the program listing presents
the complete detail of the calculations as they are actually performed. A complete defini-
tion of variables, cross references to Section 1I and program usage instructions are also
provided.
3.4.1 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAMS
Block diagrams describing the functions of the computer program are contained in the
following pages. The subroutines are presented in the following order:
1. MAIN 7. STAB
2. TABLIN 8. FORCE
3. INPUT 9. ENTRP
4. INIT 10. INTEQM
5. FEP 11. RKP
6. CONFIG 12. PRT
This order will also be maintained in subsequent sections.
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CALL TABLIN
CALL INPUT
[
CALL INIT
SET YI ARRAY
FROM INITIAL
CONDITIONS
I
SET ERR
ARRAY
I
CALL RKP
I
GO 'to 1
I
$-g
SUBROUTINE
TABLIN
READ TABLE DATAAND CHECK FORMAT
[
I RRANGE TABLES
[
WRITE TABLE
DATA
1
CONVERT TABLE
DATA TO PROPER
UNITS FOR SUBSEQUENT
CALCULATIONS
J
RETURN IEND
READS
TABLES-
I. Spring Characteristics vs.
Shock Absorber Travel.
2. Damping Characteristics vs.
Shock Absorber Travel.
3. Crush Characteristics vs.
Footpad Compression.
o Crush Characteristics vs.
Crushable Block
Compression
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ISUBROUTINE IINPUT
[
INPUT
DATA
I
|,,
INPUT
DATA
I
I SET CONSTANTS: Ir, r/180, 180/_
1
CONVERT ANGLES
AND ANGULAR RATES
FROM DEGREES AND
DEGREES/SEC TO
RADIANS AND RADIANS/SEC
RESPECTIVELY
I
[ SET INERTIA (XJ)IMA RIX
I
RETURN
END I
Reads and
Modifies
Input Data
Consists of Reading:
XM XDOTOC
XIX YDOTOC
YIY ZDOTOC
ZIZ XKD (1),XKD (2),XKD (3)
XIY XKS
XIZ FP (I),FP (2),FP (3)
YIZ XNU
XMP XLDMIN
XLDO CB (1),CB (2),CB (3)
DELCG CF (1),CF (2),CF (3)
XLP THETD (1)
XLL THETD (2)
XLA THETD (3)
G THETSD
ALPHA/) (1) PSIOD
ALPHAD (2) PHIOD
ALPHK (1) XIOD
ALPHK (2) XLAMDD
BETAD OMEGA (1)
XLC OMEGA (2)
HBO OMEGA (3)
XIALPH RR (1),RR (2),RR (3)
XIGAM RUNNO
HFO SERNO
DB NPHASE
DF VH
RC (1),RC (2), VV
RC (3) IWILEY
SRL (I),SRL (2) ICODE
SRL (3) XDTP
XMUF TFO
XMUB HM
TAU (1),TAU (2),
TAU (3) ERR (4)through
ERR (24)
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' INIT )
1
INITIALIZATION OF
VARIOUS VALUES
CALCULATION OF
INITIAL LINEAR
VELOCITIES
CALCULATION OF
INITIAL KINETIC
ENERGY
140
CALCULATION OF
LEG, BLOCK & FOOTPAD
GEOMETRY
250 I
CALCULATION OF THE
INITIAL POSITION OF THE
VEHICLE C G IN
GROUND COORDINATES
I
RETURN ]END
The following program variables
or arrays are assigned a value
in subroutine INIT:
SINTHS, COSTHS
ISET
A - XA, YA, ZA
A - DELEL
A - IBEEN
DELMAX
A - SLOPE1, SLOPE2
XC, YX, ZC
PSI, PHI, XI
A-B
XDOTC, YDOTC, ZDOTC
PFLAG
TZERO
A - XCDP, YCDP
A - GAMMA
A- ALPHA
A - SINTH, COSTH
A - PSB, PSBQ
A - XB, YB, ZBO
A - XHPU, YHPU, ZHPU
A - GAMDOT
A- ALPDOT
A - XFP, YFP, ZFP
A - HPL
A- DRS
A- ZCPMAX
A - PSP, PSI_
ZPREF
VZERO
"A" denotes array.
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Endof
Program
Switch
I
PITCHINSTABILITY
I"
[ _,o4o I
10
TO SYMBOLS USED IN i
FORCE, CONFIGURATION, I
INTEQM, ETC. ]
1
36
_ ÷
INSTABILITY
I
IGO_O_01
Function
Evaluation
Program
#
!
lc,o_ _3oJ
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_ TEST FOR OPTION 4 )YES
ACTIVATION
UPDATE MINIMUM STABILITY
ANGLE AND GROUND CLEARANCE
AND MAXIMUM SHOCK ABSORBER
FORCES
ie3
NNO/ IS MINIMUM STABILITY
ANGLE GREATER THAN 45°?
DOES CURRENT STABILITY ANGLE _ NO
EXCEED MINIMUM STABILITY /ANGLE BY MORE THAN 50°?
66
68
I VEHICLE STABLE(HOCK- BACK)
Note......._.
ZPREF is the distance measured
along the vehicle centerline, be-
tween the CG and a point .5 ft.
below the footpad surface at
zero time. The test at block 68
checks whether all footpads are
approximately within .5 ft. of the
surface.
N_ IS CG MORE THAN A \
DISTANCE ZPREF AWAY _._S
FROM THE SURFACE? / I|
ITS '\ I
N_ vD__ cMTAGN_TUDDEIROEFCIGoN _SEXCEED 2 FT/SEC? / I
/
"l8o \ [
N_ vD__cMTAGNITUDDEROEF CIGoN _SEXCEED 2 FT/SEC ? / [
!
19o \ [
EXCEED 2 FT/SEC ? / I
/
Itoo \ [
N_ RD_ESE_IT_ EDEIOFExAIqGAUx_AR _SEXC ED .1 RAD/SEC ? / I
/
111o \ [
N_ DOES MAGNITUDE OF ANGULAR \
RATEABOUTVEHICLEy-A_S __._S
EXCEED .1 RAD/SEC ? / [
!
1120 \ I
DOES MAGNITUDE OF ANGULAR \
NO RATE ABOUT VEHICLE z-A._S _--E1S
EXCEED .1 RAD;SEC? / I
VEHICLE STABLE GO TO 130
I
i OTO 01
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I. SET LFLAG
2. WRITE TIME
3. CALCULATE FINAL
ENERGY + WORK
DONE ON THE
SYSTEM
4. WRITE INIT KE &
FIN KE + WORK
5. RETURN
BOTTOMED
8HOCK
ABSORBER 1. SET DERIVATIVE ARRAY(V Z_Y_ FROM
VAI_ABLF._ USED
m mT M
2. RETURN
$-16
il
• ,
C CONFIG
l
I CALCULATION OF brs MATRIX
120 l
I CALCULATION OF RN, A UNIT VECTORNORMA TO THE SURFACE
124 [
CALCULATION OF COSXIB & XII
15oI
CALCULATION OF FOOTPAD POSITION,
SHOCK ABSORBER LENGTH & STROKING
VELOCITY
170 [
CALCULATION OF FOOTPAD VELOCITY
180 I
I CALCULATION OF drs MATRIX
200]
CALCULATION OF CRUSHED HEIGHT
OF THE FOOTPAD
220 [
CALCULATION OF CRUSHED HEIGHTOF BLOCKS
224[
CALCULATION OF BLOCK VELOCITY
230 I
I CALCULATION OF grs MATRIX
!
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YES
NO
I
CALCULATE GROUND CLEARANCE AT
EACH LOWER HARDPOINT
_4o[
TEST FOR OPTION 4 ACTIVATION \
AND IF SO, WHETHER ALL FEET /HAVE IMPACTED SURFACE
2499[
ANALYZE GEOMETRY TO DEFINE SURFACE
PLANE FROM COORDINATES OF FOOTPAD
IMPACT POINTS
I
COL/NEAR? /
2410 [[ IDETERMINE SURFACEUNIT NORMAL
YES
2402
,, I 3411
'REVERSE SIGN OF [
SURFACE UNIT
NORMAL TO OBTAIN
INWARD NORMAL
l
- / TEST Z COMPONENT OF
SURFACE NORMAL
0 [ 2412
PRINT AND SET
FLAG TO TERMINATE
RUN I
÷
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YES
2415 I
COMPUTE GROUNDSLOPE
1
_EHO RIZONTAL VELOCITY_
RO?
YES
'2452
t PRINT AND SET FLAG TOTERMINATE RUN
PRINT ERROR MESSAGE
AND SET FLAG TO TERMINATE
RUN
_1,,23
ANGLE RELATIVE TO ORIGINAL
GROUND COORDINATES
NO
242O
TEST GROUND
SLOPE _ 2430
ol
I ICA_CULATECROSSLOPE[ ] ANGLE RELATIVE TO NEW
[ ] GROUND COORDINATES WHICH
[ I ARE DEFINED IN ACCORDANCE
J IWITHTHESURFACEGEOMETRY
I
[ 2448
I PRINT CROSS SLOPE ANGLE I
t--G++--"iAND COORDINATES OFIMPACT POINTS
1
_ IS GROUND SLOPE_ZERO?
NO
3458 i
CALCULATE INITIAL EULER ANGLES RELATIVE ITO NEW GROUND COORDINATES
1
PRINT AND SET FLAG TO ITERMINATE RUN
1
2_oJ
DETERMINE MINIMUM
GROUND CLEARANCE AND
IDENTIFY THE CORRESPONDING
LOWER HARDPOINT
I
END
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STAB
I
I FIND XX FOR EACH FOOT. THE SIGN OF XX SPECIFIES WHETHER THE ]
FOOT IS TO THE LEFT OR RIGHT OF THE PRINCIPAL PLANE WHEN iLOOKING IN THE DIRECTION OF THE HORIZONTAL VELOCITY VECTOR
I SET FLAG FOR EACH FOOT ACCORDING [TO POLARITY OF XX
9oi
TEST FLAGS TO DETERMINE IF ONE N\ _
FOOT IS SEPARATED FROM OTHER FEET
BY THE PRINCIPAL PLANE
SET FLAG INDICATINGYAW INSTABILITY
!
THIS IS ONE OF CRITICAL I
FEET. SET JJ ACCORDINGLY I
2001
!
IDENTIFY OTHER CRITICAL FOOT [
ACCORDING TO DIRECTION OF MOTION ]
2561
DETERMINE COMPONENTS OF _ THE
VECTOR FROM THE C G TO INTERCEPT
OF PRINCIPAL PLANE BY LINE JOINING
CRITICAL FOOTPADS
260
SET FLAG INDICATING [
IPITCH INSTABILITY
I
RETURN [
I
CALCULATE STABILITY ANGLE
259 [
-'0 _TEST STABILITY ANGLE ) + 270
I
RETURN
END
SET FLAG INDICATING
VEHICLE STABLE AT
THE MOMENT
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FORCE )
10
CALCULATION OF FRICTION COEFFICIENT
70
CALCULATION OF BLOCK FORCES IN
SURFACE COORDINATES
1. Calculation of block crushing
2. Table interpolationfor block
profilecoefficient
3. Calculation of block force
80
CALCULATION OF FOOTPAD FORCES IN
SURFACE COORDINATES
1. Calculation of footpad crushing
2. Table interpolationfor footpad
profileCoefficient
3. Calculation of footpad force
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120
TRANSFER OF CRUSH AND FRICTION
FORCES TO VEHICLE COORDINATES
FROM SURFACE COORDINATES
180
CALCULATION OF SHOCK ABSORBER FORCES
1. Calculate Stroke
2. Table interpolation for damping prGile
and spring rate profile coefficients
3. Calculate spring force and preload
4. Test for stroke or restroke and calculate
friction and damping forces
5. Sum all shock absorber forces
6. Resolve shock absorber force into
vehicle coordinates
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192
CALCULATION OF TORQUES ABOUT LOWER
HARDPOINT
I, Sum footpad and shock absorber
forces (vehicle coordinates)
2. Transfer this sum to strut
coordinates
3. Calculation of forces and moments
on lower hardpoint in vehicle
coordinates
4. Calculation of torque about lower
hardpoint in a direction which will
cause rotation of the lower leg.
205
CALCULATION OF TORQUE ON FOOTPAD
 241
FOOTPAD STOP CALCULATIONS
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CALCULATIDN OF ENBRflY ABJORPTX)N
RATF_ OF FOOTPAD81 BLOCKS
_DCK ABSORBERS
,,ol
ABOUT THE VEmCLE C.G,.
slsl
TRANSFER OF ENERGY ABgORPTIDN RATK8
TO ONE ARRAY
8..88
ENTRP '_
I SET CONSTANTS '1
BRACKETS INPUT INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE BETWEEN TWO
ADJACENT TABLE VALUES
LINEAR INTERPOLATION
OF EITHER ONE OR TWO
VARIABLES
I RETURN 1END
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INTEQM
I
INERTIA MATRIX
EVALUATION OF
VEHICLE ANGULAR
ACCELERATIONS
1
CALCULATION OF
LOWER LEG ANGULAR
ACCELERATIONS
!
CALCULATION OF
FOOTPAD ANGULAR
ACCELERATIONS
CALCULATION OF
VEHICLE C G LINEAR
ACCELERATIONS
J
CALCULATION OF THE
FIRST DERIVATIVES OF
THE "EULER" ANGLES
I
L RETURN ]END
$-2S
(s-7)
Checks
on
Input
Information
Set First Interval
to Suggested
Interval
Check Overall
Intng ration Interval
Against First Interval
I X_[{I(I) = 1.0 ]
XKi(2) = 2.0
XXI(3) = 2.0
I
XK2(I) =
xx2(2) =
XX2(3) -
I
'!xx3(_);IxK3(2)
X3(3(3) -
I
SGN = SIGN
1.0
1.0
2.0
0.5 '1
0.0
0.5
(I.0, SH)]
Error
Exit
+tl0
Error
"'._0 - Exit
l0
,480 Error
Exit
30
480 Error
Exit
480 Error
Exit
H = TF-T
Initialize Internal
Switching Parameters
(Print Switch)
(End Switch)
I
IEDEW = I
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SUBROUTINE RKP I
i
Initialize ] DO 80 I = 1, N
I U (I) = YI(1).Uand A Arrays [80 A(1)= YIff)
l
Print
I
Initialize i_'DO 110 I = 1 _N ]
Iv(1)• A(1) I iV and C Arrays I xxoC(I) = X(I)[ = YI(I)
I I
/
Beginning of Big
Integration Interval
Reset IRSSW and JlRSSW = 1 1
IRKC - IlRKC = 0
Set Beginning INFLAG = I
Integration FLAG I
toTRFRyAValues [ DO 125 I- I_N]
Array J[x25Y(I) = X(1)/or FEP Call
1
!.
Rese, FLAG [" LAG-01
, [
StoreDin ['DO 130 I=I,N 1DYI for 130 DYI(1) = D(1)Later Use
Calculate 1/2 ._
Time Interval ]'H2= 0.5* HI
DO I._70 K..._=I _. __
DOI60 I =I,N
[
i
IIV(I) = V(1) + D(1) * H
I
!
!
1160 Y(I) = C(I) + D(1) * H2 *
[!.5 for K ! !]
T-T+ 0.0forK *H
.5 for K
CALL FEP
NFLAG = 0
170 CONTINUE
I
This Block Contains
the Basic Runge-Kutta
Integration Process.
At 170, V Will (Almost)
Be the New Value at the
End of the Integration
Interval.
The Y Values
Are Sent to FEP
to Use in Calculating
Derivatives.
I!'0 f°r K i _I
2.0 for K * 1/6
.0 for K
:.0forK !]
1.0 for K :
.0 for K =
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CompleteRunge- [Kutta Process
RKC= 0
IRKC-I IRKC-2 [
Picks up Derivatives
StoredEarlier
SavesV Values Just
Calculated in U Array
MovesA Array to V
Array
ResetsTime
ResetsH
SignalsStart
of SecondPass
MovesPrevious Calculate0
Values (V) to Y Array.
Sameas aboveto C Array.
Start of Second
One-half Interval
Save Derivatives
For Interpolation.
I
DO180 I=I,N [180 V(1) - V(I) + V(I) * H * 1/6
|
IRKC - IRKC + I [
!
!
I GO TO (190,210,240), IRKC [
! II
DO 2O0 I- 1,N
D(I) - DY llI)
u(1) = v(I)
200 v(x). i(I)
T-T -H
H-H2
NFLAG =-1
GO TO 140
DO 220 I=1_
Y(I) = V(I)
CALL FEP ]
DO 230 I- 1_1
230 DY2 (I) " D(I)
GO TO 150
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i,+..o.c.+c,q .'a,,_
OK 430280 Prints
t
35O
.ypa..e,+[C,OTO(280.350>zPTSW,I
PRT
_80" 280
Checks to see if T / _
is Greater Than an ._.e_,m*lT._ n*U_TD_",_+330
Integration Interval _ .... ' ..... -''+_'-'--"--
+ TP (Print Time) _ /
¢
Compares Print Time
and Integration Time /
IFmMvARRAvl I I l
[CALL P"T l ' ' '
Check Oil Whether _ N_0
TP was Updated _t_rn_
(YES)
INTERPOLATES -
SET U ARRAY -
CALL PRT
Check on Whether _/_,..,.n_ _, NO
T P was Updated "",_ " ' ' _'_
Goes Back to 290
to see if Another T -
Print Interval is in _ YES /
One Integration
Interval.
Call PRTLockout
(IEDSW)
__-q
,)
,a.E.dS.itch[ IBeen Set in PRT? GO TO (350,410), IEDSW
350 [NO 410 lyE S
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Has Final Time ' /.__'__, -409
Been Reached? "_'j:_ 0 YES
-y
Set New (Full) NO[+
Intnratio. Interval IS-C2 U2M_X)" 2" HI
on Baals of Maximum
Error 0 S U2MAX _ 1 _J_
Will thia Interval / _ .
Exceed Interval _"SGN * (TF-T-H)"_ -_ Z)
Required to Complete _ " /_0 390
Integration _ ....
- I 370
Does Minimum Allowable / _-409
Interval Exceed Interval _fSGN * ITF-T-HM]_ -J x.__
Required to Complete _ " /YES
Integration
Set AandC DO 400 I= l,lq]
Arrays for A(1) = V(1) [
Next Integration 400 C(1) = V(l) [
Interval GO TO 120
Print Time Set
To T
Flag PRT Routine
That this is Last
Time Through
PRT
Move V Array
To U (Print)
Array
Set TF ,. T -
Move V to
YO Array -
Return to
Main Program
TP=T
LFLAG ,, 1
DO 405 I= I,N
t05 U(1) = V(1)
TF=T 1
DO 420 11,, I,N
420 YO(1) - V(I)
RETURN
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Entry Due to
Error Check
Failure
Resets Calculated
Error
Continues
Checking
Remainder
of V Array
Resets Time
Is New Interval
Less Than Minimum
Allowable Interval ?
Sets Switch to
Start on First
One-half Inter-
val.
Cut H in One-half
Sets U Values to Values at
End of First One-half Integration
Interval.
Sets V and C to Values at
Start of Integration Interval
Sets D Array to Values at
Start o! Integration Interval
Flag for Start of First One-
half Interval
Error OK
?
U2 = 1.0
GOTO 250
(YES)
0 +
IRKC • I
HfH2
DO 470 I= 1,N
V(1) = C(I)
v(B = A(1)
C(1) = A(1)
470 D(1) = DYI(1)
NFLAG • - I
GO TO 140
Error
Not
Acceptable
_ Errorxit
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_ ERROR EXIT
PRINT 490
490 FORMAT //28 H RUNGE-KUTTA SUBROUTINE ERROR//
STOP
END
TERMINATION E RI_RS
1. Number of Equations <_.0
2. Number of Equations > 50
3. Final Time = Initial Time
4. (Suggested Interval) < (Minimum Interval}
5. Minimum Interval = 0
RUNGE°KUTTA
EQUATIONS
FOR EQUATIONS OF THE FORM:
d-_xl i = f(xi' yi)
k I = h .f(Xo, Yo)
1 1
k2 = h .i(Xo+ _ h,Yo+ _ k 1)
1 1
k 3 = h .i(x o+ _-- h,Yo + 2- k2)
k 4 = h .i(x o+h,yo +k3)
1 1 1 1
Yl = YO+-6 k1+'3" k2+ 3" k3+ "6k4
x I = x o + h
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PRT
100
CONTROLLED PRINT AND
PUNCH OF CONFIGURATION
AND MOTION OF VEHICLE
PARAMETERS
CONTROLLED PRINT AND
PUNCH OF FORCES AND
TORQUES ACTING ON THE
VEHICLE
300
CONTROLLED PRINT AND
PUNCH OF THE ENERGY
STATE OF THE VEHICLE
CONTROLLED PRINT OF
DIAGNOSTIC VARIABLES
RETURNEND. ]
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3.4.2 DEFINITION OF PROGRAM VARIABLES
On the following pages, the program variables and arrays are defined. The definitions,
although somewhat terse, will assist in bridging the gap between the equations in Section
H, the block diagrams and the program listing. Only variables actually used and/or
defined in the program have been listed. The variables are segregated by the subroutine
in which they are used and/or defined and are listed alphabetically. Since some variables
appear in more than one subroutine, definitions may be duplicated in order to avoid the
need for cross-reference.
The format of this section is as follows: first, the parameter or array name; second,
enclosed in parenthesis, the common list (if any) in which the variable or array exists;
third, the definitions; finally, enclosed in parenthesis, the dimensions (if any) appropri-
ate to the subject variable or array.
MAIN
DEGRAD (NT) Conversion factor (rad/deg).
ERR (N1) Allowable integrationtruncation error per second (ft/sec,ft/sec/sec,
degrees/sec , degrees/sec/sec ).
GAMDOT (N7) Lower strut angular rate (rad/sec).
GAMMA (NT) Lower strut angular position (rad).
HM (N1) Minimum integration interval size (sec).
I DO variable.
IOPT (N24) Program switch controlling various output options.
J DO index.
N (N1) Denotes the number of differential equations to be integrated.
OMEG (N7) Angular rates about vehicles axes (rad/sec).
PHIO (NT) Initial yaw angle of the vehicle (rad).
PSiO (ST) Initial pitch angle of the vehicle (rad).
SH (N1) Suggested size _ first integration interval (sec).
TAMIN Minimum of the three footpad contact times (sec).
TAU (/412)
TF (NI)
Time at which a given footpad contacts the surface (sec).
The time to which the integration will proceed unless other stops are
encountered (sec).
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TO (/41)
XC (N_)
XDOTC(NT)
XIO_)
YC (NT)
YDOTC(/47)
YI (_l)
ZC (NT)
ZDOTC(NT)
TABLIN
BLOCK1
BLOCK2
BLOCKS
CLOD
FOOTI (_I0)
FOOT9 (NX0)
• X_)OTS _0)
I
IFORK
J
J11
J12
J13
J21
J22
Starting integration time (sec).
Vehicle position - X-direction - Ground coordinates (feet).
Vehicle velocity - X-direction - Ground coordinates (feet/sec).
Initial roll angle c_ the vehicle (rad).
Vehicle position - Y- direction - Ground coordinates (feet).
Vehicle velocity - Y-direction - Ground coordinates (feet/sec).
List of initial values for the integration routine (various dimensions).
Vehicle position - Z-direction - Ground coordinates (feet).
Vehicle velocity - Z-direction - Ground coordinates (feet/sec).
(N10) Table ct Characteristics for Block No. 1.
(N10) Table of Characteristics for Block No. 2.
(N10) Table of Characteristics for Block No. 3.
Temporary storage for table values.
Table ct Characteristics for Footpad No. 1.
Table ct Characteristics for Footpad No. 2.
Table of Characteristics for Footpad No. 3.
Counter - value denotes number of separate tables which have been read.
An array of the code numbers associated with each table.
DO index.
Number of independent variables in the Footpad No. 1 table.
Number of independent variables in the Footpad No. 2 table.
Number of independent variables in the Footpad No. 3 table.
Number of independent variables in the Block No. 1 table.
Number of independent variables in the Block No. 2 table.
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J23
J31
J32
J33
K
KSUM
L
LF
LSUM
L3
M
SHOCK1
SHOCK2
SHOCK3
STUPE
Number of independentvariables in the Block No. 3 table.
Number of independentvariables in the ShockAbsorber No. 1table.
Number of independentvariables in the ShockAbsorber No. 2table.
Number of independent variables in the Shock Absorber No. 3 table.
First digit of the table code number.
Sum of the first digits of the code numbers.
Second digit of the table code numbers.
Second table value in integer form.
Sum of the second digits of the code numbers.
Total number of values in a given table.
Leg number corresponding to a given table.
(N10) Table of Characteristics for Shock Absorber No. 1.
(N10) Table of Characteristics for Shock Absorber No. 2.
(N10) Table of Characteristics for Shock Absorber No. 3.
Temporary storage for the values on a given card.
INPUT
BETA (NT)
BETAD
CODE
DA (N9)
DEGRAD (N7)
DELCG (N11)
DTP (/424)
The angle between the vehicle centerline and a line joining the upper
and lower hardpoints on a leg set (rad).
Same as BETA except for units (degrees).
A numeric which controls program output.
Utility array used for temporary storage.
Conversion factor (rad/deg).
Distance between CG and lower hardpoint measured along the vehicle
centerline (feet).
Time interval for output printing and punching (sec).
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ERO
ERR (N1)
FP (Nil)
o (Nn)
HBO (Nn)
(Nn)
HM (N1)
ICODE
IOFF
io r (N24)
IWILEY (N25)
J
JN (N24)
INO
K
MISS (H23)
MM
NPRASE (N II)
OMEG (N't)
OMEGA
Allowable integration truncation error per second as read in from cards.
Allowable integration truncation error per second (ft/sec, ft/sec/sec,
degrees/sec, degrees/sec/sec).
Shock Absorber preload (lb).
Gravitational acceleration (ft/sec/sec).
Initial height of the crushable element in the blocks (feet).
Initial height of the crushable element in the footpads (feet).
Minimum integration interval size (sec).
Equivalent to CODE2 on Input Data in integer form, controls punch
output.
Program switch which turns printing and punching completely off if
certain output options are requested.
Program switches which turn on or off various output print options and
enable corresponding punch options.
Program switches which turn on or off selected punch options which
have also been enabled by IOPT
DO Index.
Program switch which turns on all punch options which have correspond-
ing print options turned on.
Similar to JN. This value is set from input data and is then held for
setting JN at the start of each run.
DO Index.
Program switch which controls matrix inversion of the inertia matrix in
subroutine INTEQM. Inversion takes place only if new inertia data is
read.
Value corresponding to input card number.
Program switch which controls the type of linear velocity which will be
accepted as input data. Printed on input data sheet as PHASE NO.
Vehicle angular velocity in vehicle coordinates (rad/sec).
Initial vehicle angular velocity in vehicle coordinates (deg/sec).
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PmO
PHIOD
PI
PSO (NT)
P_OD
RADDEG (N7)
Rc (N11)
RR (N1I)
SERNO (NIl)
SRL (NU)
TAU (N12)
TF (NI)
TFO
THETA (Nq)
THETAS (N?)
THETD
THETSD
VH (Nll)
VV (N 11)
WILEY
Initialyaw angle (rad).
Initialyaw angle (deg).
Numerical constant,pi.
Initialvehicle pitch angle (rad).
Initialvehicle pitch angle (deg).
Conversion factor (deg/rad).
Damping coefficient for shock absorber during stroking (Ib-sec2/ft_.
Damping coefficient for shock absorber during restroking (Ib-sec2/ft_.
Run identification number.
Coefficient used to determine damping profile for shock absorber
restroking (it- 1).
Footpad contact times for option 4 (see).
Final integration time (sec).
Final integration time as read from input data (sec).
Angular orientation of leg sets relative to y-axis (rad).
Ground slope (rad).
Angular orientation of leg sets relative to y-axis (deg).
Ground slope (deg).
Vehicle horizontal velocity in ground coordinates (ft/sec).
Vehicle vertical velocity in ground coordinates (ft/sec).
Program switch equivalent to CODE2 in input data printout, which
controls output punching.
XDOTOC (NI2) Initialvehicle velocity in the X-direction (ft/sec).
XDTP Time intervalfor output printing and punching as read from
data cards (sec).
XIGAM (Nll) Moment of Inertiaof lower leg (ft-lb-sec2).
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xio
XIOD
](IX,XIY, XIZ
(Nll)
xJ
XKD (Nll)
XKS (Nll)
XLA ¢Nn)
Initialroll angle of the vehicle (rad).
Initialrollangle of the vehicle (deg).
Moment of inertia of vehicle (ft-lb-sec_.
Inertiamatrix of the vehicle (ft-lb-sec_.
Nominal shock absorber spring rate (Ib/ft).
Shock absorber spring rate for small deflections(Ib/ft).
Distance between upper and lower hardpoints (it),
XLAMDA (NIl) Angular orientation of the horizontal velocfly vector wlth respect to
the Y-axis (tad).
XLAMDD
XLC (Nll)
XLDM]N (Nll)
XLDO (Nll)
XLL ('N 11)
XLP (Nll)
XM (Nll)
XMUB (Nll)
XMUF
XNU (Nll)
rOOTOC (m2)
YIY, YIZ (Nll)
ZDmX)C
ZlZ
Angu/ar orientation of the horizontal velocity vector with respect to
the Y-axis (deg).
Vehicle centerline to block centerline distance (ft).
Minimum shock absorber length (ft).
Initial length of shock absorber (ft).
Length of lower link of a leg set (ft).
Vehicle centerline to lower hardpoint distance (ft).
Vehicle mass (Ib-sec2/ft).
Block friction coefficient.
Footpad friction coelflclent.
Shock absorber friction damping coefficient.
Initial vehicle velocity in Y-dlrectlon - Ground Coordinates (ft/sec).
Moment of inertia ct vehicle (Ib-ft-sec_.
Initial vehicle velocity - Z-dlrectlon - Ground Coordinates (ft/sec).
Moment (_ inertia of vehicle (ft-lb-sec_.
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INIT
A (N13)
AA (N13)
ALPH (N?)
A1 (N9)
A7 (Ng)
B (N15)
BETA (N7)
COSTH (N14)
COSTHS (N14)
DA
DELCG (Nil)
DELEL (N14)
Utility array.
Utility array.
Footpad angle (rad).
Utility array.
Utility array.
Transformation matrix - vehicle to ground coordinates - corresponds
to b matrix.
rs
The angle between the vehicle centerline and a line joining the upper and
lower hardpoints on a leg set (rad).
Cosine of THETA, the angle between a leg set and the y-axis.
Cosine of ground slope angle, THETAS.
Utility array.
Distance between CG and lower hardpoint measured along the vehicle
centerline (feet).
Shock absorber preload divided by spring rate (feet).
DELMAX (Nil) Maximum shock absorber stroke (feet).
Dnn (N9)
DRS (N15)
FP (Nll)
G (Nil)
GAMDOT (NT)
GAMMA (N7)
GAMMAO
HBO (Nil)
HFO (Nll)
HPL (N9)
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Utility variables.
Transformation matrix-footpad to vehicle coordinates - corresponds
to drs matrix.
Shock absorber preload (lb.).
Gravitational acceleration (ft/sec2).
Lower leg angular rates (rad/sec).
Lower leg angular posRion (rad).
Lower leg initialangular posRion (deg).
Uncrushed height of blocks (feet).
Uncrushed height of footpads (feet).
Position of the lower hardpoints in vehicle coordinates (ft).
IIBEEN (NI9)
ISET (N12)
J
K
L
L1
L2
NPHASE(Nn)
OMEG (N_)
PFLAG (N_)
Pm (NT)
Pmo ¢s_)
PSB (N14)
PSBQ (N19)
PSI (N_)
Pmo ¢s7)
Pse (m4)
PSl_ (N19)
sr_rrH(N,4)
SmTSS (m4)
THETA (I_)
THETAS (NT)
TZERO (NI4)
DO Index.
Program switch used in conjunction with footpad and block contact time
printout.
Program switch used in conjunction with option 4.
DO Index.
DO Index.
DO Index.
DO Index.
DO Index
Program switch which controls the type of linear velocity which will be
accepted as input data; printed on input data sheet as PHASE NO.
Vehicle angular velocity in vehicle coordinates (rad/sec).
Program switch which is set in the event one or more shock absorbers
are bottomed.
Vehicle angular position in ground coordinates (rad).
Initial vehicle angular position in ground coordinates (rad).
Amount of block crushing (ft).
Amount of block crushing at the start of an integration interval (ft).
Vehicle pitch angle (tad).
Initial pitch angle (tad).
Amount of footpad crushing (ft).
Amount of footpad crushing at the start of an integration interval (fl).
Sine of the angular orientation of leg sets relative to y-axis.
Sine of the ground slope angle.
Angular orientation of leg sets relative to y-uis (rad).
Ground slope (rad).
Initial kinetic energy (fl-lb).
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VH (Nil)
W (Nll)
VZERO _14)
XA (N12)
XB (N15)
XC (NT)
XDOTC(N_)
CG horizontal velocity (ft/sec).
CG vertical velocity (ft/sec).
Initialpotentialenergy (ft-lb).
Footpad posflion at contact - X-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft).
Block position - Vehicle Coordinates - x-direction (ft).
CG posflion- X-direction- Ground Coordinates (ft).
CG velocity - X-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft/sec).
XDOTOC (NI2) InitialCG velocity - X-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft/sec).
XFP (N15) Distance from CG to footpad pivot - x-direction - Vehicle Coordinates (ft).
XHPU (N14) Distance from CG to upper hardpoint - x-direction - Vehicle
Coordinates (ft).
XI (N7) Roll angle of the vehicle (rad).
XIO (NT) Initial roll angle of the vehicle (rad).
XJ (NT) Vehicle inertia matrix (ft.-lb-sec_.
XKS (Nll) Shock absorber spring rate (lb/ft).
XLA (Nll) Distance between upper and lower hardpoints (ft).
XLAMDA (Nll) Angular orie_ation of the horizontal velocity vector with respect to
the Y-axis (rad).
XLC (Nll)
XLD_ (Nll)
XLDO (Nll)
XLL (N11)
XLP (/411)
XM (Nll)
YA (N12)
Y'B (N15)
Vehicle centerllne to block centerllne distance (ft).
Minimum shock absorber length (ft).
Initial length of shock absorber (ft).
Length of lower llnk of a leg set (fl).
Vehicle centerline to lower hardpoint distance (fl).
Vehicle mass (lb-sec2/ft).
Footpad position at contact - Y-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft).
Block position -Vehicle Coordinates - y-direction (ft).
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YC (N7)
YDOTC(NT)
YDOTOC(Sn)
YFP (N15)
YHPU(N14)
ZA(N12)
ZSO (_14)
zc (NT)
ZCPMAX
ZDOTC(NT)
ZDOTOC(N12)
ZFP (NIS)
ZHPU (m4)
ZPREF (N14)
A ¢sn)
COSTHS (N14)
D (N2)
DA (N9)
DWORK (N20)
D59, D69
EF
CG position - Y-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft).
CG velocity - Y-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft/sec).
Initial CG velocity - Y-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft/sec).
Distance from CG to footpad pivot - y-direction - Vehicle Coordtnates (ft).
Distance from CG to upper hardpoint - y-direction - Vehicle Coordinates
(_t).
Footpad position at contact - Z-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft).
Distance from CG to the uncrushed, contacting surface of the blocks in
the z-direction, vehicle coordinates (ft).
CG position - Z-directlon - Ground Coordinates (ft).
Maximum distance between CG and footpad surface - Z'-dlrection -
Surface Coordinates (ft).
CG velocity - Z-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft/sec).
Initial CG velocity - Z-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft/sec).
Distance from CG to footpad pivot - z- direction - Vehicle Coordinates (ft).
Distance from CG to upper hardpoint - z- direction - Vehicle Coordi-
nates (ft).
Distance from CG to footpad uncrushed surface plus .50ft - z-direction -
Vehicle Coordinates (ft).
Utility array used in the calculation of the final kinetic energy.
Cosine c_ the ground slope angle.
Derivative array which is returned to Runge-Kutta.
Utility array.
An array of energy and work rates (ft-lb/sec).
Intermediate variable used in the calculation of the final kinetic energy.
Final kinetic energy (ft-lb).
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EPD
GAMDD (N6)
GAMDOT (NT)
GAMMA (NT)
GCMIN
I
IBEEN (NIg)
1OPT  24)
ISTABL
J
K
KFLAG (N7)
LFLAG (NS)
NFLAG (NI8)
NNFLAG (NI9)
OMEG (NT)
OMEGDT (N6)
PFLAG (NT)
Pm (N7)
PHID (N6)
PSI(N7)
PSI/)(N6)
Q (N6)
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Potential energy difference (ft-lb).
Lower leg angular acceleration (rad/sec2).
Lower leg angular velocity (rad/sec).
Lower leg angular position (rad).
Minimum ground clearance (ft).
DO Index.
Program switch used in conjunction with footpad and block contact
time printout.
Program switch used to control output options.
Program switch which is set as a function of termination situation.
DO Index.
DO Index.
Program switch set in subroutine STAB to indicate a stable or unstable
vehicle.
Program switch which indicates to the integration routine that the run
is to be terminated.
Program switch which indicates various stages of the integration process.
Program switch which indicates whether the blocks are in contact with
the surface.
Vehicle angular velocity in vehicle coordinates (rad/sec).
Vehicle angular acceleration in vehicle coordinates (rad/sec_.
Program switch which is set in the event one or more shock absorbers
are bottomed.
Vehicle yaw angle (rad).
Vehicle yaw rate in ground coordinates (rad/sec).
Vehicle pitch angle (rad).
Vehicle pitch rate in ground coordinates (rad/sec).
Vehicle acceleration in ground coordinates (ft/sec2).
RADDEG(NT)
SHKMAX
SIGMIN
SINTHS (N14)
T, TA
TZERO (N14)
UZERO(N14)
W ¢N9)
WORK
XC (NT)
XDOTC (NT)
(NT)
XID (N6)
XZGAM (Nll)
XJ (NT)
XM (Nll)
Y (N2)
YC
YDOTC (NT)
ZC (N7)
ZDOTC (NT)
ZPREF (N14)
A (NI3)
AA (NI3)
Conversion factor (deg/rad).
Maximum shock absorber force (lb).
Minimum stability angle (rad).
Sine of the ground slope angle.
Instantaneous value of time (sec).
Initial kinetic energy (ft-lb).
Initial potential energy (ft-lb).
Utility array used for the storage of values for printing.
Dissipated energy (ft-lb).
CG position - X-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft).
CG velocity - X-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft/sec).
Roll angle of the vehicle (rad).
Roll rate of the vehicle in ground coordinates (rad/sec).
Moment of inertia c/lower leg (ft-lb-sec_
Inertia matrix of the vehicle (ft-lb-sec2).
Vehicle mass (lb-sec2/ft).
The array of integrated variables.
CG position- Y-direction- Ground Coordinates (ft).
CG velocity- Y-direction- Ground Coordinates (ft/sec).
CG position - Z-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft)
CG velocity - Z-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft/sec).
Distance from CG to footpad uncrushed surface plus. 50 ft. - z-direction
- Vehicle Coordinates (ft).
Utility array.
Utility array.
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AMAG
AX
AXBMAG
AXBX
AXBY
AXBZ
AY
AZ
AI (N9)
A6 (N9)
A7 (Ng)
Aa (Ng)
B (N15)
BBB
BX
BY
BZ
COSLAM
COSPHI
COSPSI
COSTH (NI4)
COST HS (N14)
Magnitude d horizontal component of surface unit normal (ft).
X component in ground coordinates of vector A from impact point of
footpad No. 1 to No. 2 (ft).
Magnitude of A X B, a vector normal to the surface (ft).
..Ja
X component in ground coordinates of A X B (fl).
Y component in goound coordinates of A X B (it).
Z component in ground coordinates of A X B (fl).
Y component in ground coordinates of vector A from impact point of
footpad No. 1 to No. 2 (it).
Z component in ground coordinates of vector A from impact point of
footpad No. 1 to No. 2 (ft).
Utility array.
Utility array.
Utility variable.
Utility array.
Transformation matrix - vehicle to ground coordinates - corresponds
to b
rs"
Program flag used to determine sign of cross slope angle.
X component of vector B from impact point of footpad No. 1 to No. 3 (ft).
Y component of vector B from impact point of footpad No. 1 to No. 3 (ft).
Z component of vector B from impact point of footpad No. 1 to No. 3 (ft).
Cosine of cross slope angle _, .
Cosine of PHIO when used as Euler angle relative to new ground
coordinates.
Cosine of PSIO when used as Euler angle relative to new ground
coordinates.
Cosine of THETA, the angle between a leg set and the y-axis.
Cosine of ground slope angle, THETAS.
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COSXI
COSXI (N16)
COSXIB
COSZET
CRANKI
CRANK2
CRANK3
DELCG (Nll)
D1, D2, ---,
D20
DRS (N15)
FOOT (N22)
GAMDOT (N7)
GAMMA (N7)
GRS (N16)
HBO (NIl)
HFO (NIl)
HPL (Ng)
I
IOPT (N24)
ISET (N12)
ISUM
Cosine
Cosine
Cosine
Cosine
of XIO when used as Euler angle relative to new ground coordinates.
of angle between surface normal and footpad centerline.
of angle between surface normal and block centerline.
of ZETA.
Utility variable used in definition of initial Euler angles relative to new
ground coordinates.
Utility variable used in definition of initial Euler angles relative to new
g round coordinates.
Utility variable used in definition of initial Euler angles relative to new
ground coordinates.
Distance between CG and lower hardpoint measured along the vehicle
centerline (ft).
Utility variables.
Transformation matrix-footpad to vehicle coordinates - corresponds to
drs matrix.
Position of footpad pivot in surface coordinates (ft).
Lower leg angular rates (rad/sec).
Lower leg angular position (rad).
Transformation matrix - strut to vehicle coordinates - corresponds to
grs matrix.
Uncrushed height of blocks (ft).
Uncrushed height of footpads (ft).
Position of the lower hardpoints in vehicle coordinates (ft).
DO Index.
Program switches which turn on or off various output print options and
enable corresponding punch options.
Program switch used in conjunction with option 4.
Program switch which senses when all the footpads have contacted the
surface during option 4.
A"/
_---ze
JL
LFLAG (N8)
L2
NFLAG (N18)
NNFLAG (N19)
NPHASE (Nll)
OMEG (N7)
PHI (N7)
PHIO (N7)
PI (N7)
PSB (N14)
PSBQ (N19)
PSI (N7)
PSlO (N7)
PSP (N14)
PSPQ (N19)
RADDEG (NT)
(N16)
s (N16)
SINPHI
SINPSI
SINTH (N14)
SINTHS (N14)
SINXI
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DO Index.
DO Index.
Program switch which indicates to the integration routine that the run is
to be terminated.
DO Index.
Program switch which indicates various stages of the integration process.
Program switch which indicates whether the blocks are in contact with
the surface.
Program switch which controls the type of linear velocity which will be
accepted as input data. Printed on input data sheet as PHASE NO.
Vehicle angular velocity in vehicle coordinates (rad/sec).
Vehicle yaw angle (rad).
Initial vehicle yaw angle relative to original or new ground coordinates
(rad).
Numerical constant,r.
Amount of block crushing (ft).
Amount of block crushing at the start of an integration interval (ft).
Vehicle pitch angle (rad).
Initial pitch angle relative to original or new ground coordinates (rad).
Amount of footpad crushing (ft).
Amount of footpad crushing at the start of an integration interval (ft).
Conversion factor (deg/rad).
A unit vector, normal to the surface in vehicle coordinates.
Sliding
Sine of
Sine of
Sine of
Sine of
Sine of
speed of footpad sections (ft/sec).
PHIO when used as Euler angle relative to new ground coordinates.
PSIO when used as Euler angle relative to new ground coordinates.
the angular orientation of leg sets relative to y-axis.
the ground slope angle.
XIO when used as Euler angle relative to new ground coordinates.
SINZET
STUFF
SUMY
SUMZ
TA (N16)
TAU (/412)
THEDEG
THETAS (N7)
UAX
UAY
UNX
UNY
UNZ
VH (Nll)
VHORIZ
W O_n)
_ERT
w
(N15)
xc (NT)
XDOTC (NT)
XDOTOC (N,2)
Cosine of ZETA.
Utility variable used in definition of initial Euler angles relative to new
ground coordinates.
The penetration of a footpad in the Y-direction, ground coordinates
during option 4 (ft).
The penetration of a footpad in the Z-direction, ground coordinates
during option 4 (ft).
Instantaneous value of time (sec).
Footpad contact times for option 4 (sec).
Ground slope (deg).
Ground slope (tad).
X component in original ground coordinates of horizontal unit vector in
direction of maximum uphill slope (ft).
Y component in original ground coordinates of horizontal unit vector in
direction of maximum uphill slope (ft).
X component in original ground coordinates of unit surface normal (ft).
Y component in original ground coordinates of unit surface normal (ft).
Z component in original ground coordinates of unit surface normal (ft).
CG horizontal velocity (ft/sec).
CG horizor_al velocity for option 4 (ft/sec).
CG vertical velocity (ft/sec).
CG vertical velocity for option 4 (ft/sec).
Utility array used for the storage of values for printing.
Footpad pomition at contact - x-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft).
Block position - Vehicle coordinates - x-direction (ft).
CG position - x-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft).
CG velocity- x-direction- Ground Coordinates (ft/sec).
Initial CG velocity - x-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft/sec).
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XDOTOQ
XDOTP (N16)
XFP (N15)
XFPC (N17)
X* (N7)
XlI (N16)
XIO (N7)
XLA (N11)
Initial CG velocity, X-direction, ground coordinates used in option 4
(ft/sec).
Footpad velocity - X'-direction - Surface Coordinates (ft/sec).
Distance from CG to footpad pivot - x-direction - Vehicle Coordinates (ft}.
Distance from CG to footpad pivot - X-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft).
Roll angle of the vehicle (rad).
Angle between surface normal and block or footpad centerline.
Initial roll angle of vehicle relative to original or new ground coordinates
(rad).
Distance between upper and lower hardpoints (ft).
XLAMDA (Nll) Angular orientation of the horizontal velocity vector with respect to the
Y-axis (rad).
XLD (NI6)
XLDDOT (NI6)
XLL (N1I)
XLP (N1I)
XSLDEG
XSLOPE
YA (N 12)
YB (NIS)
YC (NT)
YDOTC (NT)
YDOTOC (N12)
YDOTOQ
YDOTP (NI6)
YFP (N15)
YFPC (N17)
Length of the shock absorber (ft).
Shock absorber stroking velocity (ft/sec).
Length of lower link of a leg set (ft).
Vehicle centerline to lower hardpoint distance (ft).
Calculated cross slope angle (deg).
Calculated cross slope angle (rad).
Footpad position at contact - Y-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft).
Block posRion - Vehicle Coordinates - y-direction (ft).
CG posRion - Y-direction - Ground Coordinates (it}.
CG velocity- Y-direction- Ground Coordinates (ft/sec).
InitialCG velocRy - Y-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft/sec).
InitialCG velocRy - Y-direction - Ground Coordinates - used in
option 4 (ft/sec).
Footpad velocity- Yfdirection- Surface Coordinates (ft/sec).
Distance from CG to footpad pivot - y-direction - Vehicle Coordinates (ft).
Distance from CG to footpad pivot - Y-direction - Ground Coordinates (it).
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ZA (N12)
ZB (N15)
ZBO (N14)
ZC
ZDOTC (N7)
ZDOTP
ZETA
ZETDEG
ZFP (_IS)
ZFPC (m_)
STAB
AW
AX
AY
AZ
DA (Ng)
D1
IFLAG
]I
J
JJ
KFLAG (NT)
N
THETAS (NT)
Footpad position at contact - Z-direction - Ground Coordinates fit).
Block position - Vehicle Coordinates - z-direction (ft).
Distance from CG to the uncrushed, contacting surface of the blocks in
the z-direction-Vehicle Coordinates (ft).
CG position - Z-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft).
CG velocity - Z-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft/sec).
Footpad velocity - Z'-direction - Surface Coordinates (ft/sec).
Angle of rotation between original and new ground coordinates (tad).
Angle of rotation between original and new ground coordinates (deg).
Distance from CG to footpad pivot - z-direction - vehicle coordinates (ft).
Distance from CG to footpad pivot - Z-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft).
Magnitude of _, a vector from CG to intercept of principal plane by line
joining critical footpads (ft).
X-component of A in ground coordinates (ft).
Y-component of A in ground coordinates (ft).
Z-compone_t of A in ground coordinates (ft).
Utilityarray.
Utility variable used here in definition of A.
Program switch.
Program switch.
DO Ind..
Program switch.
Program switch set to indicate a stable or unstable vehicle.
Program switch.
Ground slope (rad).
$-M
W (N9)
XDOTC (N7)
XFPC (NI7)
XX (N9)
XXX
YDOTC (N7)
YFPC (N17)
ZFPC (NIT)
Utility array used for the storage of values for printing; used here for
stability angle.
CG velocity - X-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft/sec).
Distance from CG to footpad pivot - X-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft).
Utility variable used to determine critical footpads.
Utility variable used to define A.
CG velocity - Y-direction- Ground Coordinates (ft/sec).
Distance from CG to footpad'pivot - Y-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft).
Distance from CG to footpad pivot - Z-direction - Ground Coordinates (ft).
FORCE
A (N13)
A1 (N9)
A2 (N9)
A3 (N9)
A4 (N9)
A5 (N9)
A6 (N9)
B (N15)
BLOCKn(N 10)
COSTHS (N14)
COSXI (N16)
DA (N9)
DEL
DELEL (N14)
Utilityarray.
Utilityarray.
Utilityarray.
Utilityarray.
Utility array.
Utility array.
Utilityarray.
Transformation matrix - vehicle to ground coordinates - corresponds
to b matrix.
rs
Table of block crush characteristics.
Cosine of ground slope angle, THETAS.
Cosine of angle between surface normal and footpad centerline.
Utility array.
Instantaneous shock absorber stroke (ft).
Shock absorber preload divided by spring rate (ft).
DELMAX (NIl) Maximum shock absorber stroke (ft).
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t
I
I
i.
F
DELWB
DELWD
DELWF
DELWU
DWORK (N20)
Dnn (Ng)
DRS (N15)
F(Ng)
FACTOR
FOOTn (N10)
FP (Nll)
GADOT
GAMDOT (N7)
GRS (N16)
HPL (N9)
I
IOPT (N24)
J
JFLAG
K
KDUM
L
MAGIC
The rate energy is being absorbed due to block crushing (ft-lb/sec).
The rate energy is being absorbed or stored by the shock absorber
(ft-lb/sec).
The rate energy is being absorbed due to footpad crushing (ft-lb/sec).
The rate energy is being dissipated due to footpad and block friction
(ft-lb/sec).
An array of energy rate terms (ft-lb/sec).
Utility variables.
Transformation matrix-footpad to vehicle coordinates - corresponds to
d matrix.
rs
Force on the vehicle CG in ground coordinates (lb).
Utility variable.
Table of footpad crush characteristics.
Shock absorber preload (lb).
Absolute value of GAMDOT (rad/sec).
Lower leg angular rates (rad/sec).
Transformation matrix - strut to vehicle coordinates - corresponds to
grs matrix.
Position of the lower hardpoints in vehicle coordinates (ft).
DO Index.
Program switches which turn on or off various output print options and
enable corresponding punch options.
DO Index.
Program switch which is set as a function of the sign of shock absorber
stroking velocitY.
DO Index.
Program switch used in subroutine ENTRP.
Program switch which is set as a function of shock absorber stroke.
Program switch which is set if the shock absorber is restroking, the foot-
pad is on the surface and the shock absorber is on or beyond the extension
stop.
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MFLAG
MUMP
N
NFLAG (/418)
NNFLAG (NIg)
PFLAG (N_/)
PSS (N14)
PSBQ (N19)
PSP (N14)
PSPQ (N19)
R
RC (Nil)
RD
RN (N16)
RR (Nil)
S (N16)
SD
SHOCKn (NI0)
SINTKS (/414)
SK
SRL (Nll)
TGAMMA (NS)
TQ (NS)
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Program switch which is set ifa footpad is offthe surface.
Program switch which is set ifthe shock absorber is restroking, the
footpad is offthe surface and the shock absorber is on or beyond the
extension stop.
DO Index.
Program switch which indicates various stages of the integrationprocess.
Program switch which indicates whether the blocks are in contact with
the surface.
Program swRch which is set in the event one or more shock absorbers
are bottomed.
Amount of block crushing (ft).
Amount of block crushing at the start of an integrationinterval (ft).
Amount of footpad crushing (ft).
Amount of footpad crushing at the start of an integrationinterval (ft).
Forces at the footpad pivot in strut coordinates (Ib).
Damping coefficientfor shock absorber during stroking (Ib-sec2/ft2_.
Damping coefficientfor shock _)bsojrber;equal to RC or RR depending on
shock absorber motion (Ib-sec_/ft_).
A unitvector normal to the surface in vehicle coordinates.
Damping coefficientfor shock absorber during restroking (Ib-sec2/ft_.
Slidingspeed of footpad section (ft/sec).
Shock absorber damping profilevalue.
Table of shock absorber rate and damping characteristics.
Sine of the ground slope angle.
Shock absorber spring rate profile value.
Coefficientused to determine damping profile for shock absorber
restroking.(ft"1).
Torque about the lower hardpoint (ft-lb).
Torque about the CG (ft-lb).
w (N9)
XB (NlS)
XDOTP (N16)
XFP (m_)
XHPU (N14)
XIGA_ (Nn)
XKD (Nll)
XKS (Nil)
XII (N16)
XLD (N16)
XLDDOT (N16)
XLIX_ (Nll)
XLL (Nll)
XMUB (Nll)
XMUF (Nll)
XNU (Nil)
YB (N15)
YIX)TP (Nlb')
YFP (N15)
YHPU (N14)
ZB (NIS)
ZDOTP (NI6)
ZFP (NIS)
ZHPU (NI4)
Utility array used for the storage of values for printing.
Block position - Vehicle Coordinates - x-direction (ft).
Footpad velocity - X-'direction - Surface coordinates (ft/sec).
Distance from CG to footpad pivot - x-direction - Vehicle Coordinates (ft).
Distance from CG to upper hardpoint - x-direction - Vehicle
Coordinates (ft).
Moment of inertia of lower leg (ft-lb-sec2).
Nominal shock absorber spring rate (lb/ft).
Shock absorber spring rate for small deflections (lb/ft).
Angle between surface normal and block or footpad centerline.
Length of the shock absorber (ft).
Shock absorber stroking velocity (ft/sec).
Initial length of shock absorber (ft).
Length of lower link of a leg set (ft).
Block friction coefficient.
Footpad friction coefficient.
Shock absorber friction damping coefficient.
Block position - Vehicle Coordinates - y-direction (ft).
Footpad velocity - Y'direction - Surface Coordinates (ft/sec).
Distance from CG to footpad pivot - y-direction - Vehicle Coordinates (ft).
Distance from CG to upper hardpoint - y-direction - Vehicle
Coordinates (ft).
Block position - Vehicle Coordinates - z-direction (ft).
Footpad velocity - Z-direction - Surface Coordinates (ft/sec).
Distance from CG to footpad pivot - z-direction - Vehicle Coordinates (ft).
Distance from CG to upper hardpoint - z-direction - Vehicle
Coordinates (ft).
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ENTRP
FX
FX1
FX2
I
J
K
L
M
M1
N
T
X
n TZqM
A
AA
n (NlS)
BAZ
CPHI
CXI
Dnn
F (NO)
GAMDD (NO)
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Array of interpolated values.
First interpolated value.
Second interpolated value.
DO Index.
Ir_eger value of the second table value, the number of corresponding
values in the table.
Program switch which specifies the number of values to be interpolated.
Subscript of FX array.
Subscript of the dependent variable which is the first value greater than
the value which will finally be the output.
Subscript of the last dependent variable.
Program switch.
The specified table.
The value of the independent variable which will control the value of the
dependent variable(s).
Array used in the inversion of the inertia matrix.
Array used in the inversion of the inertia matrix.
Transformation matrix - vehicle to ground coordinates - corresponds
to brs matrix.
Utility array.
Cosine of PHI.
Cosine of XI.
Utility variables.
Force on the vehicle CO in ground coordinates (lb).
Lower leg angular acceleration (rad/eec_.
I .
I
J
K
L
LL
M
MISS (N23)
N
OMEG (NT)
OMEGDT (N6)
PAR
Pm (NT)
PHID (N6)
Psw (He)
Q
8PHI
SUM
8Xl
TEMP
T_mMA _5)
TPm
TQ (NS)
xzo_m _t)
JnY,
xxz _n)
DO Index.
DO Index.
Utility variable.
Utility variable.
Utility variable.
DO Index.
Program switch which controls matrix inversion of the inertia matrix.
DO Index.
Vehicle angular velocity in vehicle coordinates (rad/sec).
Vehicle angular acceleration in vehicle coordinates (rad/sec_.
Utility variable.
Vehicle yaw (rad).
Vehicle yaw rate in ground coordinates (rad/sec).
Vehicle pitch rate in ground coordinates (rad/sec).
Linear accelerations cl the vehicle CG in ground coordinates (ft/sec2).
Sine of PHI.
Utility variable.
Sine of Xl.
Utility variable.
Torque about the lower hardpoint (ft-lb).
Tan_nt of PHI.
Torque about the CG (ft-lb).
Vehicle roll rate in ground coordinates (rad/sec).
Moment of inertia of lower leg (ft-lb-sec2).
Moment of inertia of vehicle (ft-lb-sec2).
ll-S7
XJ (N"/)
XJ'INV
X_ (NXl)
YXZ (Nll)
z:z (ml)
ru(..._EP
A
AA
ABSER
ABSUM
ARITH
AVG
BB
C
C1
D (N2)
DD
DD2
DY1
DY2
EE
ERR _I)
Inertia matrix of the vehicle (ft-lb-sec2_.
Inverse of the inertia matrix of the vehicle (It-1-1b-1-sec-2).
Vehicle mass (lb-sec2/ft).
Moment of inertia of vehicle (ft-lb-sec_.
Moment of inertia of vehicle (ft-lb-sec2).
The values of the integrated variables at the start of an integration
interval.
Utility variable.
Absolute value of the integration truncation error.
An array of the absolute sums of truncation errors.
An array of the arithmetic sums of truncation errors.
Average integration interval size (sec).
Utility variable.
The values of the integrated variables at the center of an integration
interval.
Utility variable.
The derivative array.
Utility variable.
Utility variable.
An array of the derivatives evaluated at the beginning of an integration
interval.
An array of the derivatives evaluated at the center c/an integration
interval.
Utility variable.
Allowable integration truncation error per second (ft/sec, ft/sec/sec,
rad/sec, rad/sec/sec).
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i,
ERROR
. (N3)
HM (NI)
HP
HSQ
HTD
HTH
H2
I
ICNT
IEDSW (N3)
IPTSW
IRKC
IRSSW
K
KI
K4
K9
LFLAG (N8)
N(N1)
NFLAG (N18)
NK1
NK4
NK9
SGN
Integrationtruncation error.
Integrationinterval size (sec).
Minimum allowable integrationinterval (sec).
Time between the start of the integrationintervaland the time for which
interpolationof the integrated variables is to be done (sec).
H squared (sec2).
H cubed (sec3).
H to the fourth power (sec4).
One-half of the integration interval (sec).
DO Index.
Integration interval counter.
Program switch which is used for early termination of the program.
Program switch which controls calls to subroutine PRT.
Program switch which controls the Runge-Kutta process internally.
Program reset switch.
DO Index.
Cut distribution index.
Interval distribution index.
Critical variable index.
Program termination switch.
DO Index - corresponds to the number of variables to be integrated.
Program switch which indicates various stages of the integration process.
Cut distribution counter.
Interval distribution counter.
Critical variable distribution counter.
Program switch.
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SH (N1)
T (N2)
TF (N1)
TO (N1)
TP (N3)
TPH
U (N3)
U2
U2MAX
V
XK1, XK2,
XK3
XLOG10
XLOG2
Y (N2)
YI (N1)
YO (N1)
ZAP
ZIP
PRT
A1 (Ng)
CPHI
CXI
DA (N9)
DEGRAD (NT)
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Suggested integrationinterval (sec).
Time (sec).
Final Time (sec).
Initial time (sec).
Value of time sent to subroutine PRT (sec).
Value of TP prior to calling subroutine PRT (sec).
Array of integrated variables sent to subroutine PRT for output.
Ratio of truncation error to allowable error.
Maximum ratio of truncation error to allowable error.
Utility array.
Arrays of constants used in the Runge-Kutta equations.
Logarithm of 10 to the base e.
Logarithm of 2 to the base e.
Array of the integrated values sent to function evaluation for calculation
of derivatives.
Array of initial values of the variables to be integrated.
Array of final values of the variables which were integrated.
Utility variable.
Utility variable.
Utility array.
Cosine of PHI.
Cosine of XI.
Utility array used for temporary storage.
Conversion factor (rad/deg).
.i
DTP (N24)
D59
D69
EK
EP
FOOT (N22)
H (m)
I
IOPT (N24)
IWILEY (N25)
J
JN (N24)
K
L
LSET
M
ODEAR
PHID
PHI
PSID
PSP (N14)
P,ADDEG (N7)
SPHI
SXI
Time interval for output printing and punching (sec.)
Utility variable.
Utility variable.
Instantaneous kinetic energy (ft-lb).
Instantaneous difference in potential energy (ft-lb).
Position of footpad pivot in surface coordinates (ft).
Integration interval size (sec).
DO Index.
Program switches which turn on or off various output print options and
enable corresponding punch options.
Program switches which turn on or off selected punch options which have
also been enabled by IOPT.
DO Index.
Program switch which turns on all punch options which have correspond-
ing print options enabled.
DO Index.
Computed subscript.
Program switch.
Counter.
Utility array.
Vehicle yaw rate in ground coordinates (deg/sec).
Vehicle roll (rad).
Vehicle pitch rate in ground coordinates (rad/sec).
Amount of footpad crushing (ft).
Conversion factor (deg/rad).
Sine of PHI.
Sine of XI.
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TP (N3)
TPHI
U (N3)
VZERO (N14)
W (Ng)
W342
XID
XIGAM (N 11)
XJ (NT)
xM (NI:)
ZERO
Value of time corresponding to the U array received (sec).
Tangent of PHI.
An array of integrated,interpolatedvalues for printing from subroutine
RKP.
Initialpotentialenergy (ft-lb).
UtiIRy array used for the storage of values for printing.
The value of W (3, 4, 2),stabilityangle, in degrees (deg).
Roll rate of the vehicle In ground coordinates (deg/sec).
Moment of inertiaof lower leg (ft-lb-sec2).
Inertiamatrix of the vehicle (ft-lb-sec2).
Vehicle mass (lb-sec2/ft).
Initial value of the Z-component of the CG position in ground coordinates
(ft).
3.4.3 Program Listing
A listing of the finalized hard surface version of the Surveyor landing dynamics computer
program is reproduced on the following pages.
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COP I,Uh/NI/ hoTGoTF oSHohF oYI (_0) oY(_l_O) oFR_ (50)
COFM¢,_/NT/ ALPDOTI_I o +P,LFF,(_) o GAM1)GT(_I o P_AMMA(_I o XOCTCo YOOTCo
I Z[O1Co XCo YCt ZOo CMFGI3)o PS|o PMIo Xlo FFLAG, _FLAGo PSIOo
") PFILo XIOt TH(TA(_)o THF1A$o ALFHA(2)o RE'TAo XJl3o3lt PI,
x [b[GI_A[_o RADI_'EG
C&FF:C,h/Ng/ A;(3)o A_(2)o A_(2)o A_l(3o2o,)o AS(_o2o_l)o Ab(3)o A'Po
I A£(_o3)o Dlo D2o n]o DIIo !'5o O6o 1)7, rBo ['go r'loo Ollo I_l_o
2 Dl_o_l;tOl_oDl&oDlToUIb,[.19oD20o XXo L'A(L_)o lP(_o_o6)o HPL.()o3)
COtP_,h/t_|_./XrCTOCoYDCTt"cozr'L, TOCoTALII_)oXSF.T(_) oXA(_) oVA(_) oZAi_J)
C_FIqCJh/NJS/ L(_t_)o Xb())t VE(_)o 7Bl_Jlo XFP())o YFP(3)o ZrP(3lo
! DFS(]o_o3)
CO#P;_h/N2U/IGPT(|O)o J_o _TF
CALL CLOCK
CALL T_BLIh
IPFI_T m 0
TF • OoO
h_ • OoO
I _G m Oo_
_ITL (6o20)
20 FOF._AT (1_1)
CALL IhPUT
|F (ZOPT(3)) 2|o21o2_
2_ h • 2g
22 h m 39
23 CALL I_IT
IF (IOPT(_)) _6o_6o2_
2_ TA_Ih - AMthI(TAU(I)o l_U(_)o TAU(3))
IF (TAMIh) 26o26oa5
2D SH • TAM|N + H_
GO TL 27
26 SH • ,O_O5
27 _0 10 I • 1o3
VI(1) • ALPDOT(1)
Y|(Z÷))m ALPh(1)
Vl(l÷b)m GAHbOT(I)
Yl(Z÷glu GANNA(I)
10 VX(l÷J_) m OFIEG(I)
Vl(l_t • XDOTC
YI(I_) • YOOTC
YI(l_) • ZDOTC
YI(|&) • XC
¥I(17) " YC
VX(l_) • ZC
¥I(2_) • PSIO
YI(2_) m PHIG
YI(2k) • XIO
DO 18 Jm 25o50
18 VXCJ) • OoO
DO 16S Jm _OL_
181 ERF(_) • ERRiJ)eDEGRAD
DO 18_ Jm 19oa_
186 _R_(_) • ERR(J) • OEGRAD
LAL_ RKp
CAL_ CLOCK
GO T_ 1
LNL
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SUERbbT|KE TABL|_
bl_EhSlO_; STUPE(e), GLCb(IOGIe IFURK(IP)
COPMGk/NIO/FGOTI(IOOJe F_OT2(IOO)e FOOT_(IO0)o
1_1 RLOC_|(IOG)e FL_CK2(IO0), B|OCK_(IOO)e
102 5hOC_I(lO0), FP_CK2(IO0), 5HOCK3(IOC)
900 FOFMA; (SFl_e3)
hEAD (_,900) (STbF'L(J)e d=l.8)
10 I = I÷1
k = IFIX(STUPE(I)/9._)
L m |FIX(STUPE(I)-FtOAT(9.99WK))
|F(Rh(I) • K
IFCRk(I+9) = L
IF ((K-2)/2) 30e20,30
2G IF ((L-_)/2) 30,10re_O
30 tRlTL(beqO) KeL
_0 FOFHA1 (lOXS2He_ TABLE EFEOh NOe 1' FIPST kO. OUT CF RANGE. NOe m
_01 llO,l[O //)
STCP
100 _0 110 J= lee
I|O CL(D(J) • STUPE(J)
LF m IFIX(CLO0(2))
L3 = LF*2+2
|_G IF (LF) 150elSOI|?O
150 KEITL (6e160) KeL
lbO FOFMAT (lOX27Hee TABLE EREO_ hoe 3, LIST IIeIIelXIIHLEN_TH • Oo //
lbOl )
STCP
170 IF (K-3) 180elTlelTl
171 L3 • LFe3+2
180 IF (L3-R) 190o19G018_
182 IF (L3-100) |Fg,189e)8_
18_ _RITL (be|Sb) K,LeL3
186 FOFM_T (IOXMBHe_ TABLE ERkOk NO, 2 e LIST EXCEECS ARRAY LENRTH. 1
186|GXI2HLIST IS NO. ll,llel_./ |OXlSHLIST LENGTH IS llO,IHe I/)
ST(P
189 RE_D (5e900) (CLOD(d), J• 9eL3)
190 GO T_ (200,300,_00), K
200 GO TG (210,2_0e270)* L
210 DO 2_0 _• 1*L3
220 FO_TIIJ) • CLODCJ)
dll m LF
GO T_ 500
2_0 bO 2_0 J• I,L3
2S0 _OCT_(J) • CLODIJ)
J12 m LF
GO TO 500
2?0 bO 2GO do 1,L3
_80 FOCT3(J) • CLOD(d)
dI) • LF
GO TO 5OO
300 GO T_ (310,3_0,370), L
310 _0 3.0 J= I,L3
320 bLCCklIJ) • CLODIj)
J21 • LF
GO TO SO0
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J_O bO ]50 d= |oL]
]50 bLECk2(d) • CLO_(J)
J2Z • LF
GO T_ 500
370 LO 3bO J= loL3
380 6LLCk](J) = CLOb(JI
d2_ = LF
_0 T_ 500
_00 CO Tb (410o_JOo_70)oL
_I0 bO q_O d= IoL_
_2G SHCC_I(J) • CLOb(J)
d]l • LF
GO Tu 500
_30 bO _0 d= ItL3
_0 SHEC_2IJ) = CLObld)
d3i • LF
bOTb 500
_70 bO _0 J= IoL3
_80 _HCCK3(J) = CLOD(J)
d3_ • LF
500 kEAD (5o900) (5TUPL(J)o J= 1o8)
IF (STUPEIII) IOoSIOel_
51C KSL_ = 0
LSLH = 0
bO 520 J= ltI
KSLM = KSU_, + IFOkK(J)
520 LStM • LSU_ + IFORk (d+_)
IF (KSUM-18) _3Go650o53C
b30 IF (KSUM-6) 5_0o5_oF5_
540 IF (LSUM-)) 550o57_o=50
550 _RITL (6o560) KStJNo LSUY
560 FOFMAT (IOX_THe* 1A6LE ERROk NO= _o INSUFFICIEKT TABLE DATA ( IlOo
5bOl 3_),1 110, kH;, //)
ST(P
570 K • 2÷2"dl1
Jl; • dll
dl] • Jll
LO 580 dm I*K
POLTk(J) m FOOTIIJ)
580 FOCT3(J)m FOOTI(J)
K • 2_2.d21
J2; •d21
J23 md21
_O 590 J= I*K
EL(Ck2(J) • bLOCKI(J)
590 6LCCk3(J) • ELOCKI(d)
K • 2 + 3*g_l
_3_ =d31
d33 •d31
DO 600 J= IrK
$h¢Ck_(d) • SHOCKI(d)
tOO SHECk3(J) • SHOCKI(_)
650 F, • l
K " J11+2
kRITb (6*660) N, (FOOTl(dlo Jn3*K)
• _O FOfN_T (IOXlgHFOOT PAD NO. It / (_FIO,3))
L • 3 + dll
k • 2 + 2*_11
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b_ITL (bo67b)(F@OTl(d)o J= Lo_)
67b FOtHkl (7F1_,3)
_, =2
= J12÷2
WRITL (6o6_0) He (FOOT2(J)o dR_oKt
L m 3 + Jl_
m 2+2eJt_
_ITL (&o67G) | FOO12(J)oJmLoK)
• J13+2
_RITL (6o8601 Ho (FbOT]id)o JB]oKt
L • _+Jl3
K m 2+2ej13
tRITL(6.¢?Ot ( FGGT3(J).JBLoK)
= J21÷2
bEITL (6o?O0) _o (bLOCkliJ)o Jm3oK)
700 FOFM_T (IOXghBLOCK NOo It/ (/FIOo3II
L • 3+J21
= 2+25J21
_R|TL (6o670) (_LOCkllJlo _m LoK)
f, m2
= J22+2
tklTL (6o70U| He (bLOCK2(J)o J= _oK)
L u 3+J_2
k • 2+2_J2_
wkITL (6ob70) (BLOCk2(J)o J_LoK)
• J23+2
thITL (6o7_0) No (ULOCK)IJ)o J= ]oK)
L = 3+J2]
K • 2÷2_J23
tRITL (6o670) (BLOCK3(J)o dm LoK)
k a|
k • J]l+2
bkITL (6o750) he (SHOCk|iJ)o JO)oK)
750 FOF_AT (|OXI&HSHOCK ABSORPrR NC. It / (TFIOe)))
L • :l÷J3 I
K • 2+2_J31
WRITL (6o670)($k, OCl_.;(J)o J- LoKI
L " K+|
k • KeJ] t
_RITL (6o67U) (SHOCI_I(JIo d= LoK)
I_, • 2
k • J32÷_
WR|TL (bo?SO) Ho (ShOCK2(J)o j--]oK)
L • _l÷J)2
K • 2+2_J3;_
IlhkXTb (bo6?(_) (SHOCKk.(J)o do LoK)
L " K÷I
k • K÷J32
ItRITL (6o670) (_HOCK-_(J)o J- LoK|
IV, • _1
iI,R][TL (6o75u) He (ShOCK_I(J) o J-, )oK)
L • _l+J3)
k • 2 ÷?_l,J_13
tk|TL (6o670) (SHOCK)(J)o J- LoK)
.1
L = K+I
K • K+,J33
&RILL (6tb70)(SHOCR_(J)e J= LtK)
Jll • Jll÷2
LO 810 J" 31Jll
blO F_CT;(J) = FOOTI(J)/12.0
Jt_ = J1_÷2
DO 8_0 J" 3_J12
_20 FOCT¢(J) = FOOTZ(J)/12.C
_1] • J1]÷2
LO 830 J= 3,Jl]
b]O FOCT_(J) = FOOT)(J)/12=G
J21 • J21+2
bO 8_0 J= 3'J_l
_G _LLC_IIJ) •BLOCk, tIJ)/12=G
_22 • J22+2
_0 850 ,J= 3,J_2
bSO _LCCK2(J) • BLGCK2IJ)/|2eO
_23 " J23+2
_O 860 J= 3,J2_
BbO bLCCk](J) • 5LOCK](g)/12=O
J31 • J31÷2
_0 870 J= ]'J31
b?O &HECkl(J) = SHOEkI(_)/12,C
J3; =J)2+2
_0 8BC ,1= 31U32
880 SHCCk2(J) _ 5HOCKS(U) / 12.0
_33 =J3]÷2
50 890 J= 3,J33
690 SHCCh](J) • 5HOC_3(U) /1_.0
_99 EETUkN
EN[
3-8'1
bkJlf'_.bTINE ILFLJT
l,lf L{,SIOh XMF-P(._) , ALPI.,I,,(_.)
LIIEt, SIO_. OM.LGA{3), IHETD(3Ie AtPHA['(3) ,EF.((50)
(.OtM.&h/.%l/ _,tTOoTF,SHtH_ oYI(50)tYrIISOIIE_P(50)
C(}PP_bK/hT/ ALPt_(a'I(_)o ALFF. I})t GA},_OT(_}t GAHMt(_}o XDOIC, YDCTL,
I ZLOIC, ),Ct YCo ICI LMfG(3It PSIe PHIt XI, FFLt.Ge _FLAGI PSIOI
P) I_., XIO, TiIETt(3), TMF'T,aSt .ALPHAI2)e FiETAI XJ(3t})t PIt
__ [)[Gt,A[.t PAL)DEC
_Ol'F_bh/f,Jg/ AI(_)o A2(2)o A_(2)o A_(3o2,})o AS(_o2o_)o A6(_|o A7t
l A|(.,.bt.Z)e DLo O'_o 1")3t [4o E"So D6o nT, r'.Bt I-@o ["lOt [Jllo I')tAo
2 bl3eLl4tClStDlbt[,lT*UlB,LlgI[_20t XXo rA(to), _.(_,_,6), t'tPt.(_lt))
(.-OFhC.F,/hI [/CL (}) tXF',XIX tYIYtZIlt XIYtXITtYI 7 IXIhlrPeXIPtI')ELCAt XLPt
1 XLL ,XLAo&tAL FhKeXI C tl_FlOeNPHA_E I),FO IHFMIF'o[_r ,RC (3) _RR (3) ,
2 XL[_OP _XLL, C ,XKL (_ ) ,XI_S e XNtlt XLPM IN tCC _CF" (3 t tXLAM_A * XML;F '
AP, UBtF, UIvt, CtSEENCt_/_, tVH_D_t XTAL PI, tXIC.AMtFELM_Xt._RL('_) _FP(_)
LO_hbtw/P_[2/X[aOT&C_YL,OTCC,lr'(aIOC_TAtI(}) e ISET(}) tXA(}) ,YA(]) ,ZA(})
COt t:_h/N2}/MIS$
COtMbF,/F;24/IGPT([O)_ JF;_ L,TF
LOF t'L,h/r_2E./I& IL.LY (] O)
lOIF = 0
blF = O,,C)
100 [,0 1_1 K=1_5
101 CA(K) = O°O
F,E/b (St_O0) MHI ( DA(J)t u=ieS)
IF (t:t:)lOg_2oot 109
109 bOT(., (l,2t}t_t_t6_7_F_g_lC*llt12tl}_lq_lStlbeX7_lBt19_20_21 ) _MI_
1
Xl). = [A(2)
_-Ii = EA(/4)
XI_ = L.A(5)
hISS m 0
_RITL. (6t921) MF,
(.,G TL, 10o
k Xl_ = hA(1)
YI_ = DA(2)
XMF = uA())
XLLb • DA(t_)
L,E LCL,,= DA(5)
F ItS =
_F, ITL (b,921) Mtl
b(, T_ lOO
_} XLf "= E)A(1)
XLL = DA (2 )
XL/. = DA(})
b = DA (_i)
ALFH_,L(I)== [)A(5)
_&lIL (6og2l) b'h
(..,b 1'(., lO0
AL| HAb (2 },- [.)A ( I )
ALFHI',(I) • DA(2)
ALFI'th(2) =, t')A(.3)
6E1Ab = t')A(_ )
XLC • r)A (5)
_,kITL (0_92I) Mh
LzO TL 100
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b P,b( • UA(I)
X X/LI'P_I I..,A (2)
XICAP, = C_A('5)
F,F( " DAI_)
DE, s DA ('_)
_ITL (0o92L) luM
_(: TL, lO0
X_( T_,C= DA(2)
YD( Tt,,C- DA(3)
_D( T(_Cs DAIU)
kk]Tt. (&og2!) Mh
(,0 T(, 100
7 XNI. ,, [:'A(I)
XLL I_I ha [JA 12)
_KITL (boO2I) Mh
(_0 TL, 100
6 11_ETL,(I) • 11A(1)
ThETL_(2) = DA(2)
ThETL.(_) • DA(_)
_,F_ITL (6o921) Fli'i
_.0 TL 1_0
9 1HiT_D • DA(I)
FSIOL • DA (_.)
PH lO_, • CA(3)
XI(D = [,A (_4)
_IcITL (0o921) F!H
_b TL, IO0
tO bP.LG_,(I) • DA(I)
UP.[ Gk (2) " OA(2)
(J_bJ[GA ( ,_ ) D DA(3)
I,]L EY • DA (I;)
ICCDL • IFIX (ABS (_,ILFY))
[.,U 1(,01 J= 1o10
,1001 XlkILLY(,J) • 0
bG TL, ( 1011 o 1012o IGL)o 102Oo 1015o 1016. 1017. 1018o 1020o 1020) o ICOD£
lull frILLY(I) • 1
bOT(., 1020
1012 XkILLY(2) • 1
_,0 T_ 1020
1013 I_ILLY(3) • 1
GO T_, 1020
IU15 IttILLY(I) • 1
I_ILLY(2) = 1
(=0 T_, 1020
IOl_ ItILLY(I) • 1
ltlLi.V(3) • 1
GO T_, 1020
1017 IWlLLY(2) -. 1
friLl.Y(]) 1 1
(10 T_ 1020
1018 [.,0 lull; J= 1o3
101_$ lWILLY(J) • 1
1020 COP.T | hUE.
ttklTL (6o921) MH
_-_ T(_ 100
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.q
3-'70
11 CC.[E = DA(1)
dlO - IFIXISIGN(l,OoCCbE) )
IC(L)L - IFIXIAbS (CCD[))
_,C, IIC J- lelO
• lID IOF'11J) = 0
_0 T& (lllell2tll)ell_olSSell6ell?ollStllgell81)e ICODF
111 IOFTII) • 1
GO TL, 120
112 IOIT(2} • 1
GO Tb 120
11} IOFT¢3) = 1
bb TL, 120
114 IOFT(_) " 1
t_O TL, 119
lib lOFT(I) • 1
lOFT(2) • 1
hi, T_ 12.0
lib lOFT|I) • I
IOI'T(3) " I
bC TL, 12o
I17 lOFT(:) ) = I
IOI:T(3) ": I
GC To 120
lll_ lOfT(l) " I
IOIT(2) • I
lOFT(3} == I
bO T_ 120
1181 lOfT(5) • I
(JO TO 120
119 IOFF " I
120 E,EFNb " PAl2)
t,PFA_E " CA(3)
_h " [-;A ( q )
_V • DAIS)
kRITL (O,921) Mh
(.O TL, I00
12 XDIP == DA(I)
1FC • DA(_)
hH • DA(})
E.R((_) " DAIS)
EKC (b) " DAIb)
kNITL (bo921) MM
GO TO 100
I_ DO 1_1 d - Io5
131 E6CIw+5) - DAIJ)
V,RI'TL (6)921) r-iF
_C TO lO0
1_ L,O 141 J='lo5
141 Ek((,.r0"lO) - r,.,AI,J)
_ITL (6,921) F,P
(JO TC lO0
Ib bO 151 J • 1,5
ISl EkCl,J+15) • DAIS)
WRITL. (6,921) _tP,
GO Tb lOG
16 bO 1c)1 d ,, 1o4
161 LN(I,J+20) - DAIJ)
F_CII) • bAlS)
_,R ITL
bO T_
20U IF
300 (.,Tf
GO T6
310 bTt
320 _R|TL
MMII
_EITL(_,_21) MN
GO TO 100
IT bO 171 d=l,_
171 EC(J+I) • DA(J)
LO 172 d • 113
172 XK[ (_) • OA(d÷2)
kkITL(be921) HH
GO Tb lOC
18 bO 1_1 d • 1,3
181 FPIJ) = _Afd)
LO 1_2 d = 1t2
182 kk(d) • _A(J÷3)
tklTL (6_q21) MM
GO Tb 100
19 kk(3) • DA(I)
bC 1_1 d • 1t3
191 ShL(.) = DAIU+I)
CB(I) = DA(5)
tRITL (6t9_1) MM
GO T_ 100
20 DO 2_0 J= lt_
_50 CBIU÷I) • DAIU|
bO 2_0 d = It3
260 CF(J) • DA(J÷2)
tRITL (6eqal) H_
GO To 100
21XMLF a DA(I)
XMLB • DA(_)
LO 2_0 d = I13
_90 TALly) • DA(J÷2)
(6e921) _)V
100
(IOFF) 310e316t300
• 0,0
320
" XDTF
(6t922) _LRNGt NPHASL
_klTL Ibe901) MMt X_e XZXe YIYe ZlZe XIY
HM=2
_RITL (be902) Mht XlZt YIZo XMPt XLDOt DELCG
M_=3
_R|TL (6t903) MNt XLPe XLLt XLAo G e ALPHAO(II
_R|TL (beq04) MM_ ALF'HAD(_) _ ALPHK(I)_ ALPHK(2Ie _ET&O_ XLC
_M-S
_R|T_ (6_90_) HHe HLOe XIALPH_ XI_AN_ HFOt DB
F,M_6
IRIT_
_RITL
MMu8
_RITL
NN=9
_RITL
hNmlO
_R|TL
(6t906) HHt _Ft XDOTOCt YDOTOCt ZDOTOC
(6t907) ht;t XhUt XLDMINeXKS
(6ego8) MYe THETD(|)_ THETD(2It THETD(3)
(6_q091 _e THET$_ PSIODt PH|O_t X|OOt XLA_DD
(6eqIU) MMe (_OMF_A(d) e Jmlt3) t_ILEY
$-71
3-72
C
£_ITL
F,t_
_klTL
F',H
_klTt.
F_M
kF_ ITL
F,M
b_F_I TL
_ITL
F,t_
_kllL
_hITL
_kITL
F,H
tll_ I TL
((_*91|) l.,P, LC_f * 5f_f.C, t.| _IAS[_, VII, VV
= 12
(_.91£
= 13
(6,913
(6,91_
= 15
1_,915
= 16
(b,91_
= t?
16,917
= 18
(6o915
n 19
(6t919
= 20
16,92U1 M_:,IJ*CE (J), J=2*))* (J,CFIJ)* J= l*})
= 21
(6,1921) _,_o XMUFoXNUBo (JoTAU(J), J= Io_)
PlP', bTPo TE_oHNo (ERO(J)* J= 4o_1
}IP o (JoEF_(.J) * J= 6o |0)
MHo (_l[kOlJ)* J • ll,Xf,)
hFi(JoEhO(J)* J= 16* 201
MF'o(J*EPO(J)* J= 21,2q)* RE(1)
MM, (JIFC(J)* J=2*])* (.I*XK_(J)* J= I,})
hF.,(J*FFIJ), J= I*))* (J*RR(J)* J" I*2)
hh, _(_) , (J*S_L(J)* J= 1.}) , CB(l)
FI = _,1_1S9265
_ECR_= FI / 180,0
EA[DLG= 180,0 / PT
CHCNbE IkPUT ANbL_S FROM LEGREE5 TO kACIAhS
1H!TAII) • DLGflA_ * THFT[ ( I )
1HiT_(2) = DEGRA_ , THFTr(_)
1HITA(}) • DLGRAC * 1HETPI_)
1H[I_S I DLGRAC , 1HEIr[.
P$]O l DLGRAD * FSlOr
PHIO J DEGRA_ , F'HIOr
Xl[ m DEGRAD * XIC_
ALFHAi|) m DEGRA_ $ ALPH_D(I)
4L|HA(2) = DLGRA_ * AL_H_[,(2)
_ETA = _LGRA_ * bETAr
XL_MUA = DEGRA_ • XLAMr_
_MtG(|) • OMEGA(I)eDLG_Af.
GMIG(2) = OMEGA(_)$DEGFA_
OMEG(}) • OMEGA(})eDEGFA_
XMFPII) • XMP
XMfP(2) 1 XMF
XMIP(]) • XMF
_Ll INERTIA F,AT_IX XJ(}*_)
XJ(l*l) • XlX
XJ(I*2) = -XIY
XJ(l*}) = -XlZ
X_(2,1) = -XIY
XJ(2*2) • YIY
XJ(2*}) = -VlZ
XJ(_*l) = -XlZ
XJ(_*}) • ZlZ
bO _SO d • qo2_
650 ERF (g) • EROIJI
&O 851 J = l*lO
851 iOFTIJ) • lABS (IOPTIJI)
TF
Jt
IF
llOl dh u 0
1102 COtTIhUE
900 FOtMAT(17eSX,SEI2.5)
901 FOr M_T(St. CAbOt |_e l_h
IYY mt[|2e_t_OH ZZZ
902 FOFNaT(SH CARDtI_elOH
IF,P =tEI2oStlOH XL_O
90_ FOIHAT(Sh CA_DoI_oIOH
= TFG
• JNC
(IWILEY(I} + I_ILFY(2} + IWlLEY(_)) 1102,11C2,1101
It, 81EI2.5,1OH IXX noEI2eSIIOH I
=oFl2.StlOH IXY atFl2.ff/)
IXL RoEI_oStlOH IYZ 81EI2.StlOH X
=,Fl2oSolnH DFLCG 8orI2,F/)
XLP =oEI?*SoIOH ILL toFI2oSolOH X
ILA BoLI2,SolOH G soFl2oSolOH ALPHAII)BoF12._/)
90_ FOFHaT(Sh CARDoI3oIOh ALP_A(2)=oEI_oSoIOH ALPHKII)BoEI2oSolOH ALPH
LKl;)loEI2oSelOH BETA IoFl2oSol_H XLC noEl2.5/)
905 FOF_ATISH CA_Dll3tlOh HPU =tEI_.SoIOH XIALPH 81EI2.SIIOH Xl
l_At noEI2eSoIOH hFO =IFI2.StlOH DB 8oE12,5/)
906 FOFhkT (IX_HCARbI3obX4HDF s EI2.So?XSHXDOTOC • ElgoSO 2XBHYOOTOC •
9061 [lkeSI 2XBHZDUTOC R FI2.S /)
907 FOFMaT (IX_HCAP_ I_tSXSH_NU • EI2._t2XPHXLDMIN • EI2.StSX_HXKS •
_071 EI2o5 /)
908 FOFMAT(SH CARDtI_o IOH THET
lbll)•eElgestlOH T_ETb(g)m_EI2,5_IOH TH_TD(_I•tEI2,_/)
_09 FOFNAT(SH CAkDt|)_lOh T_,_TAS 8_EI_*S_IOH PSIO •_EI2eS_IOH P
IHIC mt[12eStlOH XIO _tFI2eSIIOH XiAMDD •eEI2e_/)
910 FOFM&T (IX_HCARb I]o 3(IX6HOMEGA(_Io_H)nEI_oS)o3X?HCOO(2 m E12.5/)
gll FOFMAT (SH CARDII3tlOH CODE •tFI2,5_IOH SEE NC •_F12eselON PHA
9111SE NOBIII_ tIOH VH •oEl2oSol_H VV BoEI_oS/)
912 FOFMAT (IX_HCARUI3eSXS_TF m EI2eStbX_HTF • El2e_e6X_NHM m E12,5_
9121 2_SF,ERR(_) • E1205_ 2XBHFR_(5) 8 E1205 / |
913 FOFNAT (IX_HCARDI3t _(?X_hF_R(IIt_H) • El2eS)_ IXq_ERR(I2e3H) m El
9131 2o5/)
91_ FOFMAT (IX_HCARUI3t _(IX_EhR(I2e3H) • E12.51/)
915 FORMAT (IX_HCARbI3_ _(IXU_FRR(I2e3H) • E12.51/)
916 FOFNAT (IX_HCARbI3tk(IX_ERR(12e)H) • Ft2eS)t 3XTh_C(l) m ElleS/t
917 FOFMAT (IX_HCARDZ_ ;(_X_F,RL(IIt_H) m rl2.s), 3(2XCHXKP(IIt3HI • E
el?l l;.b)/)
918 FOFNAT (IX_HCARDI3t _(3X_FP(IIe)H) • FI2.S)t2(3X_HRR(IIe)H) • £12
9181 .S)/)
919 ForMAT (IX_HCARDI3_3X?HR_(3) • EI2.St3(2X_HSRL(II_)H) • E12eSlt )X
9191 7F'Cb(l) • EI205 / )
920 FOFMAT (IX_HCARUI3t 2()X)_Cb(IIo3Ht • FI2oS)O3(3X3PCF(IIt3N) • El2
9201 o_)/)
19_1 FORMAT (IX_HCARbI30_X6HX_bF - EI2.Se_X6HXMUB • E12050 3(2X_HT&U(I1
19211 . 3t,) • EI20S)/)
921FOFNAT(3_H NEW DATA CArL FOR THI_ CASE IS NO. •,15)
922 FOFNAT (/42?H THIS CASE IS SERIES NO. • F12.3,
_221 20H AF._ PHASE kOo• t I_// 21H INPUT DATA FOLLOWSo //)
RETUkk
LN£
3-73
SUiRt.UTIM. IF;IT
bltL_.SlO_, XHPP(3)t ALPI_K(2)
bI_Et, SlOt, A(]le AA(.._)
COt ML.h/N=// ALPDOTI_It ALFk_(_)o (=AMDGT(_)_ GAMI_A(_)_ XDCTC_ YDOT(_
! Z[O1Ct XCe YCt Zrl GMFGi3It PSlw pH|t XI, PF'L_Gt I_FLAGe PS|Oe
PF|Uo XIO, THE1AI3)e THFTASe ALPHA(2)I BETAt )lJ(313le P|,
[_f GhAD o RADbEG
LCPHL, h/Ng/ Al(31o A2(2)o A_(2)o A_4(3o2o3)o AS(_o2o3)o Ab(]), A'/o
! AE(_o3)o DLo D21 r)3o [_l P5o Dbo r_To _8o _o _lOw DIto ['1;_o
2 DI3o[JI4oDI_oD|6oDI?oDIBoLI_oD20o XXo r'A(tO)e II(]lol_o6)t HPL(3o_I)
COI'tt_I_,/NIC/FCOTI(IOO) t F_OT2(IO0) t FOOT3(|O0) e
IGI RLOCKI I lO(,). IrLOCK2(|00) t BI OCK_I(IOC) t
102 Rt-tOCK|(|O(,) e .¢,k_CK2(IOOI t SHOCK](|OC')
COt I_,h/Nl l/Cb (3) t_V _Xly _VtYtZlZtXlV.XlZ _YITtXMPPtXIPIDELCGeXLP_
1 XLL _XLA eGtALPNKt Xt C _ttBO_NPH&SE _F_FO_HF MIFtDF'tRC (3l eRR (]l
2 XL_OP _ XLL, C _ XkL_ ( _ ) t )_K_)_ XNII_ XLPHIt; _CC tCF (3) _ XLAHDA _ XHUF _
• Xt;tJB _ RUNNC, SEF_NO _V_v _ VH t Db _ X t ALPH t X _ C,AM _ PELH_I X t SRL ( _ I _FP(})
LOI't_Uk/NI21XbOTL, CeYL}OT_C=Zr_(.TOCtT&II(]) t ISET(]) iXA(_) _YA (31 eZA(3)
COtHbt, lt_lqt_LOPF, l(_) tSL OPE_ (_) tXCl3pl t2) eYcr'P( 121 tPSB (3) tXHPU(]I) e
1 YhPUI]) eZHPU(_) t$1NThStCOSTH._eP._P(_|2) _nELFL(3) eF I_AX()) t
2 ZF*REFtSINTH (_1) _CO_TH()) eTZFR()tVZE'R_oZBG('J)
COFH(,h/N|5/ E_(3e3)_ XP,(311 YB(3)_ 7R(3)_ XFF(]Ie YFP(3)_ ZFP(3)_
I Of S13_3t3)
COPHbN/NJg/NF, FLAG(3) ,PSbCI3) _PSPQi3tJ21 olBEENl(_)
J,O0 $1_,ThS m SIN ( THFTA_)
COSTh._ . COS ( ThFTAS|
bO IU5 J • l e3
|S|TIJI = 0
XA (,J) = 0,_
_A(J) " 0,0
ZAIJ) " 0,0
bELEL(J) • FP(JI/XKS
FI_AXIJ) • OeO
lb|El_(J) • (1
IBLEt, ld+3) m 0
105 CO_TIkUL
bELNAX • XLbO - XLbt, l_;
k • IFIX(FbOTII2)I+3
SLCPLI(I) • (FOOTI(Kel)-FGOTI(K))/(FGOT|(_)-FOOT|(3))
K • IFIXIFOOT_(_)I÷_
$LCPLI(2) • (FOOT2(K÷I)-rOOT2(K))/(FOOT2(4)-FOCT213))
K • IFIXIFOOT3(2)I+3
SLCPL|'(3) • (FOOT3(K÷II-F_OT3(KII/(FOOT3I_I-FOOT3(_)I
K m IFIXIBLOCK|I_I)+3
$L(PL2111 = IBLUCKIIK_II-BL_CKIIKII/IBLOCKII_I-BLOCKI(311
K • IFIXIBLOCK2I_I)+3
SLLPL2(2) m (BLUCk2(_÷I)-_L_CK2(K)I/(BLOCK2(_)-BLOCK2(3))
k = IFIX(BLOCK3(2))÷_
SLCP_2(3I m IBLOCK3IK+II-_LOCK_(KII/IBLOCK_I_IoBLOCK3(3I)
110 XC= 0,0
YC= boO
ZC= boo
PSI = PSIO
PHI m PHIO
Xl • XlO
_1 • COSIPSI)
3-74
L
C
C
C
C
UZ = COS ( Pf,I)
L3 = COS ( Xl )
Lq • SIN (PSI)
_5 = SIN ( Phl)
be = SIN ( Xl )
6(1,1) • C2 • D)
Ellen) = D5
E(;tl) • Ca =D5 eC3 + DI *_0
E(;t=) • -O_ =Oh eC6 +C1 =C3
6(_ei) • -Dr eD5 _D3 + D_ • DO
b(]e_) = Dl $D5 =_6 +O_ *b_
_0 Tb (1102o1101.11G3)_ _PhASE
1101XDCT_ --VH * SIN (XLAMDA)
YD(TL = VH S CO_ (XLAN_)
ZD(TL • VV
bC T_ 111
1102 XD(TL s XbOTOE
YD(T_= YDOTOC
ZD(T_= ZDOTOC
bO T_ 111
1103 All) • XDOTOC
A(;) = YOOTOC
A(3) • ZOOTOC
_0 110_ ! = 1,3
AA(I) • 0,0
bO 11C_ L • 1t3
110_ AAII) • aa(1) + B(ItL) • A(L)
X_CTG • AA(I)
YDCT_ • AA(2)
ZDCTG • AA(3)
111 PFLAb • +1,0
ABCVL P FLAG IS US[_ IN ECX 1815 OF FOPCE SUBRCUT|FE,
hot _ALCULATE T SUB ZERr
LG 112 I mlt3
AA(Z) • 0.0
bO 112 L •1t3
AA(I) • AA(I) • XJ(ItL) = b_EGILI
112 EOtTIhU[
DI • 0,0
bO 11_ L •1e3
DI • DI + OMEGIL)WAA(L)
11_ cor,TIKUE
1ZERO= ,_el X_ • I _UOTC • XOOTC • Y_OTC • YOOTC • ZOOTG • ZOOTGI
I + DI )
THE FOLLOWINb CHANGES ( TO COMMENTS CAPO MARKEC ENC OF CHANGES )
A_L _HANGES _AD_ |N _ECK NO* 2 ONLY*
XC[P (1) • 0,0
XC[P (2| • 0,0
YC[P(I) • ( _*0 / 3*G ) • OF / PI
YC[P(2) • " YCbP(I)
3-15
3-?6
LNL _f DECK hE. 2 CF=ANGLF
bl5 • XLA W, XLA + XLL '_ )_LL
[J2( • 2*0 ww XLA *XLL
GA_MAG • BETA + A._th ((XttJOIWXLDO - D19) / C20)
LCFM_,X = O.O
bit • 511_ ( bETA )
[.,If • COS ( LETA )
bO 2_.0 J "l,]
IWO E,AILMA(J) - (iAMPAO
ALFH(J) • GAMMAC
51PThIJ) • C;II_ ( THEIAIJ) )
LOSTh(J) -Cb$ ( THETA(J) )
PSi I_) • 0.O
PSEQ(J) • O.O
XE_iJ) • XLC * SLr,TH(,a)
YH(,J) • XLC = COSTHIJ)
Zb(.l,J) - DELCG + HpC
XMFUIJ) • $INTH(J) *( XL£ ÷ XLA = D17 )
YHfU(J) _= COSTH(J) 15( ){LF ÷ XLA iw D|7 )
ZhtU(J| - [')ELCG - XLA • Lib
(JAID(_1 (J) • O.0
ALFD(.,T(J) • U*O
XF! (,w) ,, SINTM(J) w,( XLP + XLL s COS (GAMP_A(J) ))
YFF (,_) u COSTH(J) *( XtP ÷ XLL * COS (GAMMA(J) ))
2FF (,.,) = DEL.CG + XLL • SIN ( GAMMA(J) l
F,PL Id,l) - XLP * SIh, Tl'l (,J)
F,FL (J,2) • XLP * COSTH IJ)
FIFL (J,3) • LELEG
150 bk_(_ol,1) • CCSTH(J)
bR_(ullt2) = 51hTH(J)
[,_2(_,lt]) • 0,0
DRL(Ot2tll • - $I_TFIIJ)
LK$(_t2t2) • C05TH(J)
LR_(_t)tl) • 0,0
DR_(_o3,2) • O*O
LR$(.,]t]) • 1.0
Ab(l) = XFP(_)
A6(2) • YFP(J)
Ab(]) • ZFP(J)
K [O LCUF'$ HERE AhD _T 200 AkE CHANGEr IN DECK P'O. 2 •
LG 190 K • 1o2
16G AA(I) m XCOPik)
AA(2) • YCDP(K)
AA(3) = FiFO
A(LI) = A&(LI)
bO 1_2 L2 •I,3
A(L 1) • A(LI) + LGS(JtLItL2) • AA(L2)
162 COrTINU_
LO l_k LI •I,3
AI(LI) • OeO
CO lb_ L2 =Io}
AI(LI) • AI(LI) + BCLIoL2) • A(L2)
164 LOkTINUE
,!
_7 • SZNTHS * AI(;') + CG$1FI:_ * A1(31
170 |F( A7- ZCPI_AX)IOOo|9OoII_(_
180 ZCfMkX a A7
IgG COt TII_UE
200 1,0 260 K • 1o2
21C F$F (ooK) - 0.0
FSFQ(JoK) • 0.0
220 (,or TIhUE
2_0 COt T|NUE
250 ;LC- -ZCPFIAX / CC,STH$
ZFFF..F • - ZFP()) - hFO - OoSO
L,A(?) • XI_ t G
hA(S) m p! * OF / 8oL * CF
r_A(9) s 65.U * _[GKAL)
hA(It,) " PI * Ob * Db / U.O
ENL
3-77
lCO/
1 DI
COt
1 Y[
2 biS(_o3o3)o TA
LOtP, bk/NI?/ XFPC(3) o YFP£(
C_,P_'vL/N18/ I_FLA_
COtN(_h/rII_/NhFLAC (3l oPSEC(
tOP huP./N2C /D_,OF_K ( ! 5)
CCt_!(_h/hZLI/TCPT(J(_), apt L
IF (LFLAG) lg* 19*1C
10 IF (LFLAb-I) 70*70,1. ¢
15 I$1A_L • (_
GO TU 70
19 iF (t:FLA_) .;Oo2_oELI
20 bO 2_ II _e2a
IF (ASSIY(I)) - lO,Ea)2)o21o21
21 LC 22 JI |I_-_
22 b ( k,; ) • Ci_)
L (_2) " tO.Lb
GO TL, 150
23 COI.TI hUE
24 bb 30 ] • I '
ALl DL.T (I) • Y(I)
ALIH(|) = Y(I+])
CAt [JbT( I)= Y(I÷O)
GAI h_,(ll - Y(!÷%I
3C bF_IGII) • YII+IS)
X[J( lC • YII_)
YDCTL • y(l(i)
_ DC.IL • Y(IS)
XC • Vllb)
YC • V(17)
bU! F,LU1 It,[ FLI-'
t. ItEI.51Ot, XHFP(.?,), _LPH_(k),SHKI_AX(])
LItEI,SIOh Al}lt A,e,(_)
C(SP _ bt,/N2/T, Y (50) ,['(5tl)
COfFIU_./t_/ TALPt,/_(__) o TfatF.IL_A(])e F (}) o TG(])
tfJtf;t,t../t_6/O't[G[_l('_)e At_PFf.r_(_)o GA_DL,(_), C(})o PSlbo PHIDI XlOo
I [_,1L_.hK
Cf;lM_t./ri7/ ALFPC, TI_) o ALl'HI3) o GAHDCT(__). _AP, FI.A I_) o XDCTCt YDO_Co
1 Z[01C, XC, YC, Zr, CHFGI_)o PSI, PH|_ XI, PFLAGo ItFLAG, P_IO,
Pf|_t X|Cl THE'[AI._It THI:TASo ALPHAI2It r_ETA, )_J(3e3lt PI,
3 [,l GF./.,['o RADDEG
Lt_PMUL/r;6/ LFLA_
C('IP_LI./Nc_/ AI(_)o A2(2)t A_(2)o A_(3o2o3)o AS(_o_o3)_ A6(_llo A?o
| Al(_o_), DIo Dk:t (_'_, pl_, _'_, POo rite r'Se ('go C1(_o Oil, DlPo
2 L_I_I,[_I_,DI_oDLOoL l?oUlb,[,l(_o[_O, XX, rAIl('Io _l_l,l_o6) o Hal I_,_)
(.OPI'_I%/NII/CC(_) tX_'IXIXoYIY,ZIZIXIYoXIZoYt7,XMFPoXIPoDELCGoXLP'
t XLL IXLA t_t ¢-L t;'t'_K 1XI C IF,E*OINPI_A.¢,[ tHFOII-,FlVt|f orHr el_c (_) II_R (_| i
XL[JOPIXL_CoXKL'(_) oXI<_o XPilJIXLrPI_NICCoCF(3| IX[AHDAoXMUFi
3 XP,USoRUNNCoSLF, NOoV%o_Hor_boXTAI PE_oxIr, AHo{'EI F'AXoSRLI'q) oFP(-_)
CCPh_,P./NI3/ _o _,A
COt _C,t',/;'I _41SLOPL 1 (3) oSL.OF[ 2 (_) ,XCDP (12) oYCPF (12) o F:SI_ (3) tXHPU (_) o
YHPLI(_) oZF_PU(_) oSTF, TF,_oCOSTHSoPFP(3o 12) e_EL_FL(_) oF luAXl_) o
ZF REFoSII, TH(]) ot'OFTH(3) oTZFPOoVTERt_oZt_OIql
Hbt./l'llS/ Ll3t_, >,RI3), YE(3), 7R(311 XFF(31, YFP(3It ZC'P(3Io
S(3,3,3)
Mbh/ht6/ F_N(_)o XII(3o2)o XLD(3), XLDDOT(3)o xr'cTP(__o2),
61F (3o2), S(3,2), C('5X! (3), HF(3,1?)o 7[JOTF(_o_)o F.1U(3),
]) o ZFPC(_)
?l eFSPG(3,121 ,|EEENIE)
TF
3-'/8
L(. • Y(Ibl
FSI = Y(22)
Fhl = Y(_})
Xl " Y(_W)
IA " T
CAt L CG_JF I(_
IF (I.FLAG ! L}Uol}bo}_
3(. {.At L S1AB
{_O }b d"lo3
1F (ICEEk(J)) 37o]?o}E
37 IF (FSP(J,I) + FSP(J._) ) 3G_,38,}r_
38 LCt TIhUE
.381 [,0 3_3 J"1,-3
IF (IBEE'.F, IJ+)}) 382o3P,2,383
)82 IF (PSF. I,J) ) 3Pf,,383,_kA
3_3 CONTINUE
GO Tta 3(:8
38_ _kITL (6o3R5) JoT
3t_b FOIM_'I (IOXI2HF(JOTPAL, kG,, I;L,_OH HAS It.ITIALLY CCt:TACTED SURFACE A
38._|T T • F IOoUI QFt SFC(aP, D_.e/}
IBEEI,.(J) . 1
(_O To, .3E
3BO _kITL (6t387) JoT
38"/ FOi M,.T I IOXI=..HBO[.Y LLOCR NOe I2, _4(3H HAS I_.ITIALLY CONTACTED SUI;FA
3bTICE AT T = F|0.4,01.4 SECOh[S. / )
(_0 TL, 31o3
3_8 IF (KFLAG) 40o5(ao60
WO _kITL (6o_5)
_b FOIhAT (WSHet, q,t,,_ VEHICLE IS UNSTABLL IN PITCH ww*_w t
ISIAc.L " -1
(ao Tb 70
50 _,klTL (6t55)
55 FO! HAT (_SHtlW,_el VEttICLE IS Ur, STABLE II_ YA¥. al,tnl, e_ t
ISIAbL - -1
?0 LFL A_, - 1
SI(F, Ik • SIGF, IN_F.AD{aE6
V,HITI. Ibt-/t) T, _I_,,t. IF,
71 FOFF:_,T (IOX?I_TIME • FIO,Ue lOX 9HSIGHIN m FlOe_l, oBh DEGREES/)
bSq • U,O
UbE " OoO
_OFK • OeO
K • 5 + lAbS IIGPTI_)) * 10
_0 72 j. I ,K
7;' t_O! K • _ORk ÷ Y(J+;=_)
bO ?6 K• _ I
A(P ) • O,f)
bO 7=; J"l t
7_ A() ) • A(K)+ UPFG (J)w, XJ(Kt,J)
b5¢,, m A IK ) _,OME(, t K ) 4'r _¢_
7f_ b6_ • GAMbOTIK)=C_AM['OTIKI+D69
EF • D59 /;_,÷[')_9,I, XI_M/2, ÷XP.;/2,,I(XDCTC_,XDOTC
I +YOOTC _, Yr_CTC + 7r_CTC * ZDOTC)
LPL • VZEEO+EwA (?) =_ZC
tRITL (6o78) TZ[E_oEFOottC, kKoEFoISHKMAXIJtoJmlt3)tG('MIN
78 FOI HkT (
7BIIO)W_aI'IINITIAL KINETIC ENfEt'-.Y (EKO| m F_O.St?H FT I..llS/
78210_bHDIFFERENCL IN POTE_.TIAL EN£k(tY (EPO) m F;_O.Se?H FT LBS/
3-79
3-80
7b31C>_c,f,[ I,SEIF_TFD FhLF,E,_ (_I"IS) = F_C.5,"/H FT L_S/
7f_l_,,"4L, h_ |I'./_.L I',II"LTIC LN! h('_ (EI(F) == F;'C,.SeTF. FT LBS//
7E,5"("_?I_htAX|fIUh _il(('P /._b_(.,[-I'[f FORCES- /
7b_L,(_)I'/_LLC I_C.I F_( ! ) = r_(h.ic/
767>C) 17hLL(_ h_e2 FAIP) • I;f.[O/
7bP<C)IYhLE(- t,Oo) FAl.'q) = _2P.lOll
7EqlO,)SJhl'II_IMtd ', CL[AFAhC[_ IFI"WEEI _- GhOLhb PLATE Af.D FrAmE • FtO.4t 4H
7_! F'I. I)
hE'1 bt.l',
bC IF (ICPTI4)) _O_,60b,l)C
bl 5I(.h_h = tO.L@
L,Ct If. = IO.L_
L(, b11 ,l" [ t.}
c,11 SFdth_,X(J) = U.O
62 Sl(hlh =AP'Ih! (L, IbF ll_l _.()t_.2))
t_Lt lh = AMII%I (b(l, ]I_e',t(I ,_ e2 ) )
L.C 0;:1 ,I,= I ,.)
b3 If- (SI_MI_ - (..7t,5_ ) et,bP.,6R
b5 IF (_,(},W,2) - -_)lG_*Ir - O,eT_) 6b,(.B,&6
6b Iw! ]TL (¢ _A?)
b7 _OI_.,.,'I (_H$$$$$ VI-hICLL IS STALLE (hO('K-6_CK) $$$_$ /)
ISIALL " !
(,C TL 70
bl_ IF (ZF'REF- (YC_wS l _,TP5+_ C_CUSTh$ ) ) 75,7-=., 13C
75 IF (ZDOTEWw/UCIC-h,O) F.C,t80,I)O
8C IF (YDOTLW, YbCIC- _.0) 'gL.gO,130
9(; IF (XDOTCW.XUPTC-&.(") i('O.l('}Otl"tO
100 XF ((,.F'Fr,(I).I.OPF(,(I) - o(,1) 11o.110,130
110 If (CF_F(I(2)_ OPL(.(_) - .01)12(),1_0t1]£_
12b IF (CF'Er, I]I_()HFCI3) - ,,C1 ) 12'_.12¢_,1.30
125 WI. ITL (6,12_)
120 tbt rl_T (U, SH*_,,I,e,'_ VEF, ICL E lS STABLE _**_* )
I51ALL = 1
_O T_, 70
13C CALL F LRCE
IF (I_FLAC) 1)1 ,I)2, 132
I}I ISIAL, L = -I
(-,0 I u 70
13_ CALL I k'I EQF,
LC l_O I=1,)
IF ( _'FLAG ) 13b, l_b. lYl¢
13_ L()I • ALPF,DDII)
I}(, L(I+_) = ALP_OT(I)
b(l+._) m AMAXI (-lOt. O,( AI_INI (ALPOOT(I). 100.0)))
b ( I+_ ) • GAM DD ( I )
L(I+_,| " GAHDOTII)
LII+I_.) == O(I)
bIl+lS) m Y(I+I2)
l_(J b(l+16)m OMEGDT(1)
bl_2) m PSIL
L(;)) I PHIU
t,l;q) " xln
DO IW5 J=1,15
I_ Dl_.i+iq) • DW_RKIJ)
150 I, ETUt,k
iN[
i
109
11(,
1:)0
5UfF_,UTIhr CC,hFIC
L, It El,SlOt., X_'F.P(_) o ALPI-K(_)
t It El,SIOl_ A(_) o AA(3)
(.(,f ttL, h/h?/ ALPDbT(_) t _LFF.(_)v GAftl_,CT(?) t CAHMA(_) o XDOTCo YDOTCo
! Z[01Co XCo YCo ZCo GHFG(_)o PSIo PH|o Xlt FFLAGo VFLA_o P._|Oo
F'I I(.,t XIOo THF'TA(:3)o TI'.FIASo ALPHA(d?)o F_ETAo X,J(_lo3)o P|o
[a| Gt,A[.st F_ADL,[C-
L(Jt t'UP.IhB/LFLAG
CC, tt-:(.,f/l',lg/ Al(_)o A_.(2)o A_(2)o Ad4(_o2o])o AS(_o2o_)o Abl]l,)o &To
I A((_o_)o Olo O_o C.3o P_, ['._5o D_.,, nT, r'8o ['.go rico _llo clpo
P bl_o[.,i_oDISoDltao[;l'9'oDlE.,i.19oD2Co XXo PA(IC) o lP (_oAlo6l o _Pl (_o_)
LOPPt_F,/NIL/CL,(_) o)_HoXlXoYlYoZlToX|voxiToYl7oXMF'PoXlPon_'LCAoXLPo
! XLLoXLAo_oALF'I_KoXI (" oh_0oNPHA.C, EoHFOoF_IrHIt_ o[_FoRC(_) eRR(_I) o
2 XLDOPo XLL, O_XKL (_) o>,Kbo XtJIIoXLr'N_NtCC oCF (_) oXLAM[_A oXMUFo
"_ XP,t0R o F UN0',C o 5E EN(_ o %'V o Vh o [_ o X TAL PI.._o XICAHor ELF t_Xo _PL (_'111oFP (31
COP H(,,h/h| 2/X_OTbC o YL',GT_C o2PGTOC oTAII (_) o _SF.T (_) o XA (.'_) oYA (_1 oZA (_)
COt HUh/NI_/ Ao AA
COFHLI_,/NI_/SLOPLII_) tSLOFE_(_) oXCDP(121 oYCCF(12) oF,_B(_) oXHPU(_I) o
! YP.PLI(_) oZIuPU(_) oS|hTt'_SoCOSTHF, oP.CP(3oIZ)o_F'LFL(1) oFIMAX(3) o
;_ ZF'F'Er'o $INT_ (_,) oCO._TH(3) oTZFRnoV7EROoZBO(_J)
C,GPt_;bI_,/N|5/ [,(3o_)o XB(_lt VB(_)o 7F_(_)o XlrF (_l)o YFP(_)o ZlrP(])o
L,OfF:uP,/tI16/ F_N())o Xll()o2)o XLD(_)o XLDOOT(_)o XCCTP()o2)o
I Y[OTF (3o2)o S(_t;_)o CCS_! (_)o I_F(_ol;")o 7r.;OTP(3o_)o HB(_)o
2 GfS(_o]o_)o TA
GOtl_hlNi?l XFP(.(_)o YFPC(_) o ZFPC(._)
COt P.(,h/tJI8/NF LA_,
CO_' H(.,I_/N 19/I_]hFLAC ( .3 ) oP_I-,C ( ._ ) t PSP(: ( _3o 12 ) o Xr_EEN (_)
CO_ HbF,/N22/FOCT ( 3 o 3)
COtMbI'_IN2_IXCPT(|_) o ,JP o [,TF
IF ( PS lmFSI +Phl _F HI +X l,o,X l- 10000 ) 110o1C9o1C9
t'S! • PI/:''0
Fhl " Oo_
Xl • Oor)
[,11" COS (PSI)
LI_ = C05 (Phl)
bl_m COS (Xl)
bl¢m _It, (P51)
LI! m SI_ (Phi)
[_l(m SIF (X|)
b(lo_) • O12_O13
i(lo_) m-Ol2_Dlb
6(1o3) • DLS
hi;oil • _I_wDI_*DI_÷DII*_I6
E_(;o)$ B-_L_,D12
E(3o_) • DII*DISe_:I_+DI_*_13
b(3oa) m DII*DI2
bl?ob;SoDlgob_O ARE bET lh INIT TO SIN(BETA)oCOSIBETAIo
XLt_XLA P XLL_XLL o 2oO,XLAeXLL RESFErTIVFLY
All) • U,O
A(;) • SINThS
A()) • COSTF_S
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LU 1_4 L. =1,3
f _.tL ) -% C,L)
L{; l_q L2 =l _}
ht_{L ) _ t.F (L) + t ILLeL) • A(L2)
C_._×ll = {](2o-3) i EIt, TI*S ÷ L (}el) • CO.¢,TH_
XII(I_¢-) = AC()_ ( CtS_IF )
)_II("r';:) = XlI(I'P)
13¢_ IF( L(SXI_ * C_b)¢;_
l_t. (.(_LX,LL = ,nUl
156 LO 2_l.' J = 1,:_
I.OC L,7 = c_[r,[ (qAMP_(J) )
L'(, = LOS ( qANI'!A(J) )
XFI (_) • SII'.TH(J) *( )_LF' 4. XLL • Ob)
_'Ff (_) == CDSTH(J) It >LF 4- XLL * riB)
- ._OLO01 )laO,IfO.15L
/FI (,_) = _.FLCG ÷ >LL * r'/
,LI (,_) ,, SOkl ( [ 1 (_ + r;'(_ • ( D7 • bib - DE * r17 ) )
),L[ :._T (J) • XL_ ,I. XI L i L,ANOOT(J) v_ (DI_iUII_ + ['7 iOl?) /XLD(J}
l(,O_ AA(I) = XFP(,J)
AA(2) = YFP(J)
AA()) = ZFP(J)
1.0 I_.2 |=I,_
/._11) • O.O
Lb l_t- L =I,)
Ab(l} = A6(1) + [ (I,L) i, 4k(L)
162 LOt TINL _.
)FIC(J) =, A¢(I)
_FfLIJ) == Ate(,.)
;['PC (J) == Ath(})
17(., _lll) =, -XI.L e. _.,A_.E,OI(JI =, [7 * Sll',tlt_(J)
_.1(2) == -XLL • bk_PCT(,l) * L? = CO_TF,(,I)
/.,l(_) " XLL ,I, bt,_.D(,lld) = LE
_A(I) = AI(I) + CeEt,(2)_ 7FF(J) - t_I_,LGI3)w YFP(J)
AA(2) I= AI (2) + (,F'fC(_)* XFF (J) - _MEG(I)_ ZFPIJ)
AA(_) = AI(_) + [_':Eblt) I' YFFIJ) - _P,EGI2}ww XFPIJ)
LC l'_'i: I =I,3
_( I ) = 0,0
LO 1"12 L =I,:_
_(l) • A(1) + P(I,L) $ AkIL)
17;' COt T_.UE
XL41I' IJ*l) == XDbTf + At1)
Y_tT_ (d_) • C(_STHS I,( YlOTC + A(21| -_INTt*5 _( ZC(TC + A(_))
ZDCTI- (J, 11 =511_,THS.(¥r)cTf+_(2) )+CO._THSw(Zf)CTC+_(-_))
L,(,.jel) • SQR'r ( XnOT;.(J_I) * XDOTP(JII) + YEOTir'(jel) eYDOTP(J,|))
180 LI _ SIN ( ALPH(JI - GAM_'A(_))
I.,_= CC5 ! ALPH(J) - G_MI_AIJ) )
Abll) - [.)1 * 5Ii.3_(J)
_,b(2) = LI • C('STt, llJ)
A_(]I 3 D2Cb._X|( ) • Hh(l) • &ill) • KN(2) eJ6(2l + FN(]) * _0(])
Xll(,._ll • 4C05 ( COSXtlJl)
[,_._ (,.,,1,1) • C05Th(d}
L,k[l,.,ele2) • SINTHIJ) *L_?
Li_£ (,_211} =-$1hThld)
LI.=.(,,_2_P.) • CC,STI.,IJ) *_2
Lb. r (_'2l)) • CO_THIJ) *_I
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L
i,
IF
>041 IF
20_2 IF
20163 IF
2()(i4 ISLM
LG
3001 ISL h
IF
3O02 FSIO
F'HIO-
Xl(
IF
Lh.C_(,,t_tt) 8 0o0
LH_ (,Jt.3t2) =-()1
[.k(..(,_13t3) - D2
IF( ),II(dtl) - UA(9) )2UOt2(,Ot220
200 A(_) • HFO
bO 21b K • 112
201 _*(I) • XCDP(k)
A(: ) " YCDP(K)
bG 2U2 L =It]
_,A(L) = OeO
bE, 2(.,:" I =It3
AA(L) = AA(L) + [;RS(,,JtLoI) = A(1)
>02 COt1/kUE
AI(I) = XFP(J) + AA(I)
A1(2) • YFP(J) + AA(_.)
At(]) - ZFP(J) + IA(})
bl • O,n
D2 • 0,0
b3 • C ,0
bb 2(_q Lmlt
LI l DI + B(ItL) = At(L)
b2 • D2 + P(2oL) _, AIiL.)
b3 " D3 + Pt3oL) • AI(L )
20W COt.T lhUE
(IOPT(=$)) _OI4Lt20ak_i041
('TA-TAU(,J)) 2Cb12_t20_2
(NFLAG) 20_, o 2C,6 o 2PUIJ
" O
3OOt L• 1 t3
- ISUF, + I._ET(L)
(ISUM) 300_t3(_O2t300b
• PSI
• PHI
" Xl
(hPHASE - 3 ) 300_o3003,300_
3U03 _hC_IZ • SORT ( XnGTC*XDOTf + YbOTrSYDOTC)
XD(Tu¢ • XOOlC
YD(T_G • YDOTC
3uO_ VVERl m ZDnTC
3()05 IStT(U) • t
bUt' Y m 0,O
SUt Z • Oo_
XA(J) m bl + XC
YA(J) m D2 + YG
ZA(J) • D3 + ZC
GO T_ 206
20_b 5UtY • D2 ÷ YC - YAIJ)
_UtZ • D3 + ZC -ZA(J)
A7 • SINTHS • SUF,Y + c_bTHS • SUFZ
_b T_ 20_9
20_0 FOCT(Jtl) • XFPC(J) + XC
FOCTI_2) • (YFPCIJ) + YCIeLOSTHS-(ZFPC(J) ÷ ZCI*SINTHS
FO(T(dt3) • (YFPCId) + YCI • SINTH_ + (ZFPC(J) + ZC) • COSTHS
AT m (02+YC)*SIr.IH$+I_]+ZC)ICO_ThS
20_9 hF(_eK) m HFO - AT / C¢$XI(_)
205 I-F(FSP(_K) ÷ HF (Jtk) - _rb)218_218t20b
206 HF(d_K) • HFG - P_P(o_P)
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_Ib LO! IlhLL
L,(, I_ -'3C
22(, #,h(l) = X[.(J)
#.t_(2) = YP_(,J)
_.6(3) = Z[O(,J)
L,3 = 0.0
bL, = (.0
[t# i',_l L=I,3
b3 • 13 ÷ P(2,L| * Ao(L)
L,_ • L_ ÷ F, I3,L) • _,e_lLI
L21 (. OI'.T _ t.UL
/,7 ==SI_;'THS w( D_ ÷ '_C) ÷ COSTHS _( Dl4 ÷ ZC)
I,h(d) =¢ f_[_O-A'7/(Lf'SXIL
I,t,F L,.b(d) • +1
IF (NFLAC,) 222U o22,: o22Z
2,:2L_ t-:bt(,..) = FSr_(,.(d)
2):_ IF ( ) 5[ (,J) + Hf_(J) - HFC);Pc*.22q,_23
223 Nt.I L,.b(J) • b
(,{, TL. 23U
224 _E,(d) = LCLC(-, + FblJ)
A_t(I) • O_'EF,(2)'_ 7f'l,J)- C+i_L.(3)= YRIj)
/,A(2) =- OFEG(3)* xfld)- f_FL,(I)* ZP(,J)
AA(]) • C,rF(l(l)_' YF_(J)- ('l_r(-.(2)* Xm(,J)
(.O 2.9 L=I,_
/,(L ) m U.C
DO 2=9 I •I,3
_(t) • a(t_) + hIL,I) * At(t)
._2 c, (.Or lit bL
X['(lt (J,;) = XDO'rC + A(I)
YIJCTFIJe2) = CC_ThS .1 Yr@TL +A(2)) - F|NTHS "1 7CCTC + A(3))
_L,( T! (.J,;.) =_II_;TF S_,(YbC_Tf÷e(2) )÷C()_ThS#'IZ[-_(_TC+A(3))
SP.F,T ( X["C,IP(J,2) ,I,){[_CTP(.Jo;) + YDO'TP(J,2) _I,'_I)OTP(J,S (...,L ) =
1 2))
230 hi,! (..,, 1,1
GI,.' (...,1,2
L,F,S (_,o l , )
¢:k_ (_o2t 1
(_t.._ (..,, 2 , 3
(,l'. _ (o,3,1
• CO3T_(J)
• SI(,I_(J) ,6 Ft
• -SIhTF,(J) ,* r7
• -SIt, Th (d)
=-CO_TF,(,J) * r3
n 0°(-
= [)'7
= DP
LC i_J,. L • 2,_
A(L.) • uoC
LO 2.;_. I '= l,-_
/,(| ) = AlL) + (,(L,II*HFL(j,1)
L32 L(.I TIFUE
Ab(d,l) • SINTHS i,(yC+A(2I)÷COSTI',Sm,(ZC÷A(3))
2WO COt Tlf, bE
IF- (]OPT(_)) _50o25C,24(_I
i_Ol IF (ISETI1)*I.C, ET(2)I_ISF'I(3)) 2 ¢'O'2fO'2ug9
L.
C It_IS 5LLIIOtJ COIhILJTE5 GPCL.t [, SLCPF AND CROSS SLOPE ANGLE IF
C FO('ItA( II"PACT TIe,FS ArE SPLCIFIED AP,r OPTIOk _ I-¢ ENABLFn
#,
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2_90 AX
AY
AZ
F.X
t_Y
t.Z
_,XLX
AX! Y
_X! Z
m XA(_! - XA(I)
• Yk(_) - YA(I)
• ZAf2) - ZA(II
• XA(_) - _A(I)
m YAle) - YA(I)
m ZAI3) - 7t(1)
m AYtLZ - AZ*_Y
• AZ_bX - AXS_Z
m AXe_Y - AYt_X
_XE_b m $OPT (AXRXsAXUX ÷ AXUY_AXBY + AXBZ_AXEZ)
&R|TL (6e2_98! TA
2k9E FOF_kT (/8X5hTA • F7.4t6k 5LCGNCS )
IF (AXRHAG) _0202_2tP_10
2_02 _kITL (_e2_03)
2_03 FOF_1kT(/32H_IFPALT FC.|_'TS COLINEAR_s_t //)
_RITL. (6t24UU) XA(I)eYA(|)eZA(I)
2_0_ FOFt,_T (_X_HXA(1) - FT,2_SY6HYA(I) • F?e2eSXBHZA(I) • FT._
_hZTL (bo2_OS) XA(2)_ Y_(_)o ZA(_)
2_05 FOItlkT (SX_HX_(_) • FTo2,_X_HYA(2) m F?o2oSXS_ZA(2! • FTo_
_RITL (_o2UUb) XAI3IoYAI3)_ZA(31
2_06 FOFF_T (_XRHX&(_I _ F?o2tSX_HYA(3) e F?e2_SXOHZA(3) • FTe_
LFLAb _ 1
2_1G br_> • AXhX/AXEt_AG
_N_ • AXHY/AXE4Ab
_N_ _ AXRZ/AX[P_Ab
_F (UNZ| 2_11t_[2t2Ql_
2_11 bh> a -UNX
bN_ m -UtJY
bhZ • -LJHZ
_C Tv 2k15
2_12 _ITL 16t2_13)
2q13 FOfH_T(/2_H_LAhb_O Gt.. _'ALL_t_ //)
2_1_ _k|TL (6t2_U_l XA(II_YA(It_ ZA(II
_RIT_ (_tg_US) XAI2)oYAI_Ie ZA(2)
_R|T_ (_o2_O_) XAI3IoYA(3IoZA(_)
LFLAb • 1
bG Tb 2_0
2_ THflk_ • ACOSIUhZ)
CO T_ (2_16_2_I?,3011)thPHASE
2_lb VH(RIZ • SQRT (X_r_TGC*_DPT_C÷YDOTOC_YDCTOCI
Xb(T_C = XDOTOC
Yb(T_ • YD_TOC
GO T_ 3U11
2_1? Xb(T_ • -VH*SIN(XLAF.DA)
YbCT_Q • VH_COSIXIAF,bAI
_(R_Z _ VH
_01_ |F (VHOR|Z) 2_16t2_lPt2_20
2_18 _R|TL (6t2_19) VVE_T
2_19 FOFHkT (/37H_ VH_O LAF,DA_O(ARB|T_ARY)
_ T_ 2_50
2_G IF (TH_TAS) 2_21e2_23_2_30
2_21 _RIT_ (6_2_2)
2_22 FOkhkT(/23H_m_LRRC_ ThETA$_ //)
_0 T_ 2k1_
2_23 IF (XDOTCQ) 2U2_e2_25_2_25
2_2_ _Bi _ el,O
Ub T_ 2_26
VVm _20,5//!
/!
/)
/)
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2_2_ bi_l :'= -|.@
•"42_ LL,_L_f • YDO'I'CQ/_'HC_|Z
X$1. Of I.. '= r'_hSACOSICG_LAI',)
(_(., TL 2i'4_
243C A_.:/G • tORT (L/_',)IIU_X4-LJf'_iUNY)
b_), = UNX/API_C
UAY • tJNY/APAC
IF (UAX,eYDOTCG-LJAY_X['CTCQ) 24]lt2432t2_l]2
2_31 _;I;[ • -I.0
24_,2 EF, I " +1,0
24,]3 CO_L,,f • (LIAXiX_('TOG÷U_¥e_DL, TOG)/VHOkI7
XSIOFE ,. F.BR_ACOS(C(JSLM_)
2t4q,8 ;XSLDLG • XSLCP£ • RAE_DE.G
¥.[_ ] TL (b _ 2t4/47 ) _,Her_ I Z oVv[ _ 1
2_47 FoFN_,T (/E,X%hVH • Fb.2, 14.H FT/SEC VV - F_=e2,TH FT/SEC
VRITL (6 _2_,9 ) XSLDEG
2q,4_ F OFF:_,T(/_X_tHLAI_UA - FS,2i6H C_EGREES /)
2_5C 1 Fit (_LC = TI.tF.TAS =, PAL:OF (.1
_F_ ITL (6 t 2,l_, I ) THEDLG
2_51 FGfh_,T (qXgHTHI'TA._ • FS,_Pt, [JEGF_EES //)
_klXL (6e2UO5) XAI2)_YAI2teZA(2)
_ITL (_o2_6) XAl3loVAt3toZA(])
IF (THETAS) 2_5_e_$2_2_58
2452 FSIb • P$IO.kADULG
FII]O • PHIOeKADDEG
Xl( = XIO*RAbDE_
_NITL (6_2_5_) PSIO
2_5_ FOFH_T (TX6HFS! = FT.2o6F: rLGREES/)
_RITL (_o2q55) f'_lO
2_5 FOIH_T (?XbHPH! = FT.2tbF PLG_EES/)
_ITL (_2_56) X|O
2_56 FOFH_1 (SX_HXI m F?.2oFH _EGREES/)
LFLA_ • 1
_o T_ 250
2_58 IF (VHORIZ) 3_5_3_5F,_59
3_58 AN_5 • SOR1 ( U_:XeUNX ÷ UP, Y_UNY )
UA) = UNX/ANA_
UA_ = UNY/&PAG
3_59 IF (UAX) 2_5_0_2U6|
2_b_ L_I • +I.0
GO TL 2_62
2_6U _BE = G._
GO T_ 2_62
2401 t_b[ 8 -I,U
2_62 LO!,ZL1 = UAY
ZEIA = B_RSACOS(C0bZET)
ZE1DL_ = ZETA_RA_BE_
WRITL (6_2_63)ZLT_FG
2_6_ FUtH_T(bXTHZETA • FSo2_8h D_GREES /)
SItZLT = SIN(ZETA!
_ItPt, l m SIN(PHIC)
LO_f't,I I CO_(PH|C)
51fP_| 1 SIN(PSIOI
CO_P_I = COSIPSI_)
_ItxI - SIN(XlO)
CC_XI " COS(XlO)
Chtt,,t,l = SII'IFhI_.CPSZLT-SII_;PSI*CCSPI_I_SINZr..T
STLFF m S(_RT (1.(i - (SI_F_'I_COSZET-SIt.PSIIH;OSFHII_$|NZETIIit21
CF_/,l_l',2 - (SIt,PHle.c, II_.ZF_T + ._INP.C, IIC_FHIICO._ZE.TI/_YtJFF
LR_t,_ " ICOSPHII._It, XIICt'S7F.T-ICO._p.cIirOSX|-$|t_'P_IISINPH|iIS|NX|)i
! !r;TET )/STbl;F
Pt.lO = /_STh (Cf, AI'_,I)
I, SIU = ASIr. (CF.Lk_,_.)
XI( m ASTt, ((.F_Ahk,_.)
_,F, Z Tc. (e,2/4701
2u_TG FOf f",_T (32H,Iti,_* CF'LLK (.LAL"I_AtwT OF Xl i_i, il, //)
CO T_ 2_5,_
LkL _F SPECIAL _F.()Ut,b SLCFF AND CROSS SLOPE ANGLE CALCULATION
25b IF (_bIIt|}-AB(2,)));Sr,P_F,252
252 IF (_E(Iel)-A8(3el))_5#,P_,25_
25_ _=1
_0 T_ 262
_56 J=_
_0 T_ 262
256 IF (_(2ol)-AB(_oli)_b_o25_.,2bO
260 _mZ
262 _(/t_t2} • -AS(_ol)
_(;o_o2) • FLOAT(J)
kLlUht_
LkL
3-87
_L+I _.,LTIt [ .+++TAP+
[IIL+.-_IOI '. 3(Pi|F(J)) _LPI;I+,(+)
L It Er.SIOt. IF LAC.{_)
CCIhLt/NTI ALPDL, T(3)) )_Lrl. (3)t (.+AttDbT(_)) CAMP, t+(_)) xOCTC) YDLTC)
I ZICIC, XC) YC, 2'C, OM[C())) PSIt PHI) Xl, +FLPGt ),FLAC, P_,IC,
? F-lILl AIC, TI-(ETA(3)) THF'I_S) ALFHA(; )) F,ETA) )J(3,3) ) PI,
"_ [,tCt._D) BAULEG
LCttUPIp_Cs/ Al(})o AL(2)) _512)) AW(}o2,3)o AS(."o2oZ)o AO(_), AT,
I A((.,I))) Dr) D,.) F,}t FUr r_) DOt r_7) F/_) F@, [ IC) bli) It?,
2 bJ3)Ll_)LlS)blOttlT)Ulb,L19t_20) X)_t PA(I(')) V(T,(_*_)) )+PI..(})3)
L(d' MLt./hI I/CL I3) )XP.)XI> )yIytZIZ)XIY)XI;" )YIT)Xhrr')XIF tlD[LCG)XLPt
I XLL oXLAtL, oAL FF;KoXI t oF BOoP, F HAS[ oF FO,I-F MIP ,['Fo_C l}) ,Rr# (3) t
2 XLPOPo XLUC, }(),.L(7 ) ,}tkS o XKIIo XLrMIP, oCC oCF ()) o)I.AFI[.A, XMt)F o
• XP L!R,kUKP, O,SEF.NC)V_)_H)_b)XTA[ P) tXICAFI)I'ELP_X)SFL(_) )FP(})
COtf',bt.lh151 L(}oZ}), XFJ(._), YB(])o 7R()to XrF(}), YIrP('_)o 7rP(]tt
I tsl S()t3)2))
LO) F:_..f,/hlTI XFF'L(3)) YFPC(7) ) ZFFC(3)
IF (+.L.F (XDOTC) -o001) 20,2CII0
I0 II = I
2C IF ( AE, S ( YLOT_. ) =.001) )(.)I0)I0
}u IF ( A/$ ( Tf.+ET_S ) - ,Onl) 50)4Ct_0
WO II " L
bO TL LO
50 II - }
6C bO 9(. J= I))
LO T_. ( f.,2,61W,6u) , II
b2 ),X ,, YI.OTC ,I,XFP('IJ) - X[L, TL * YFPC(J)
_G TL, (.b
64 XX = - ThF__TA_ / AI..S I THtl_._ ) ) XFPC(J)
CO T_ Cb
bb ,XX = XFPC(J}
b6 IF (_,X) @0)70)70
70 IFLAL, IJ)= I
(_0 TL, _9
80 ll-tA_lJ) = 0
89 hal5) = 1,O
9C cot T Ir,UL
IF( IFLAG(I) - IFLAb(2) II'/C)I3C)IOO
100 IF( IFLAC(3) )12(,,t2{_)11(_
II0 ,Jd = :"
bo Tb 2uO
120 ,JJ ,,, 1
GO TL, 200
13(. IF( IFLAG(II - IFLAb(3) 115b,160,I_0
CO TL _00
150 dd " .3
LO "It, 200
160 KFLAL, • O
ktlU_t,
17C IFI IFL.A(,I3) )lgO_19(.,tlt_q
180 ,_d " I
bC TO 200
190 ,Jd " 2
GO T_, 200
3=88
20b h • ,.,,J +1
IF( h'_ )220,22U,210
210 P. I
;a2G IF(|FLAG(,JJ) )_-_F,3._5,2.3(
-'3G h s _J -1
IF( I.)2q.O,2qU,2_,
,,:_C k • .a
-_5 (:,0 T(., (2_0,251,2_1 ),lI
-'.50 L, lw ,X.I._OTC . (YFF'C(t.) - YI'-P(..(,JJ) ) - Y[_OTC t.()cFPClr,i) - XFPC(JJ))
IF IAE'S(CI 1-*0001 ) "_51 '2._1,255
251 XXX s XFFC(J,J) / (XFPC(JJ) - XFPC(N))
(0 TC 256
_.55 XX_,, ( YCOTC ,I, XFFC(J,J) - XDOTC t, YFPC(,JJ)) / Dl
25¢ AX • XXX • (XFPC(I_) - YFP(.(,JJ) ) + XF'PC(JJ)
AY • XXX $ (YFFC(F.) - YFFC(JJ) ) + YIrPC(JJ)
AZ I XXX _ (ZFFC(N) - 7FPC(,J,J) ) + zIrPC(J,J)
kb m $Q_T ( AX • AX +AY,bAY + Am mA;l' )
GO T_ ( 257o258o2_B).;!
;'57 _(_o_,o2) - S|Gk (AC(aS (AZ/A*)oIAX*XO(aT('÷AYtYDOTC))
(a(a Tt, 25_)
;_Sb tt(_o_o2) • ACOS (A_./At)
259 IF ( t(3oUo2)) 200o;.bOo2"tG
26G kFLAt. ,, -!
hEIUI,E,
;.7(_ kFLA_ • +1
kElUht.
LNL
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II
SL,r r. _L,1 It E rCf_CI,-
L, Irtf._l(..);': X_ffF(_.), ALPI._(2)
LltLi.b]OI _ A(3). l.A(3)o k(3._)
L IP L|..S I OP. bEL._F (_.)o FCE(3)o rEL_'r(3)o CEL_F (3)o PC(12),
I E,EL_U (,_ o2 )
C0tPuI_/N.L/ TALPIIA(_)o TC_l_,_'/-(})o F(]llo TCIZ)
COPP_.P,/P,.(.)IOHLGt';T('!IIo ALFFL.P(._iIo GAHDL.(3)o C(3)o FSTD, PHIDo XIDo
I LL L_.F.K
C0tP_LP./hT/ ALPDOT(3)o ALrt- (.3)o bAHPOT(:_)i CAlUllVA(_lo XDCTCo YDCTCo
I 2{(_1C, XCo ¥Co ;Co CHFGI3)o PSIo PHIt XZo FFLAGo VFLAGo P¢,lOo
2 FI IL, o XICo TF_FT/',(3)o TI_F'I'._Se ALPHA(2) o RFTAo Xd(_o_) o PI,
"q b| GI, AI"t F_Ar_EG
(.(_tP._t,/:dg/ AII3)o A;()lo A312)o A_(3o2o3)o AS(_o2o__)o Ablllo A?o
1 At(_,o3)o DIo D_.o r,3o [_o r;o D6o PT, FP., rGo ['leo [;ll, r, 12o
2 bl.3oLl4oGlCJoOl_oDlToUlbol.l(,oD2eo _(Xo rA(lClo il:Io&O61o F.PI (_o3)
(.CtP_'_P./NLO/FOCT].(ICC) o Ff(,1"£(iOO) o FiO'r3(l(_) o
1C1 [_LOCI_,IIICUIo rLPCK-_(LO01o RIC)CK3(LOC)o
IL;2 ._k.OCP_IILC(_Io Fl_e, CK2(lO(11o SFOCK3(IOC)
COPP_,P./NI I/Cf_(3) o),P'oXI>'oYJYoZI?oXIYoXITo_I7oXIVFPI>,IPoDELCGoXLFo
1 XLLoXLAo_o/_LF t_K _XI (ot.BOoP, PHA_[ oPFOoHF Nit orF of_C (._) oRR (._) o
2 XLP(_po XLLC_ o XkD ( 3 ) o _S o XNLIo XLPHII_: oct oCF ( ] ) o M AMIGA o XHLJF o
3 Xt UB o hUPlI,C o SEF, NC o V_, o VH oEI:} o X t At pF' i X lC_h o['Et _'_ Xo _I_L I _ I oFP(_)
LOtHul'./t,ll3/ Ao At,
COt NUk/NI_,/SLOPL! (3) o SL(.,F E;' (3) oXCbr,(12) oYC[F ( 12 ) oFSb I 3) oXHDU(3) o
1 YP:F'UI3Io_.I'FI!(_I oSIkTPSoCOSTH_oPF, P(31o121 oD[LFL(3) oFINAX(:_) o
2 ZPFEFoSIhT)_ (_) ,CG._T_I._) oTZFP_oVTEROoZBO(_J)
CL, tt:L,h/t_l._/ E(3o_l, XB(_Io _F,l_lo 7B(3)o XFF (3)o YFP(]IIo Zl_P(.,_)o
I L_IS(_o3,3)
I Y[CIFI_o2)o S(_5o2)o CCS>I (_Io HF(3oI_Io 7LCTr l_o;Io HBI3)o
2 GFS(.,_,3o3), TA
(,,C,rP_,I_/NIS/ I%FLAE
COt_Ot./t_IO/NNFL_,C(3) oPSLC(]) oPSF'(.(3o12) o|l%F. Eh(t)
COt PlOh/l_20/f_liORl_ ( 1 _ )
COtH{,hlN2141ICFT(I(_) o dko LTF
Fur P " e
t.A( I _. 8 0
L,C 2_0 d "1o3
LC 17(, h=lo2
IF (h-l) 9o9t2
2 IF (I_t_FLAGIJ)ILIo_*oI(.
bC 6 L=Io3
A_lJo2oLlnOoG
ASIJo2oL)'Oob
i_ COl' T I hL.E
_,(do_$3) - OoO
_,3(2 ) == OoO
IF (kFL_G) 8(.,lo170oi:i
e FSLO(J) - PSEIJ)
GO T_ 170
801 fSt(_) m PSB{,IJ)
GO T_ 170
9 bO 9_,1 L=,Io2
IF (HFIJoL)
901 FCIL) "" Oo_
hF l A_., " I
+ PSFIJoL) - HFO + oOOOO01 I lOoqOlt901
3-g0
_C _2 LB 1o3
A_(JoleL) • uoO
_02 _5(JoloL) • _,0
A3(I) • C,O
W(_t_t_) • OeU
]F (hFLA_) _0Se17019C3
VO_ FSfCddoL) • FSP(_eL)
CO TO 170
_05 LO 9_ L • le2
906 FSI (_eL) m PbPG(JIL)
GO TC l?C
IG PIFLA_ m O
IF (k-l) 12112113
12 XFIL l XHIJF
_0 T_ 14
13 XKL • XMUL
1_ IF (•(Job)-.05) _Ot2OI3G
20 A2( _) • 2_00 • S(JeN) • XMU
G_ T_ 60
3G IF( S(JtN) " 1,0_ ) 50150t_G
_C A2( k) • XMU
_0 T_ 60
SC A2( k) • XNU *( 1021-o20
60 IF( _ -1)60,60e70
?O bELB • HBO - HB(J)
IF (NFLAG) ?OPlt?OO2o?OG2
7001 FSt (_) m PSRG(J)
7002 IF ( DEL_ - PSB(J) - .OCOOCI)
700_ FCE (_) • 000
GO T_ 70_2
?U|O IF(_GTFiJt_) )70_C,7020*7020
•1
(7021tTO22_?G_3)_J
?020 KDLH
_0 T_
7021 GALL
GO T_
?022 CALL
GO T_
?023 CALL
7080 AT
5(J_N))
700ae?OO_e?CIC
ENTRP(DELEePCb(JIe CUM_ BLOCK|e KOUP)
7060
ENTRP (OLLBo FCE(JIe DUM_ BI.OCK2e KCUH)
7080
EhTRP (DELB_ FCP(d)_ DUMo RLOCK3e KrUM)
m OELE - PCB(_) I SL_PE2(J)
706_ IF ( A? - PSi(J)) ?_0,70_F,?085
7085 PSL(_) " A?
GO T_ 7092
7090 PC[ (_) • SLOPE2(U)*(bELB-FS_(J))
7092 IF ( NFLAG ) 7093o75,?C9_
?093 PSE(.) • PSRG(J)
GO T_ 75
?09_ FS£G(d) • PSb(_)
?S A3(N) • 0A(10) • PCb(_) • ( e?5 + ,25 • COS ( 200 • X|l iJoN) ) )
l •CB(J)
GG T_ 120
60 IF( XlI(J_N) - _A(9)
90 A3( k) • 187,0
_0 T_ 115
100 SU_P¢ • 0,0
IOIO _ELP • HFO - HF(_tK)
)lO0_lOOogO
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IF (_FLAC) I011,I012,1C12
loll F'SF (_,K) • PSPQ(J.K}
IOl_ IF ([ELP - PSFiJ.KI - ,CO0001) IOI3,101,.IC'IU
i013 FC{K) = 0.0
GO I_ 10'0
IdI_ IF(=LOTF'(Jol) ) IG20oI040oI0_0
IV2O EL(K) = 5LOPEI(JI_(_LLF-F_P(JoK)I
tU'b IF (hrLAG) I0_,I002.1_'4
1(),4 FSFGiO.K) • FSP(J.K)
b_ T_ 1092
I0_0 KLLh • I
i_O T_ (I_41,104_oI0_JIo d
1041 CALL EhTRP (DLLP, PC(K). _UH. FOOT1. KDUP,)
_C T_ 1082
I0_ CArL LkTRP (DLLP. PC(K}, _UH. FOOT2o KDUV)
bc T_ lOB2
ld_ CALL EhTRP (DLLFo tC(k) o DU_o F_OT, o KDUH)
1082 XX • OLLP - pCIK} /._LOPEI(J}
1086 IF (_X-PSP(JoK)) 102_.10F7.1067
1.)_7 FSt (_.k) • XX
GO Tc 1030
1o92 SUPPC = _UMPC + FC(K)
1095 CCt.TIt, tJE
110 _AIS) = _A(b) / CO_Xl(d} • ( .75 + .75 $ COS ( 2.0 • XII(J.N) ))
I SCF(J)
_,( hi = DA(5) * SUMrC
llb _(_._.4}•A,(k}*CC_X|(J)
12_ bO I_5 L =I,]
AUIJ,k,L) = - A_( k} S k_!(L)
125 CGtTIhUE
1'0 IF (_(d,h))140,1_0.150
140 UO 145 L•I._
_HEP, A5 IS ZEhCEO HEEL. TFtEN AA(L) SHOULD ALSO
LGLAL 0.0 |k PC>', _.10 _P,I" _LTTING _A(L) EOI;AL TO 7rhO _ILL DO
JUST 71_15. Tf,[S |,¢,DONE CI_L_' FOR N = I.
Ab(d,P.,L) = O.O
IF ( t,-1 ) I_2,1_2.1k5
I_Z hA(L) = O.0
1_b COt_INUE
(,0 TU 170
150 All) = X_OTP(J.N) /
A(;t = Y_OTP(J,N) /
A(_) • YDOTP/J.N) /
bO 1_6 L=Io_
AI(L) = OeO
bO 1_5 I =I'_
At(L} • At(L} + L(I,LI • A(1)
155 CO_.TIhUE
IF ( h-I ) 1b'.153.156
15] hA(L) = AX(L)
156 COtTIkUE
L5 = -A2(N} • A_ik)
IF {N-i} 157,lS?.lfO
IS? _(d,_,6} = A, IN)
$(d,h)
S(JoF:) • COSTHS
Sldok) • ( - SIkTHS)
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16¢ bO 1¢5 L Rio3
AS(JohoL) m L5 • AI(L)
lb_ COtTlhU_
170 COtTIhUE
18¢ LEt - XLO0 - XL_(J)
L ml
IF ( ABS(DEL) - .OOGO01
1802 bEL _ OoO
lb03 IF (bEL-_ELLL(J}) 1b05o1805o1810
1805 bl m XKS w DLL
L 82
_O T_ 1820
I_IG IF (FJFLA_) 1_20o1820o1_11
1_11 IF( bLL - DEL_AX ) 1_20ol6_Co1815
Ibis FFLA_ • -100
_ITL (btg_O) 0
g_G FOfM_T(//2_H SHOCK A_SGRbER NOo
ITHIS IS END OF _PIR CASE°//)
kE_UkN
Ib2G kDL_ m 2
GO TG (1821o1822e182_1o 0
.) 1802o 1803o IP03
ol_o6Xo_SH HAS BOTTOMI[D OUT,
1621 CALL E_TRP (DbLo bko Sro ShUCKIo KbUP')
GO T_ 1_65
1822 CALL EhTRP (DLLo Sko $Co SHOCK2o K£,UP)
bOTb 1865
1623 CALL EhTRP (DLLo bkt $ro SHOCK3o K_U_)
1_65 bO T6 (1866o1870)o L
1666 LI u XKD(J) • SK • (EEL-bELEL(J)) + FPId)
1670 IF(XLDDOTId) )l£80olSBOolP75
lb?_ dFLA_ • -1
_0 • RRId)
$D • 1o0 + _RL(J) • _EL
bO T_ 18gc
1_80 dFLA_ • I
kb • RC(_)
lbgo IF (GANDOTId)) ltg&olSBgolSb9
188g IF (kFLAG) 19_0o19_0o1Pgl
1891 IF (6EL) I892olBg2olF9_
IB92 _UfP • 1
1893 02 • OoO
b3 I 0,0
b_ m 000
_0 lbg_ LBII_
lbg_ klLo_ol) • 0,0
GO T_ lgl
1896 b2 • XNU_FLOATIdFLAG)SAbS(DI)
IB97 63 • FLOATIdFLAG)_YLrDOTIJ)_XLODOTIJ)_R_eSC
C LITTLE OL SMGOTHY
hAL01 • ABSIGAH_OTI_))
IF (GADOT- 020) 1898olB98t1899
1898 FACT_k • GADGT/ *_0
U23 • (((FACTCR-3oO)*FACTOR) ÷ 3,0)eFACTOR
62 • _2$623
b3 • D3_673
lbgg 6; • _1 ¢ D2 + C)
GO T_ 1903
I_G IF (DEL) lgU_,lgO_oleg6
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190is F,ACIL • 1
L2 " 0o0
L,] - 0o0
his - OeO
190] _(le_.tl) • DiS / Xt_l,J) $ ( XHPU(J} - XFP(JI)
tt(;t,Jtl} • DiS / )qD(d} I/' ( YHPUIJ) - YrP(J)}
k(_.t_oll • ris / XtD(J} * ( ZHPU(J) - ZrP(JI)
191 60 I¢,2 L•It3
_(L,_,S} • A_IJ,I,L) + ASIJ,I,L)
tJlt,_,]) • A_(J,_,L) + Ar_lJ,2tL)
AlL) m A_(J,ItLI + AbIJtl,L) - I(L,J,I)
192 COt TINUE
[,0 19is L=1,3
E(_,L) • 0.0
LO 1<,is 1 •1'3
kidoL} = R(J,L) + _kSld,loL) * A(I)
19is COt TIkUE
IF (HAGIC) 19_, 19U4,19_I
1941 IF (_(J,})) lgt_q.,19is_,19142
19_2 DO It,is) L=I,_
_(L,_,I) = A_(J,I,L) +AS(J,I,L)
19q] EI_.,L} . 0.0
19_q I_,ALIL • C
Ab(|) • I_(J,l)
kb(2} • _(J,2}
_b I_,6 L•I,3
_(L ,_,2)=0.0
[,0 I_,(> I=I,2
_, (L ,,J,2 ) =W (1., J,,_) +GF_ (d,t , I )*A6( I )
19b CO_ TikUE
tLII,_,4)mw(_,J,VI_(YFp(J}-HF'L(J,2) )-_(p,J,2I*(ZFP(J)-HPL(J,_) }
_(_,._,IS}=t_(IoJo2I=IZFP(J)-t._PL(J,]I}-_(3,J,2)*(XFP(JI-HPL(Jtl)|
W(3,._e4)=W(2,J,2)$(XFP(JI-HFL(J,II }-_(1 ,Jep)*(YFF(J)-HPL(J,2} }
200 kid,is,I) • %_HT ( WiI,J,I}*_,'(I,J,t) • k(_ed,l)*P(P,J,l)+W(3tJ'l)*
Ik(),,_,l})
IF ( HUHF ) 20is,2-Ois,;:C_
_0} TGAMF,A(J) = -75.*Xl(_iM SAMAXI((GAMOOT(J) - .001), C.O)
(,A_D(_T(J) = 0.0
I_,U_ P l 0
GO TO 205
20W l(=_MhAlJI •XLL * RIJ,3)
205 _ALPhA(J) • O.O
IF (HFLAG} 210,210,2;is
210 LC, 215 L ,= 1,3
AlL ) = 0.0
AAIL} • 0.0
DO 215 I •I,3
A(L} • A(L} + b_S(dol.L) $ RN(1)
AAIL} • AAiL) + ['RS(Jel,I. ) $ DA(I)
215 COt TINUE
220 b5 • k(}) + a2(l) * A&(3}
DO • A(2} + A2(1) s AAI2}
IF(XII(J,I) - OA(g) }2Pl,221.22_1
_'21 C.O 2.:2 K •1,2
222 1ALP/,A(J) • TALPF_A(d) - ['a(S) * PC(K} * ( - YC_P(K) * O.S
1 ÷ hF(J.K} * IJt, )
bO TO 22is
22_ 1ALPhA(,J) • -18"1.0 * ( "iF / 2cO 11, D5 ÷ HF(,J,K) / 2eO $ Db }
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22q |F (_LFH(J) - ALPHA(I)) 2?St226,226
225 kRl
L5 _ +I,0
bO T_ 229
22b IF ¢_LPH(d| - ALPHA(2)) _35*235t228
22b ha_
LS_ "100
229 L6 • ALPLOT(J)_(Io_-IOOCoO_(DS*(ALPHA¢_)-ALPH(J)})}
IF (ALPDCT(J)_nS) _3_0_35t235
230 IF (C_Ob) ¢_o251o2_!
231 ALFDbT(J) • GIO
GO Tb 235
a33 aLfDbTl_) • _6
235 COtTIKUE
250 LEL._LIJ) • A3(2) $ 2D_TPIJ,2)
LEtWLId) • - DUSXIDDOT(J)
LO 265 N •1._
LEL_bIJ,NImA2IN) _ A_IP,) _ SIJ,N)
Z55 _OtTIkUE
260 IFI _llld,l) - nA(g) )2?0,_70,280
27G LELBF(J) m 0.0
L6 a _A(_) s ZDUTPIJ,I)
LO 275 K Ill_
LEL_k(J) • DLLtF(J) • _b m PC(K)
bO T_ 290
28C LELWFId) I 0*0
29G CO_TINU[
300 _0 3_ L • 1,3
AlL) m U*O
bO 3U2 d • 1,3
IF(hNFLAGIJ) )_01_3_1,3_3
30; AlL) • AlL) ÷ A_(J,I,L) • A_IJ*I*L)
_G TO 302
303 AlL) • AILI ÷ A_Id,loL) ÷ A_IJoloLI ÷
I AkI_e2,LI + ASIJo2oL)
_02 COrTIkU£
FILl • DAI?I * [I3*LI + AILI
)0_ COrTIkU[
310 TQ(I) • Oe_
7_12)_ 0.0
TQI3)• U*O
bO 3101 do 1*5
3101DtCRR(J) • 0,0
bO 315 J•lo3
IF( I, NFLAGIJ) 1311o311o31_
311 TOll) • TOll) ÷ YFPIUl * I A_lJel,_l + ASlJtle3l
1 -ZFPIJ) t I A@IJo|o_) + ASIJo|tlI
TGI2I • TOI2) ÷ ZFPIJI • I A@IJ*I,I) • ASIJ*I*II
1 -XFFIJ) e I A@lJ*|o31 + ASIJ*I*_I
TQI3) • TG(3) + XFPIJ) * ( k_lJolo_l + ASIJo|o2I
l "YFPI_) $ I A@IJ*I,II + ASlJ*|IlI
_0 T_ 315
31_ TOll) • TOll) + YBIJ) el A_IJ*2_3) + ASIJ,_,_I I - ZBIJ| $1A@IJ,I
| o;I $ ASIJo&o_) ) + YFPIJI *l A@IJ,Io_I ÷ ASlJo|e3| I
- ZFPIJ) $ I A_IJolo_) $ ASIJ,lo_I I
l o3) + ASIJ,_o)) I + ZFPIJI $l A_lJololl _ ASIJoIoII I
$-1)5
:]
2 - XFF (d) ,_ ( A_(Jolo._) + ASLJolo.3) )
1(_(.3) = TO(]) + )(F,(J) _( A_(Jo2o2) + AF(Jo2,2) ) - YE4(J) ,( A_fJo2
I o1) + AS(jo2ol) ) + XFP(Jt _( A_(Jolo;)) + AS(Jolo2) )
2 - YFF (d) = ( Al4(,ioloIt ,_ Ab(dololt )
._15 LGP 1 Lk, l_E
1F (IGPI"(3) I .._4(_ o .32 L,o ]_, (.
.320 t_O .$2_ J"I o5
32.5 [AtCRP,(,J) = 0,0
_0 330 J= I o3
_mCf_t',(l) • Dtt0Ekll) ÷ CELI_L_IJ)
L,ttCkk.(2) • DkOI_K(2) + r_EL_F(J)
L_{F_t,_(]) • r)ltoPK(3) + t_ELI_F(J)
L._CkF,(4) • [3_ORk(u) + r, EL_,t'(Jol)
.330 L_CRk(=,.,) • DkOR_(F,) ÷ [Etttl/(Jo2)
GO T(., 360
340 I..,C 345 J=lel5
345 Lt_CkO',(J) • 0.0
LO 35G ,J"lo3
_, I (J-I 1*5
LkL_I,,IK+I) • DEL_tD(,J)
L_=Cf_I,,IKe2I = DEL_FIJ)
L=(F_kIK+.3) • DELtlRIJ)
bW(Rk(k+_) • DFLE'LtC,JoL)
.350 bt(f_t_(k+5) • DELWL, I,Jo2)
_60 hEI"UI_ t,
ENI
$-96
L
:_ULF;6LJT|hF F.hTRP IX( F_I, FA2, T, x)
Ll_f.r,SlOl_ FX(2It T(;-)
L • l
r, ,, P(
,_ • IFIX(T(2))
I., 1 • d+7.
i_C I0 I• qoP, l
IF (X-T(I)) _,2oI0
FX(L) =' T(I+h)
GO T_ (_9o3) I r,,
3 L • 2
h =' !
{,G T(, 2
P', • J$L+I
FX(L) • (T(F:)-T IF_-I) )/l T ( I )-T i|-I ) )$(X-T (l-L ) )÷T (_-I)
GO TI_ (99,5) , r_
5 L • 2
k • 1
E.O '1"(,
10 COI_.T 1 hUE
2C F, • J,I,L+P*I
FXIL) • (T (I_,)-T (p_- 1 ) ) / ('r (_. 1 ) --T ( p,l. 1 ) ),i (x.,r (HI. 1 ) ) ÷T (H_ 1)
E,O T_, (99o261 , I%
25 L "2
k • !
(=0 TL, 20
99 FXI • FX(I)
FX; " FX(2I
kETUhN
LNt
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but _UTII%E IhTF(_F'
blf t-I,$IOh XttPP(3) o ALPF'I_(2)
LIPLt,$IOt_ A(3o_)o AA(3o3)o X_lhV(3o_)o BAZ(3)
C.OILMbI_,/NS/ TALPHA(_)o TGAI':MA(_I)o F(3)o TQ(_)
LGt h_h/N_IOMLGDT(3) o ALPI--!I_(3) o G&MD[,(3) o G(3) o PSIDo FH|Do XICo
I b[ Lk, EK
LCPt',bt,/h?/ ALPDOT(3) o ALF'h(3) o GAY, OOT(_| o r..AMM_(- I) o XOOTCo YDOTCo
1 ZLOTCo XCo YCo ZCo OMEb(3)o PSIo PH|o Xlo PFLAGo _FLAGo PSIOo
? F'Fll, o XX(_o THETA(3)o ThFTASo ALFHA(;_)o BFTAo XJ(_o3)o PIe
'l G|GhADo RADDEG
(.OtMbhlNgl At(_)o A2121o A_(2)o AU(]o2o3)o AS(3t2o_lt A6(]Io A?t
1 AE(Jo3)o Olo D2o [_3o _,/_o _o D6o r_7o fro [_gt _.lOo Dllo Dl?o
2 [_I3o[,I_oCISoDIO_DI?oDIS.blgoD20o XXo rk(Ic) i v ()t_t6) t HPI (-_o))
(,or H_h/t;II/Cb(_)oXFoXIXoY]YIZIZoXXYoXXZoYIZoXIqPPoX|Por_FL-C(;tXLPt
I XLL oXL&obtALF=I_KoXl C o6BOoNPHASEoHFOoHFMII_oI_F oRC (_) oRR(_) o
2 XLDOPoXLbOoXK[_(]) e_KSo XNIItXLI_MXNoCCoCF(_JItXL&ND&oXMUFt
XlhUBo RUNNO, SEkN_ oVV oVH oDB, X I&LpH o XI_AM o£ IrLPAXo SRL ( 3 | ,FP())
(.0_ V,_h/NIalSLOPLI (3) oSLGPE ?(31 oXCDP( 121 oYCOP (12) oFSS 13l oXHPU(]| o
1 YI',PU(3)o_'F"PU(3) oS_NThSoCOSTHSoP._P(3o12) oDtrLFLI3) oF|M&X(_) o
2 ZPREFoSIhTH(3) oCOFTH(_) oTZEROoVTER(loZBO(_)
COFMbh/N15/ b(_lo))o XH(3)o YB(_)o 7R(3)o XFP(3)t YFP(_)o ZPP(])o
1 bl S(3o3o3)
COP t'_h/N23/HZSS
IF (HI S._) 5o5o35
5 bO 6 1"1o3
bO 6 d-lo3
6 _(lt.) " XJ(loJ)
bG 9 J=Io)
9 kalJoJ) • 1
DO 20 1-Io3
TEFP " &(loll
bO 10 d-I o3
A(lo_a) = A(ZodJ/TEMF'
10 AAiXoJ) • AAiXoJ)/TE.F,P
V, • 1+1
L = I+3-I
CO 20 M=koL
IF (tl-3) 21 o;.l o22
21 LL a Pt
_,0 Tt, 23
22 LL • _I-3
23 TE_P m A(LLoI)
bO 20 Jml o3
A(LLod) • A(LLo.J)"A(IoJ)tlEhP
20 A&(LLoJ) " AA(LLoJ)-AA(Zod)_'TE.MP
_,I_S • 1
bO 31 1mlo3
_,0 31 Jmlo3
31 XJIN_,(IoJ) . aa(Xod)
bO 33 K•Io3
_,0 .,I) Hm |O3
SU_ " OoO
laO )2 Nm|o)
32 SUt • XdlKoh)_XJlhV(hol_) + SUM
33 AA(I_oFA} • SUP,
tklTL (6o)_) (((XJ(hoN)tt;•Ie_)o(XJ;NV(I_tN)oNa|o3}o(AA(IqtN)oN_Io)))
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r
1 , I';" 1..T. )
)q F&! h_l (/_(2XF
! _(2XF
2 _t (;)XF
3.5 bA;(l) • TO(I)
1 C_F(, (
bA;_(..) " TO(2)
I CHEG(
LAi(.;) • TQ(3)
1 OMEC (
bl, 50 J.. 1.3
FA; • O.
10..S),6X3(2XFIG.SIobX3(2XFlO,5)/
Ib.S)oCX?(2_FICo_)o6X3(2XFIO..5)/
+(_PEG(_).OVLG(P)-O_EG(_)eO_EG(_))*YZZ÷OMEG(I)*
2)=_IZ-UP'EFII)tC_EG(_I=XIY-(TIZ-YIYI_O_EG(2I*OHFG(3)
+(_LG(_)_OPEG(3)-O_EG(II_OVEG(IIIe_IT÷OMfGI2)s
3)tX;Y-O_'ErIp)tO_EG(II,Y;Z-(XIX-7]ZIwC_EG(3IeO_EG(I)
+((._Eb(|)_OvE.G(|)-OME_(p)eOFEG(2))*X|Y+CME_t])_
I)*VIZ-OF:EcI_)*Ot,EG(P).X]Z-(V|Y-X]XI_OeiFG(IIeO_EG(2)
OMLGuT(.J) • (_.O
[_O ;O K • 1,3
ONLGLT (d) -XJIhV (J,K) =_BAZ (k) +
/40 PAt • [_(J.K)=F (_<)+PAF.
(.(d) " PAR/XH
q'2 bAtDb(O) • TC, AI_FiA(J)/XI(a/,I_
ALFHLD(,J)• TALPI'IA(J)/XtA[PH +
50 COt. T 1NLIE
O_IEGDTIJ)
L12' b15, D10, U1..3 AkE _[1 ' " TG COS(FHI), SII'(PHI),
SIh (XZ)t AND Cf,S(XI) FESFECTIVELY It COkFIG AF:E HELD FOR HERE.
EPiI • O12
IF (CPHI ) 7_,OG.70
60 XI[ • XID
FSID = SIGh ((ONEGI3)-XI_}'PHI)
PhID • SORT (OF_FG(_)_GF:E¢(2) + OFEG(I)_OPEG(I))
_0 T_ 90
70 SPtl • DIS
1Ptl m SPHI/CPHI
_Xl • D16
CXI • DI3
A(I_I) • CXI/CPHI
A(lo_) • - SXI/CF'HI
A(1o_) • C._
a(;tl) • SXI
A(;,.) • CXI
a(2t_) • OeO
A(_'i) • -CXI*TPH!
A(_._) • 1.O
F'SI_ • O.
PHID • O.
XI[ • _.
bO BO J• I,_
F'SID • A(I,U)$OMEbtJ)+FSlL
PHID • A(2,J)mO_,Eb(J)÷PHt_
80 XZ[ • AI3.J)$OHEGIJ)+XIP
90 _E1Uk_
Lh[
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SUER(_UT| _iE RKP
DIF[I',.$101_ AtSO)oC(SG)oV(__O) oDYI(50)o[_Y2(50)
[,|_ENSXOt_ ERI_OR(_O)o AFSFR(_O)o ABSUK(.rO) o ARXTH(_O)
I_IfEKSIOI_ NKI(U)o t'k4(8), KK9(50)
(.O_H(_h/N;/ I_tTOtTFoSHoltP oY|(SO)oYO(50)oERR(SO)
COt M(_I_/N2/T o Y ( 50 ), D ( bO )
COt M_N/N_/TPoU (_0) ,H, |EL._tL
COtI_t_N/N7/ ALPDOT(3) o ALFI_(_) o GA_IDOT(_) o GAHHA(3)o XDOTCo YDOTCo
I Z[CTCt XCo YCt ZOo (.HEGI))o PSXo PHXo Xlo PFL_G, VFLAGo PSXOt
2 PFI_t XIO, 7HETA())o THFT_So ALPHAI2)o BETAo XJ(3o])o Pit
3 D[GKADt RADDFG
LOtHON/NS/ LFLAG
COtHON/Ng/ Al(3)t A2(2)o A3(2)o A_(_o2o3)o AS()o2o))o A6(3)o A?o
I AE(_o_I)t Olo D2o 1_3,o _o rSo D6o I")?o r',8, r, go C'lOo DIIo DI;)o
2 DI3o_14oDLa;oDI6oDI?oDISt_Ic_oU20o XXo [_A(LO) o ¥'(_o_o£1 o i'*PL (3o3)
(.O_(_I_/N|_/SLOPrI(_) oSLCPf;)(_).oXCDP(12) oYC_P(12) oF'SB(3) oXHPU(3) o
1 YHPU(_) t_HPU()) oS|I_.THSoCOSTHSoP._P(3o|2) o[_.LIrL.(_) oF It4AX()) o
2 ZPREFoSINTI_(3) oCOFTH(3) oTZFROoV?EROoZBO(__)
(.OtH(_I_/N15/ E(3o_)o XB(])o YB())o 7R(3)o XFP(_)o YFP(3)o ZFP())t
I DF S()o3o3)
CO_ M(_I_INL81 NFL.AG
LFL A(_ • -1
TP • OoO
T • TO
XK|(I) • 1.O
XKI(_.) • 2.O
XK|(._) • 2._
XK=(I) • lo(_
XK2(,_) • 1o(_
XK;(._) • 2,(_
XK_(I) m 0.5
XK3(_.) • Oo_
XK_(_) • 0*5
XL(GIO • ALOG(I(JoO)
XL( G,_ • ALOG(2oC)
IF (SH) 5o6o&
5 _,GP • -loO
GO TG 7
6 SGt, • 1 oO
7 COt TIhUE
IF (N) _8oo_eOo IC
10 IF IN-50) 20o30o_80
20 IF (TF-TO) 30o/;8Go30
30 IF (SGN_(HH-SH)) _0o_0,_80
_0 IF (HI") 50o_80o50
5G h • SH
IF (SGN_(TF-T--H)) 60,70o70
bG I'1 " TF-T
70 ZPT$_ " 1
It.[ Sv, • 1
KKI " 0
ICP T • 0
[_0 7], X" 1o8
hK_,(l) • 0
71 NKI(|) • 0
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80 A(I)
CALL
bO
V(l)
11(, C(I)
12G Ik$S_
XhPC
hFLA_,
_0
125 Y(I)
CALL
IF
120 hFLA_
LO
bO
180 t(l)
IRkC
bO TL,
190 bO
b(l)
b(1)
_00 _(I)
T
h
NFLAb
GO TL,
_10 bO
Y(1)
220 C(I)
CALl.
bO
DO 72 I" 1,50
kklTt.(I) • _,0
Ab-c'UP.( I ) -, noO
72 hK_(l) m G
LO 80 I= 1 tt.
U(I) = YI(])
" YI(I)
llO Is` ]ltF,
i A(I)
" A(1)
" 1
=' 0
== 1
125 I=1 o r,_
= A(1)
FFF
(LFLAG) 1_.6 t 1_6 o_(',&
" 0
1}0 I • lot
1.30 iaYl(l) " D(])
140 1"_2 =' ,S*H
150 L)O 170 KBlt._
ZIF m H*Xkl (K)/6,(_
2AF = H2*XK2(F)
bO 160 I"l oh
V(1) - V(1) ÷ L(1) * ZIF
lbO Y(1) " C(I) + [ (I) * Z_F
T m T+XK} (I_)*H
CALL Ff-P
I_FL At., m C
170 COtTIhUE
211" . H/6.0
IBO ! • IoN
" V(1) + [,(I) ,t, ZIF
. I RKC + I
(190o210o2_0) olRKC
200 I=l ot.
. DYI(I)
" V(1)
. A(I)
. T-H
. H2
m "1
22C I=1 oh
m V(1)
m V(I)
F[.P
2_0 I81,N
23G CY; (1) • O(I)
(_0 T_ 150
_._0 U21'AX . C•
LO 270 I•loh
_(I) • V(1)-(U(1)-_(1))/15,0
LRFOI,(1) • (hi1) - V(1)) / 180,0
ABSEI_(1) • AbS (E_Ok(I))
IF ((I-IW)/II) 270,2_5t270
3-101
2_ b2 m ABSLKi|)/(_oOSH$ER_(1))
IF (U2-1o0) 2_Oe_50e_30
250 IF (U2-U_MAX) 27_,_7_o_60
260 U2FAX = U2
k9 m I
270 COLTIhUE
bO T_ (2BO,350)t ;FTSW
_8_ IF (SGN$(T-_.Osh-TF)) 290o3J0e330
290 IF (SGN$(TP-T)) 310o300o3_0
300 TPF • TP
_0 305 I- ItN
305 b(l) • V(1)
CALL PRT
IF (bGNs(TPh-TP)) 3_0,330,330
310 TPF, • TP
HP • TP-T+H÷E
hSC • HSH
hT[ m HSQSH
ETF m HSQSHS@
bO 320 l•l,h
LE • A(I)
bD • DYI(I)
CI • C(I)
_D; • DY2(%)
_A • ((V(I)-5.eEL)s._eCI-H$IDDzOe_÷DD_))/PTH
bB • (2.O$ILL-CI-AASFTH)+HeIDD_DD2|)/HTD
CI • (CI-EE-AAsHTH-H,t._-BBSHTnt/HS_
320 b(l) - EE+hP$(D_VHF$(CI_HP$(BB+HPtAA)))
CALL PRT
IF (SGNSTPH-TP) 2QO.33Ct330
330 IP1Sk • 2
3_0 GO T_ (350t_101 t ILDSt
350 IF (SGN$(TF-T)) _0_._3o300
360 IF 12.05h-lo01 _63,3_3t361
361 _RITL (6o367) H
362 FOfM_1 (//_nX3Htt• F10o5/)
_0 T_ 36_
363 K_ = VINO(BttlNT(ALGG(C,5/HI/XLOGI_) ÷ 1|1
36_ kKk(_) • NK_(K_) + 1
hi • MINO(bo(INT(ALOb(_H/He.5)/XLOG2)+|))
hKl(_L) • NKI(KI) ÷ [
ICt,T • ICNT + |
hK_(k_) • NKq(Kg| + L
h • (2.U-U2F:AX)$2.0$_
SH • H
bO 3e9 I = IoN
ARITH(X) m ARITH(1) + [R&OR(|)
369 ABSU_.(Z) • AbSUh(l) ÷ AE_ER(!)
IF (SGN$(TF-T-H)) 37_.390t390
370 IF (SGN$(TF-T-H_))_O3t380o)80
3|_ h m TF-T
390 bO _00 I • |Oh
A(1) m V(1)
_00 ClI) • V(l)
GO Tb 120
_03 LFLA_ • 2
EALL FLP
!
q
$-102
q272
_274
LALL
_lG TF
LO
_2G ¥0(1)
EETUKh
_3G IF
_Jl IkbSb
/409 IP = T
LF L Aia m I
L_O 405 I= loP'.
_05 C(1) " V(II
421 _F_ITL ((_o4_._-) t iPITh(1), l" Io20)
_,22 FOII_.t.T (/IOX_4HA_ITF0_.ETI¢ SUI_. OF ERr<ok. r FOLLOI_$- /
_221 8( IXE I_,7)/P ( IXE 14J,'r)/B (IXE14,7)/S (IXEI_ ,?)/1
_,EITt.. (bo_.93) ( AE'$L.M(ll, 1,,,1o20)
k2_ FOIh,T (/IOX]SHSUIL: OF 11-Ir ALSOLUT[ EERCRS F(JLLCWS- /
_231 13( IXlr 1_.7)/E I IXl r 1_. 7)/E, ( I)_E 14.7)/5 (IXEI_.'7)/)
kVC • (T-TO)/AVAX 1 (FLrA'r ( ICNT ), 1 .o)
_,F_ITL (0o_,27) I(..rTo _,VCo (l_l_(I)o Teloir)o (NKl(Kl)oKlmloSJo
1 (kVqlk9} oKg=IoN}
q27 fO_'kl (/IOXIgHNC. OF INTEPtALS = I(_/
_271 lOXl_hAVb, lt, TE.IrVkl. • FII,P/
IOX21hII_TEFVi, L r.ISIFIBUTION / JOX 818//
IOX I(_HCtaT DIbTFIFL.T|OP, / IOX8_8//
IOX3nk,CRITICAL VA;:_AL-LE DISTRIBI,TIOI _. / _(10)1018/))
PRT
• T
_;2_ I"I oh
" V(I)
" 2
KRITL (bok32) ToloHoV(I)o t;2
_32 FOFI_t.,'Y (IIHe,_eeeTIF'E- FI(%_oSX3HI,. I2eSXIOI_INTERVAL" FIOe6oSX?HVAL
St.,E= F lOo_,0 SX?HLPP_F," Irl_._)
_]] [,0 T(., (_50o_O)_tR&51
_;0 L2 • 1 oO
G(J T(, 250
_SO 1' • T-2oO_'h
_60 lk_C " I
h • H2
b(J _7C l-lor_
b(I) • CIT)
V(1) = All)
C(1) • A(I)
_70 LII) • DYI(I)
I_FLA_ • -1
GO T_, I_'0
_80 h • IO.L6
• klTk (be_qU)
_9(a FOFP, kT (llIO),28HRL)I_bL-kUTIA SUBROUTIhE ERROR ll)
ST( P
EN[
$-!03
Sb[
Lit
[,It
CC:P
COt
1 Zt
._ FJ
3 bl
C.(,P
l &L
LOf
I
2
,11
kU!
l
2
CCf
! Y[
tJ!
kO_
COt
IF
kL, L,1 II_.E F'hT
Ei,.blOI _. XHPt--'(3)o ALPI,K(2)
La,SIOr Or)LAP (h.¢)
P'UI_./N._ITP o U (bC') o_'=o 1EL$1L
t L,P,/F'7/ ALF'DC, TI_) o tLFF (_) o GAPiDGT(.") o C,AMHA(. _) o XDOTCo YDOTCo
01(.o XC, _Co ZC_ cMrc_r3), PSXo PH|o Xlo F FL_G, I, FLAGo pSIO_
II..o XIPo THET/,(?)o ThPl6._o _L.PHA(;)o P.ETAo )_J(3*3)* PIe
L_I,AL, t F ADL E'G
HI.,r, INg/ el(_t)o A_(2)o A_(2)o A4(3o2o_)o AS(_o2o?)t A6(3)o A'/'o
l..,,,..3)o Dto D;_o r_]o P._, rso D6o ._7, I"8o l-_o tlOo Dllo Dido
_,o[14oDl_oOlboblToDIk,[ l_oL20o )_Xo I"l(l_)o ¥(_o1.1_) o hPl.(3o_l)
P_,I /I_11/CL 13) o)_l,'oXX:_o_lYoZlloXlYoXZZoYl7oXMrPoXlF ol')l_LCGo XLPo
XLL oXLAobot.t F'hK oXI (. ot',BO tI%PHA.C,E oF'FOoHF HII' off oRC (_) oR_ (_l) o
xL[_Op o XLI_C o XKU ( ._ I o>y_ o XNI! o XLr_I_ I_.1oCC oCF" 13) o XLAMDA o XMUI ro
Xt URo F.UPNCo SLI.N¢ o_,_/o_Ho[31_ o XTAL PF- oX|C_AHoC'ELPII Xo-_RL TM oFP (._)
I_.iaklhIIiI/.SLC, PE.I (3) o$1 OPt ;_(_) oXCl;r_l 12| ,YCI'F (12) oFFB(3) oXHPU(3) o
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i3.4.4 UsaGe of Computer Program
In this section, details of various options, the method of table and data input and program
output are delineated. Following this presentation, a sample of the program output is
presented.
3.4.4.1 Input Functions (Tables)
The input tables, consisting of the profiles for the footpads, blocks, and shock absorbers
are read in with an F format using 8 fields, 10 columns wide (8F10.X). All the tables use
the same input sequence:
. An identification number which specifies whether the table refers to the
footpad, block or shock absorber and secondly, specifies the particular
leg set to which the data applies.
2. The number of corresponding points in the table.
3. The independent variable list (units of inches).
4. The dependent variable list or lists (dimensionless).
The order of the input cards is critical within a table and no blank fields are allowed
within a table. However, the order in which the tables are introduced does not affect the
operation.
When all of the tables have been read, a blank card must follow to indicate that all d the
tables have been read.
The identification number mentioned above will always start in the first field. Blank
fields after the last table value are permitted (and ignored). The identification number
consists of a two digit number. The first digit refers to table type and the second digit
to leg set. In regard to the first digit, Number 1 refers to footpad, Number 2 refers to
blocks and Number 3 refers to shock absorbers. The second digit is numerically equal
to the leg set number 1, 2, or 3. As an example, the block table for leg set Number 3
would have an identification number of 23.0.
In some cases, the table data will be the same for all leg sets. In this sitntation two
methods may be used to read in the data. The first method is to read in the data for each
leg set as described above. The second method is to read in the data for the number one
(1) leg set only. The program will then construct tables for the second and third leg set
automatically.
The actual table data which is read in is the crush profile for the footpads, the crush
profile for the blocks and the spring rate profile and the damping profile during compres-
sion for the shock absorber.
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Example:
Consider the following situation:
1. Footpad No. 1 - 2 values (2 independent and 2 dependent variables)
2. Footpad No. 2 - 6 values.
3. Footpad No. 3- 9 values
4. Block No.l, 2 &3- 3values
5. Shock Absorber No. 1, 2, 3 - 4 values
(Since there are two sets of dependent variables, this table will have 4
independent variables and 8 dependent variables.)
Using X N to denote the Nth independent variable, FN & GN to denote the Nth dependent
variables and B to denote Blank, the cards would be punched in the following manner:
Card Number
(1) 11.0 2.0 X 1 X 2 F 1 F 2 B B
(2) 12.0 6.0 X 1 X 2 X 3 X 4 X 5 X 6
(3) F 1 F 2 F 3 F 4 F 5 F 6 B B
(4) 13.0 9.0 X 1 X 2 X 3 X 4 X 5 X 6
(5) X 7 X 8 X 9 F 1 F 2 F3 F4 F5
(6) F 6 F 7 F 8 F 9 B B B B
(7) 21.0 3.0 X 1 X 2 X 3 F 1 F 2 F 3
(8) 23.0 3.0 X 1 X 2 X 3 F 1 F 2 F 3
(9) 22.0 3.0 X 1 X 2 X 3 F 1 F 2 F 3
(10) 31.0 4.0 X 1 X 2 X 3 X 4 F 1 F 2
(11) F 3 F 4 G1 G2 G3 G4 B B
(12) 32.0 4.0 X 1 X 2 X 3 X 4 F 1 F 2
(13) F 3 F 4 G1 G2 G3 G4 B B
(14) 33.0 4.0 X 1 X 2 X 3 X 4 F 1 F 2
(15) F 3 F 4 G 1 G2 G3 G4 B B
(16) B B B B B B B B
Note that blocks No. 2 and No. 3 (cards 9 & 8) have been purposely put out of sequence.
This is permissible.
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The table data is summarized in the output printing according to a format which is identi-
cal regardless of the input option being utilized. The tables are printed using 7 fields,
each field 10 columns wide (7F10.3). Each table is identified separately by a note such as
"BLOCK NO. 2". The list of independent variables follows this note. The list or lists of
dependent variables then follows.
In addition to such machine diagnostics as improper card format which should stop the
program, there are several additional programmed diagnostics which will stop the program.
Prior to stopping the program, a message will be printed which indicates why the program
was terminated. In the following discussion a sample diagnostic will be followed by an
explanation of how it might be generated.
. ** TABLE ERROR NO. 1, FIRST NO. OUT OF RANGE. No. = X X
This diagnostic will appear if either of the digits in the identification
number is not 1, 2 or 3.
. ** TABLE ERROR NO. 2, LIST EXCEEDS ARRAY LENGTH. LIST IS
NO. XX . LIST LENGTH IS X
This diagnostic will appear ff the total list length exceeds 100. Identi-
fication of the table and the calculated list length is provided.
3. ** TABLE ERROR NO. 3, LIST XX LENGTH = 0.
This diagnostic will appear if a number equal to or less than zero is
specified for the list length.
4. ** TABLE ERROR NO. 4,INSUFFICIENT TABLE DATA ( X ), ( X ).
The diagnostic will appear in the event that more or fewer tables than are required have
been read in. This diagnostic is only a function of the identification numbers. Two
numbers are printed out in the diagnostic statement. The first is the sum of the first
digits of the identification number which should be 18 or 6 depending on the input option
which is used and the second is the sum of the second digits which should be 18 or 3
depending on the option which is used. Hopefully, printing out these sums will give some
insight into the error in the table data. Table error No. 4 will appear if the wrong number
of tables is read in. For example, if individual tables are read in for each of the three
footpads, while reading in only one table for the blocks and one table for the shock absorbers,
then the diagnostic message will appear.
3.4.4.2 Input Constants
The input constants used in the program describe the spacecraft geometry and touchdown
configuration, nominal values of parameters for elements which generate forces, allowable
truncation errors and various codes for selection of computation mode and output options.
These constants are read in on a set of 21 data cards. Six fields are used on the data cards.
The first field is in columns 1 - 7 and contains the card number in integer (I) format. The
next five columns are not used (8 - 12). The remaining 5 fields are 12 columns wide and
use floating point (E) format. The final columns on the card (73-80) are not used. A blank
card follows the input data.
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When runs are to be stacked, itis necessary only to read in data cards containing new
data. This card or cards must also be followed by a blank card in order to execute the
program. The input summary printout will specifythe cards which have been replaced,
and willalso listthe data from all 21 cards.
The input constants found on the 21 cards are defined below.
of feet,pounds, seconds, and degrees.
The units are combinations
Card No. Parameter Description
1 XM Mass of spacecraft.
IXX
IYY
IZZ
IXY
IXZ
IYZ
XMP mass of footpad (no longer used in calculations)
XLDO original lengthof shock absorber link
DELCG distance from spacecraft CG to lower hardpoint plane
3 XLP distance from spacecraft CL to lower hardpoints
XLL length of lower link
XLA length of link joining upper and lower hardpoints
G gravitational acceleration
ALPHA (1) lower limit on footpad angle relative to lower link
4 ALPHA (2) upper limit on footpad angle relative to lower link
ALPHK (1) spring rate of footpad lower limit stop
ALPHK (2) spring rate of footpad upper limit stop
BETA angle between XLA and spacecraft CL
XLC distance from spacecraft CL to block CL
moments and products of inertia about spacecraft axes
The inertiamatrix is
.[I_ -I_ -_' 1J = [-IXY YY -IYZ
L-Ixz -IYZ IZZj
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Card No.
5
Parameter
HBO
XIALPH
_IGAM
HFO
DB
DF
XDOTOC
YDOTOC
ZDOTOC
|
XNU
XLDMIN
XKO
Description
thickness of uncrushed block
moment of inertia of footpad about pivot
moment of inertia of lower link about lower hardpoint
thickness of uncrushed footpad
diameter of block
diameter of footpad
velocity of spacecraft CG in ground coordinates
(PHASE NO. = 1) or in vehicle coordinates (PHASE
NO. = 3). See Card 11 below.
mechanical friction coefficient for shock absorber
minimum length permitted for shock absorber link
spring rate of shock ablorber mop
a,
THETD (1)
THETD (S)
THETD (3)
ana_ar orientation of leg sets No. I, 2, 3 with re-
spoct ys plane (vehicle coordinates). Anflee increase
in Idt-handod sortie.
|
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TH]_I'A8 |round elope
POIO pitch anfle)
PHIO yaw angle i
t
XIO roll angle I
relative to ground coordinates
II
!
Card No.
9
(cont'd)
10
11
12
13
Parameter
XLAMDD
OMEGA (1)
OMEGA (2)
OMEGA (3)
CODE2
CODE
SER NO
PHASE NO
VH
VV
DTP
TF
HM
ERR (4)
ERR (5)
ERR (6)
ERR (7)
Description
cross slope angle, measured between CG velocity
vector and YZ plane (ground coordinates). Applicable
only for PHASE NO.= 2 (see Card 11, below)
angular rates about spacecraft x, y, z-axes
for selection of punch options (see next section)
for selection of print options (see next section)
serial number (arbitrary)
for selection of method of specifying spacecraft CG
velocities. PHASE NO=I or 3 denotes that XDOTOC,
YDOTOC, ZDOTOC (Card 6) are applicable; PHASE
NO=2 denotes that XLAMDD (Card 9), VH and VV (this
card) are to be used.
horizontal velocity of spacecraft CG
vertical velocity of spacecraft CG
print/punch interval
final time
minimum integration interval
Applicable onlyif Phase No. = 2
allowable truncation error (per second)-# 1 footpad angle
allowable truncation error (per second) -#2 footpad angle
allowable truncation error (per second)-#3footpadangle
allowable truncation error (per second)-#1 lower link
angular rate
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Card No.
13
(cont'd)
14
15
Parameter
ERR (8)
ERR (9)
ERR (10)
ERR (11)
ERR (12)
ERR (13)
ERR (14)
ERR (15)
ERR (16)
ERR (17)
ERR (18)
Elm (19)
Description
allowable truncation error (per second)-#2 lower link
angular rate
allowable truncation error (per second)-#3 lower link
angular rate
allowable truncation error (per second)-#1 lower link
angle
allowable truncation error (per second)-#2 lower link
angle
allowable truncation error (per second)-#3 lower link
angle
allowable truncation error (per second)-CG velocity
(X-direction)
allowable truncation error (per second)-CG velocity
(Y-direction)
allowable truncation error (per second)-CG velocity
(Z-direction)
allowable truncation error (per second)-CG poeition
(X-direction)
allowable truncation error (per second)-CG poeition
(Y-direction)
allowable truncation error (per second)-CG pooition
(Z-direction)
allowable truncation error (per second)-simcecrafl
angular rate (x-axis)
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Card No.
15
(cont'd)
16
17
18
19
2O
Pa ram et er
ERR (2O)
ERR (21)
ERR (22)
ERR (23)
ERa (24)
RC (1)
RC (2)
RC (3)
XKD(1))
XKD(2)1
XKD(3)[
FP (1)
FP (2)
FP (3)
Ra (1)
aa (2)
Ra (3)
SRL (I)
SRL (2)
SRL (3)
CB (1)
CB (2)
CB (3)
Description
allowable truncation error (per second)-spacecraft
angular rate (y-axis)
allowable truncation error (per second)-spacecraft
angular rate (z-axis)
allowable truncation error (per second)-pitch angle
allowable truncation error (per second)-yaw angle
allowable truncation error (per second)-roU angle
nominal damping coefficient
for shock absorbers #1, 2 & 3
during stroking
nominal spring rate
for shock absorbers
#1, 2 & 3
preload for shock absorbers #1, 2 & 3
nominal damping coefficient
for shock absorbers #1, 2 & 3
during rebound
slope of profile for rebound
damping in shock absorbers
#1,2 &3
nominal crush
pressure for
blocks #1, 2 & 3
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Card No.
2O
(cont'd)
21
Parameter
CF (1)
CF (2)
CF (3)
XMUF
XMUB
TAU (I)
TAU (2)
TAU (3)
Description
nominal crush
pressure for
footpads #1, 2 & 3
nominal sliding friction coefficient for footpads
nominal sliding friction coefficient for blocks
impact times for footpads #1, 2 & 3. These
are specified if CODE=4 is specified
(see following section)
3.4.4.3 Output
At the completion of a run, the program has the capability of providing several output
options. In the time history mode (i.e.,CODE_4), the program will predict the spacecraft
dynamics which result from a specific set of touchdown conditions. Computation will
continue until one of the following decisions is made:
1. Vehicle stable (motion has subsided, or vehicle is "rocking back" from a
critical attitude).
2. Vehicle unstable (toppling).
3. Time expired (problem time exceeded TF).
The standard output for the time history mode contains a statement of this decision, to-
gether with the time at which the decision was made and the minimum value of stability
angle which was encountered in the run. After this printout, a statement regarding the
energy of the system is printed. The initial kinetic energy of the system, the difference
between the initial and final potential energy, the dissipated energy of the system (includ-
ing any stored energy in the shock absorber) and the final kinetic energy are printed.
From an energy balance point of view, the original kinetic energy plus the difference in
potential energy minus the "dissipated" energy should equal the final kinetic energy.
Following the energy printout, the maximum shock absorber force for three leg sets are
printed. The minimum ground clearance is printed after this shock absorber force printing.
The printing above pertains to the dynamics of the vehicle. The output which will be de-
scribed now pertains to details concerning the overall integration process. The arithmetic
sum of the truncation errors accepted during the integration process is first printed. This
array is 29 long and reads from left to right; 1 - 8 in the first row, 9 - 16 in the second
row, 17 - 24 in the third row and 25 - 29 in the fourth row. The numbers refer to the
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number assignedto eachof the integrated variables. Footpadangular velocity for the
three footpads are 1 - 3, footpad angular position are 4 - 6, lower leg angular velocities
are 7 - 9, lower leg angular positions are 10 - 12, CG velocities are 13 - 15, CG positions
are 16 - 18, CG angular velocities are 19 - 21, CG angular positions are 22 - 24 and 25 -
29 are energies. The units are radians, feet and seconds. The arithmetic sum would be
of most interest to one who is attempting to determine the total truncation error of the
integrated variables. Since the sign of the truncation error may be positive or negative,
some cancellation of errors is possible. The next array is similar to the arithmetic sum
array but this array contains the sum of the absolute values of the truncation error. These
values give an indication of how closely the allowable and actual error agree. If on...._.evaria-
ble controlled the size of the integration interval, then the absolute sum should approach
but always be less than the allowable value. In general, various integrated values control
the integration interval and these numbers will be significantly less than the allowable
values.
The next group of printout relates to a summary of the integrationprocess. The first
number is simply the totalnumber of integrationintervals. The next number is the aver-
age interval size in seconds. The next array describes how the intervals were distributed.
The firstnumber indicatesthe number of intervalsbetween. 1 and 1 second, the second
indicatesthe number of intervals between .01 and .1,and so on. The next array describes
the distributionof the number oftimes the integrationroutine had to halve an interval in
order to pass on error check. The firstnumber is for zero cuts,the second is 1 cut, the
third is for 2 cuts, and so on. This is one of the best indicators of the "smoothness" of
the program in general and secondly, the efficiency of the integration method. Ideally, the
number for zero cuts would be equal to the number of integration intervals. Practically,
this zero cut number has been greater than half of the total integration intervals. The
final array shows which of the integrated variables was instrumental in determining the
next interval. The array is numbered in the same sequence as above and 1 - 10 are in
the first row, 11 - 20 in the second, and so on.
Finally, output printing at the final time reached in the integrationis performed and the
program is finished.
In addition to the standard outputfor the program in the time history mode, three other
basic options for printing/punching are available. These options provide detailed time
histories of the vehicle motion (option 1),loads (option 2) and energy (option3).
Output option 1, time history of vehicle motion, is in the following format:
T OMEGAX OMEGAY OMEGAZ SIGMA MC
X Y Z XDOT YDOT ZDOT
PSI PHI XI PSIDOT PHIDOT XIDOT
GAMMA 1 GAMMA2 GAMMA3 GAMDOT1 GAMDOT2 GAMDOT3
XPI YPI ZPI XP2 YP2 ZP2
XP3 YP3 ZP3
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The symbolism is:
T
OMEGA
SIGMA
time (sec)
vehicle angular velocity in vehicle coordinate
stability angle (deg)
system (deg//sec)
MC ground clearance (ft)
X, Y, Z location c_ vehicle CG in ground coordinates; origin at vehicle CG at
T = 0 sec. (ft)
XDOT, YDOT, velocity of CG in ground coordinates (ft/sec)
ZDOT
PSI, PHI, XI
PSIDOT,
PHIDO T,
XIDOT
vehicle orientationin ground coordinates (deg)
vehicle angular rates in ground coordinates (deg/sec)
GAMMA
GAMDOT
XPi, YPi,
ZPi
lower strut angular orientationin vehicle coordinates (deg)
lower strut angular rates in vehicle coordinates (deg/sec)
location of the ithfootpad pivot in surface coordinates (ft)
Output option 2,time history ofk)ads,torques and deformations, is in the following format:
T FA1 FA2 FA3 FAX1 FAY1
FA Z 1 FAX2 FAY2 FA Z 2 FAX3 FAY3
FA Z3 FBX1 FBY 1 FB Z 1 FBX2 FBY2
FB Z2 FBX3 FBY3 FB Z3 MBX1 MBY1
MB Z 1 MBX2 MBY2 MB Z2 MBX3 MBY3
MBZ3 FCX1 FCY1 FC Z 1 FCX2 FCY2
FC Z2 FCX3 FCY3 FC Z3 FFX1 FFY1
FFZ1 FFX2 FFY2 FFZ2 FFX3 FFY3
F F Z3 PSP 11 PSP 12 PSP21 PSP22 PSP31
PSP32
The symbolism is:
T time (sec)
FAi
FAXi, FAYi,
FA Zi
force in ith shock absorber (Ib)
force components of ith upper hardpoint in the vehicle coordinate system (Ib)
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FBXi, FBYi, force components of ith lower hardpoint in the vehicle coordinate
FB Zi system (lb)
MBXi, MBYi, moment components of ith lower hardpoint in the vehicle coordinate
MBZi system (ft- lb)
FCXi, FCYi, force components of ith body block in vehicle coordinates (lb)
FCZi
FFXi, FFYi, force components of ith footpad pivot in the vehicle coordinate
FFZi system (lb)
PSPij deformation of the jth segment of the ith footpad along the centerline
of the footpad (ft)
Output option 3, time history of energies and energy states of various elements, is in
the following format:
T EK EP ES1 ES2 ES3
EF1 EF2 EF3 EB1 EB2 EB3
EFF1 EFF2 EFF3 EBF1 EBF2 EBF3
The symbolism is:
T time (sec)
EK totalkineticenergy (ft-lb)
EP potentialenergy (fl-It))
ESi total energy stored and dissipated in ith shock absorber (ft-lb)
EFI totalenergy, excluding friction,stored and dissipated in the ithfootpad
(ft-lb)
EBi total energy, excluding friction, stored and dissipated in the ith body
block (ft-lb)
EFFi total energy dissipated by friction by the Rh footpad (ft-lb)
EBFI total energy dissipated by friction by the ith body block (ft-lb)
The output option is selected by assigning the appropriate numbers to CODE and CODE 2
on input cards 11 and 10. The code numbers are:
Code No. Output Options Specified Code No. Output Options Specified
1 1 - (motion time history) 5 1 & 2
2 2 - (load time history) 6 I & 3
3 3 - (energy time history) 7 2 & 3
4 4 - (surface determination, 8 I, 2 & 3
to be discussed later) 9 No output
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To select a printingoption,set the appropriate code number in CODE. Ifitis desired to
punch allthe options which are printed, insert a minus sign in the value of CODE. Punch
options may be specifiedindependently of CODE by inserting one of the above code numbers
in CODE2 (always positive).
To illustrate the use of the print/punch options, consider the following example. Suppose
option 2 and 3 have been selected to be printed and option 2 is to be punched. Code number
7 would appear in CODE and code number 2 would appear in CODE2. It should be noted
that data cann_ be punched which is not printed. That is, option 2 and 3 could not be
punched if only option 1 were to be printed. No error will result from placing any combi-
nation of numbers between 1 and 10 in these coded locations.
A code number of I0 in CODE enables diagnostic type printing. This option bears a
resemblance to option 1,and has been retained in the program primarily for historical
interest. In CODE2 a code number of 10 is ignored.
An error ("outof range computed go to") willbe generated ifa number or numbers
beyond the range of 1 to 10 are put in CODE and/or CODE2, with the exception of nega-
tivenumbers being permitted in CODE.
If CODE = 4 a very special output printing resuRs. Under these circumstances internal
modifications are made to the program which permit the specification of footpad impact
times and calculate the ground slope and cross slope angle from the resulting motions.
The input data required for the CODE = 4 version is essentially the same as for the
time history version, with the addition of TAU (1), TAU (2), TAU (3), the times at which
the respective footpads strike the surface. Any times greater than or equal to zero may
be specified, but it is necessary to specify the spacecraft attitude and motion at zero
time. The spacecraft attitude can be specified in any convenient coordinate system, pro=
vided the z-axis is positive vertically downward.
The output of the CODE = 4 version consists of statements of the value of the cross slope
angle LAMDA, ground slope THETAS, and coordinates of the impact points in the con-
venient coordinate system. The values of 4 angles are then printed. ZETA is the required
rotation between the convenient coordinate system and the customary ground coordinate
system, while PSI, PHI, XI are the touchdown pitch, yaw, roll angle specifications relative
to the customary ground coordinate system. Due to an ambiguity in the method of determi-
nation, it is possible that the roll angle XI will be in error. This can be checked by means
of the approximation
XI _" XIO - ZETA
which is exact only for a level vehicle, but should be only a few degrees off for a moder-
ately tipped vehicle. If the printed data satisfies the above approximation, the correct
value of XI has been printed. Otherwise the supplement of the printed value of XI must be
chosen.
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The ambiguity which exists in the determination of the roll angle XI results from the
nature of the inverse sine function evaluation. The output of this evaluation is always an
angle in the first or fourth quadrant. Consider the angle in the second quadrant,
- = 90 ° + a . If the sine of this angle is computed, a number N between 0 and 1.0 will
result. Now if we take the inverse sine ofN, the angle we have in mind is -- = 90 ° + a.
But the computer will calculate that the inverse sine of N is - = 90 ° - a. NoteCALC
that the sines c_ --- and "- CALC are numerically equal.
If 1=1_<90 ° , there is no problem and the above approximation will be satisfied. Otherwise
the approximation will reveal a discrepancy, and an adjustment must be applied. Suppose
that - = 90 ° +
TRUE
then - = 90 ° _ &CALC
SO
and
result is obtained for
in which case
-TRUE +-CALC = 180°
-=TRUE is seen to be the supplement of -- CALC" A similar
= = - (90 ° + &) which is in the third quadrant.TRUE
=TRUE + = CALC = -180°
where
To summarize:
x andTRUE CALC will be negative.
If
'-TRUE[ <-- 90°, =TRUE = ZCALC
If Im TRUE[ • 90°, = TRUE = supplement of _ CALC
3.4.5 Sample Program Output
A sample of the program outputfollows. This sample presents options 1, 2 & 3 with no
punching. The program was terminated by the decision that the vehicle was stable.
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The equations developed in Section II are programmed in subroutines INIT, CONFIG,
STAB, FORCE, and INTEQM. In order to further associate physical concepts with the
program listing, the following cross reference between the listing and Section II is pre-
sented. Since there is not a one-for-one correspondence between Section II equations
and statements in the listing, and since not every statement in the listing is numbered,
then the statement numbers tabulated below should be regarded as approximate locations
for the FORTRAN version of the Section II equations.
Statement No.
from Listing
Section II
Equation No.
110
114
150
160
1
14, 13, 5, 7, 6
3
15
CONFIG
Statement No.
from Listing
Section II
Equation No.
Statement No.
from Listing
Section H
Equation No.
110
120
124
160
1604 }162170
172
180
201
2O2
202_
3005 /
2045 I2049
1
16
17
7, 11, 12
8
9, 10
25, 26, 3
14
15
27
28
220
221_
221
224
229 /
23O
232
2499 }2410
2415
2430
2433
3458
2462
2463
262
18
19
21, 22, 24
2
70
81, 82
83
84
86
84
87
88
71
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STAB
Statement No.
from Listing
62
25O
255_
256
257
Section II
Equation No.
72
76
77, 78
79
FORCE
Statement No.
from Listing
75
110
120
150
156 )_
160J
180
1805
I866
1896
1897
INTEQM
Statement No.
from Listing
31
4O
42
6O
7O8o/
Section II
Equation No.
33
29
30
31, 32
32
40
42
43
45
44
Section II
Equation No.
60
55
68, 69
67
85, 68
Statement No.
from Listing
1899
1903
191 
192!
204
222
3Ol
303
302J
311
314 !
Section H
Equation No.
46
47
48
49
52
38, 55
39
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SECTION IV
COMPUTER STUDIES
4.1 SPECIAL STUDIES
In the course of developing the computer program, investigations were planned to answer
such questions as:
I. Could the computer simulation of the Surveyor landing be made more efficient?
2. Were there any integration methods immediately available which would surpass
variable interval Runge-Kutta in overall performance ?
3. Could the strategy of interval adjustment be made more efficient ?
4. Was it feasible to relax the error specifications in order to improve running
time ?
5. What would be the effect of modifications to the representation of the sliding
friction coefficient ?
Based on the results of studies pertaining to these questions, the parametric studies
were begun with confidence that the efficiency was optimum. A discussion of these
studies appears in the following paragraphs.
4.1.1 Simulation Efficiency
It was apparent from examination of the Phase I test cases (see Reference (b)) that pro-
gram running time could be improved substantially by "smoothing" some calculations
and by eliminating others when they were unnecessary to the determination of spacecraft
motion. The "smoothing" refers to the elimination of unrealistic abrupt changes in
force levels, and to the removal of numerical "noise" which can occur when a balance
between two opposing forces is sought. These phenomena can have a ruinous effect on
the error checking integration method without contributing to the vehicle dynamics.
This smoothing process was employed to advantage in easing the transition from the shock
absorber stroking to the restroking condition. Asthis change takes place, the shock
absorber damping and friction forces change sign. In order to prevent step changes in
these forces which are neither physically realistic nor conducive to rapid computation, a
function was introduced in the simulation which allows these forces to pass through zero
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with no discontinuity. This higher order smoothing function has the characteristics of
zeroing the dissipative forces at zero stroking velocity, but smoothly blending them into
their normal computation mode when the stroke velocity has achieved a significant value.
During the restroking with the footpads off the surface, an approximate equilibrium be-
tween the shock absorber spring and damping forces exists. Due to the difficulty of
accurately determining the difference between two substantial numbers, it is virtually
impossible to get an accurate determination of the shock absorber force during this
situation. As a result, the motion of the lower leg is erratic and small integration inter-
vals result. Furthermore, these motions are inconsequential to the spacecraft dynamics
since the footpad in question is not then in contact with the surface.
Because of the ineffectiveness of the footpad at this time, it should be satisfactory to
employ an approximate technique to describe restroking with the footpad off the surface.
If the inertia force is regarded as a small constant, the following differential equation is
approximately true for this condition:
.2
K+c'Y + k'Y =0
where _ is the angular depression of the lower leg. This equation implies the assumption
that "Y changes approximately in proportion with the shock absorber stroke. Rearranging,
dr= _/a'r +b
which expresses "_ as a function of "Y and two constants which were empirically deter-
mined from calculations performed using the more rigorous expression of the differential
equation. Figure 4-1 shows the adequate representation of the "Y and _/ time histories
which is provided by the approximation. Integration of the semi-empirical "_was used to
return the leg to the stop if all the following conditions were met:
1. Footpads off the surface.
2. Shock absorber restroking velocity from standard calculation equal or in
excess of the programmed approximate equation.
3. Lower leg not on extension stop.
The above change improved the running time somewhat and in general, had a smoothing
effect on the calculations during off-the-ground restroking. This approximation was used
to advantage throughout the parametric study, but had to be removed from the final version
of the program. Since the approximation is applicable only to a specific set of shock ab-
sorber parameters, its presence in the program would unnecessarily decrease the
generality of the program.
Originally, the lower leg extension stop was represented by a very stiff spring. After
the leg encountered the stop, an oscillation of the lower leg resulted. The damping force
was quite low, and oscillations persisted for some time. A different stop was programmed
which set the lower leg rates to zero when the stop was encountered. This froze the metier
of the lower leg at the stop and was effective in eliminating the oscillations.
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Figure 4-1. _ and "Y versus Time for Free Shock Absorber Return
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Another aspectof the mechanical stop problem concernedthe lower leg angular rate ("Y)
that results from integration of the lower leg angular acceleration (_). Under normal
situations,_"is used to calculate the lower leg angular position ('Y). However, when the
shockabsorber is on the extensionstop, this is no longer true. In this instance, the
forces are arbitrarily set to zero resulting in a_ of zero and a 3_equal to the last value
calculated. No problem exists until a force tending to stroke the leg appears. At this
time, "Y has the wrong value, and some time must pass before _ is integrated to the
correct number so that the leg moves off the stop. Even though this time is small, the
vehicle acts as if it has stiff legs for this time period. To alleviate this condition, a
fictitious value of _ is generated to run "Y to a small value. This procedure is only used
when the lower leg is on the stop and "Y has a value greater than the above small value.
Since _ is sensed to determine whether the shock absorber is stroking or restroking, "Y
must be held to a small positive value to keep from unnecessarily and incorrectly leaving
the stop.
In the original version of the program, the calculation of the crushable block forces was
suspended if the blocks were not in contact with the surface. Since one or more footpads
are often off the surface and generating no forces, a procedure similar to that for the
blocks was instituted for the footpads in the event they were not in contact with the sur-
face. This increased the program efficiency by eliminating some unnecessary calculations.
These program modifications were all incorporated for the purpose of streamlining the
simulation without affecting accuracy. For the original version of the program, the ratio
of computer time to problem time was 215:1; this figure was reduced to 175:1 by means
of the modifications.
Another method of reducing running time is simply an earlier termination of the run.
This is feasible in some cases, since a stable landing can often be identified before tile
vehicle motions subside. This identification makes use of the results of the stability
angle calculations described in Section II. When the spacecraft rocks up on one or two
feet but does not topple, the calculated stability angle attains a minimum value at tile end
of the rocking motion and then experiences a substantial jump which is due to cha:_ging
the reference used to calculate the stability angle at that instant. The program was modi-
fied to utilize this jump with the result that running time was saved in a large number of
runs performed during the parametric studies.
4.1.2 Comparison of Integration Methods
In order to evaluate our choice of integration method, a limited study of various integration
methods was conducted. The methods investigated were:
1. Variable interval, error checking Runge-Kutta.
2. Variable interval, error checking Milne with Runge-Kutta start and restart.
3. Constant interval (.002 second) Runge-Kutta.
4. Trapezoidal (.002 and .0005 second).
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Method 1 was usedas a basis for comparison purposes. Methods 3 and 4 are inherently
simpler, but suffer from the disadvantagethat noerror control or estimation is possible.
The first comparison of integration methodswasperformed for a problem which was
simple comparedto the Surveyor landingdynamicsproblem. The problem was to deter-
mine the motion-time history of a bouncingball which was idealized as an undamped,
single degreeof freedom system. The motion waspredictable in closed form, and since
the system was undamped,the motionwas periodic. Further, the motion was similar to
Surveyor in that abrupt contactswith the surfacewere madefrom time to time. Both
error checking integration methodskept the problemunder control. Milne integration
(2)wasslower to expandthe integration interval andfailed to expandthe interval to as
large a value as method1. The lack of speed was due to a requirement for several past
values to be in existence prior to interval expansion.
Reluctance of Method 2 to increase the interval was due to the method of interval ex-
pansion used in the available Milne integration routine. Interval expansion is restricted
to interval doubling; that is, if the error is sufficiently small, the interval will be doubled.
For a case in which a given interval results in small errors but twice that interval pro-
duces excessive errors, interval expansion will not occur. Therefore, this method will
in general be running at an integration interval which is less than optimum and consequently
smaller than the interval selected by method 1.
Method 4 with an integration interval of .0005 second had accuracy problems when the
ball was in contact with the surface and was "loafing" when the ball was off the surface.
The method seemed to have an "energy generator"; that is, the ball bounced to higher
positions with each cycle. Method 3 performed with satisfactory accuracy, but like
the other methods, was unable to improve upon the running time for Method 1.
Comparisons using Case 2 from Phase I (see Reference (b)) also support the Selection of
the variable interval Runge-Kutta integration. Method 2 failed to recover from the initial
impact as the integration interval was reduced to a minimum and remained there. No
meaningful data could be obtained. Method 3 resulted in satisfactory results, but no time
improvement was noted. Method 4 with an interval of .002 second experienced permature
termination of the run due to the absurd result that shock absorber bottoming occurred.
Reducing the interval to .0005 second resulted in satisfactory answers but lost any running
time advantage over either Methods 1 or 3. In general, no usable running time advantage
was found in any of Methods 2, 3 or 4 over Method 1. Further, accuracy was as good or
better in Method 1 than in the other methods.
4.1.3 Interval Adjustment Strategy
The strategy used in adjusting the integration interval size was examined in a further
effort to improve program efficiency. It is tempting to reason that since there will be
physically meaningful discontinuities in the applied forces (such as at recontact after free
flight), and since it is a virtual certainty that the time interval will have to be closed down
to a very small value in order to get through this discontinuity, then it would seem that
computation could be saved when the discontinuity is encountered by immediately reducing
the time interval to a small value. The time-consuming process of error checking, halving
the interval and again error checking, etc., might be eliminated under these circumstances.
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This is speciousreasoning, however, as it fails to recognize that during the free flight,
intervals as large as .3 secondshave beenobserved. Whenthe discontinuity is encounter-
edwith this interval, there is a probability of .5 that by cutting the interval in half, the
error checkwill bepassedbecausethe vehicle will not yet havecontactedthe surface.
Carrying this one step further, the probability that the error check will be passed after
n cuts is:
n
p = (1/2)j
j=l
This means, for example, that if the time interval were .3 second when the recontact
discontinuity was encountered, then the probability would be .875 that the error check
would be passed with a time interval of .0375 or greater. This is clearly superior to
arbitrarily dropping the time interval to the minimum allowable (say .00001) as soon as
the discontinuity occurs.
It is possible that further gains in speed could have been achieved by increasing the time
interval more quickly when a smooth portion of the landing occurs, such as the free flight
phase. Although time interval selection might not have been quite optimum, the strategy
used to select intervals appeared to be rather good. This contention was supported by a
special calculation which was incorporated in the computer program. Printed out were
the number of integration intervals in a run, the average size, the distribution of sizes,
and a distribution of the number of times that successive cuts in interval size had to be
made to pass an error check. This information showed that in all runs made using the
existing strategy, no interval cutting was required in over half of the integration steps.
This is indicative of a rather efficient process.
One attempt was made to use a slightly modified interval adjusting technique. This
method was more conservative for errors close to the maximum and more liberal
for errors close to zero error than the present method. The modified technique was found
to be significantly less efficient than the original method.
4.1.4 Error Specification
Having obtained confidence that the program is functioning efficiently, the possibility of
relaxing the truncation error specification was investigated. Since these specifications
are used in the error check, they control the interval size and therefore the problem
running time. Additional special printouts were instituted as an aid in assessing the
effect of changing the error specifications. Two of these printouts provided summations
of truncation errors actually incurred in the integration of the problem variables. Sum-
mations are performed both on an absolute and an algebraic basis. A third special print-
out provided a distribution of the critical variables in the form of a tabulation of how
many times each of the dependent variables restricted the interval size.
The allowable error specifications on a per second basis used in the Phase I test cases
(see Reference (b)) are tabulated on the next page.
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6 degreesfor footpad angles
2 degrees/second for lower strut angular rates - E('Y)
4 degrees for lower strut angles
1/6 foot/second for CG velocities
1/6 foot for CG position
1/6 degree/second for rotational rates about the CG - E(_)
2/3 degree for rotation about the CG
With these specifications the special printout affirmed that _ (lower leg angular rate)
was the most critical variable. The body angular rates (w) provided a significant amount
of limiting, but much less so than 7.
Several combinations of specified _and w errors were applied to Case 2, and the effects
on running are tabulated below:
E(_)
Deg/Sec/See
2
4
8
16
8
16
8
E(_)
Deg/Sec/Sec
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/2
1/2
1/4
Computer Running Time
Problem Time
175
155
120
120
130
120
125
It is evident from this tabulation that relaxation of the error criteria does decrease run-
ning time. Note, however, that running time does not decrease uniformly as the allowable
errors are increased. Evidently E(i') and E(w) are both restricting the interval size
in the latter 5 cases, so that when one set of errors is relaxed, the other set provides
additional limiting.
Figure 4-2 illustrates the effect of increased error criteria on the pitch angle versus
time plot. This time history, chosen because of the importance of pitch angle in stability
determination, shows that two of the specified error criteria result in departures of 6 °
and 8° from the original choice of E(_) = 2 and E(w) = 1/6. The remaining 4 combinations
were not distinguishable from the original choice.
The choice of E(_) = 8 and E(_) = 1/6 is attractive because of its relatively low running
time ratio (120:1) as well as its good agreement with respect to the pitch angle time
history. The variation in the pitch angle time history with specified error unfortunately
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Figure 4-2. Pitch Angle versus Time for Various Error Criteria
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is not clearly understood,so that a conservative choice of criteria was selectedfor the
parametric studies. Thevalues selectedwere the original values which includedE(_) =
2 andE(oJ) = 1/6.
4.1.5 Sliding Friction
A study was undertaken to establish whether or not the phenomenon of footpad chatter
would be predicted by the computer program. Accordingly, the nominal coefficient of
friction was raisedfrom .8 to 1.4, and the variation of sliding friction coefficient as a
function of velocity was changed. Figure 4-3 shows the various forms of the profile
which were considered. Profile C is shown in two different scales; all profiles coincide
for sliding velocities of .05 foot/second and above.
Computer runs which were conducted using _ = 1.4 and the various friction coefficient
profiles revealed two distinct difficulties, both of which had a disastrous effect on running
time. First, the expected difficulty associated with a sharp change in sliding friction
force at low velocities was experienced. This problem was most severe for the "step"
representation of the friction profile (profile A), while profile C was sufficiently smooth
that little difficulty was encountered. For profile A, and to a lesser extent profile B, the
abrupt change in friction coefficient at low velocities did not permit the error checks to
be passed, so that the integration interval was reduced to the minimum value.
This problem was accentuated by a second difficulty, which was an accuracy problem.
It appears that the use of a minimum time interval of .000001 second can result in error
checking meaningless numbers due to the number of significant figures carried in the
single precision mode on the UNIVAC 1107. In effect, round-off errors generated in the
computations were being checked instead of truncation errors. This problem develops
when the integration interval approaches the minimum allowable time interval.
Once the time interval has been reduced to a minimum, it becomes nearly impossible to
pass an error check, open up the time interval and thereby return the calculated values
to the realm of significance. This difficulty is not restricted to the occurrence of rapidly
changing friction forces, however. In fact it was first identified in a situation where the
sliding velocity was in excess of 1 foot/second, but the torques tending to rotate the
spacecraft were approximately in balance. As was previously noted, equilibrium conditions
of this type are difficult to describe accurately. Therefore, the time interval closed
down and having done so, could not recover. It has been found that increasing the minimum
time interval to .00001 seconds has alleviated the problem of accuracy, but the problem
of sharp changes in friction force remain with profiles A and B.
Figure 4-4 compares the pitch angle time histories throughout the first 1/2 second of
the landing for the cases in which _ = 1.4 (profiles A, B and C) with the time history
for _ = o8 (profile C). First, note that there is very little difference among the three
plots for _ = 1.4 data. Although the amount of data is admittedly sparse, there is no
indication that profile C is inadequate. Since this profile results in smoother calculations
at no loss in accuracy, it was used for the parametric studies.
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Figure 4-3. Sliding Friction Coefficient versus Sliding Velocity
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4.2 PARAMETRIC STUDIES
The program development effort which has been discussed throughout this report was
motivated primarily by the requirement to perform extensive parametric studies. These
studies, which constituted the majority of the effort expended in Phase II, were formulated
to establish Surveyor landing stability boundaries for a wide range of touchdown conditions.
The dynamics of the spacecraft landing are functions of two major types of variables:
those which describe the vehicle configuration (geometry, shock absorber characteristics,
etc.) and those which specify the touchdown conditions (CG velocities, angular rates,
angular orientation, nominal sliding friction coefficient, etc.). The vehicle configuration
was held constant throughout the parametric studies although provision has been included
in the simulation to facilitate changes in these parameters.
The spacecraft configuration is described by the parameters in Table 4-1. Table 4-2
lists the variables describing the touchdown conditions. The variables which were varied
in the parametric study were chosen from Table 4-2.
In order to keep the extent of the parametric study within reasonable bounds, the range
of touchdown conditions to be considered was necessarily subject to some limitations.
As indicated in Table 4-2, the ground slope and friction coefficient were assigned con-
stant values, while no angular rates were considered during the parametric studies.
The approach followed in varying the angular orientation and initial CG velocity vector
was first to establish a baseline configuration and then to study the effect of variations
about this set of parameters.
4.2.1 Baseline Configuration
In selecting a set of baseline conditions, it is logical to require that the configuration
will result in a "planar" landing. That is, the landing can be thought of as a 2 dimensional
problem in which there is no motion of the CG across the slope, nor is there any space-
craft rotation except pitch. This choice appeals to the intuition since it would seem
reasonable to expect that the most critical touchdown conditions from the standpoint of
overturning would involve the CG velocity in the direction of maximum slope, tending to
topple the vehicle over two downhill feet. It turns out that intuition is a reliable, but not
intalliable, guide; only a few conditions have been found which are more critical than the
planar cases.
A second baseline condition can be arbitrarily assigned. This is the condition that the
spacecraft is level at touchdown (vertical centerline). This choice has only simplicity
to recommend it; the pitch and yaw angles will be zero.
It was planned that the stability profiles would be generated by varying horizontal velocity
until the transition value was established. Vertical velocity was to be held at a fixed value
for various angular orientations and cross-slope angles. A vertical velocity of 20 feet/
second was chosen with the thought that variations in stability boundaries would be accen-
tuated by the high vertical velocity. Figures 4-5 and 4-6 indicate that this was not the
case. Rather, another phenomenon was being introduced which rendered 20 feet/second
vertical velocity useless for stability considerations.
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TABLE 4-1. NUMERICAL VALUES OF PARAMETERS DESCRIBING
SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION
Parameter Description Value
M
Ixx
I
YY
I
ZZ
I
xy
I
XZ
I
yz
_DO
_D min
ACG
J_p
_L
g
a 1
a 2
Ic
hBo
Ia
I7
hfo
d B
df
R
C
mass
moment of inertia
moment of inertia
moment of inertia
relativeto x-axis
relativeto y-axis
relativeto z-axis
20 slugs
138.12 slug-ft. 2
134.29 slug-ft. 2
145.78 slug-ft. 2
moment of inertia
moment of inertia
moment of inertia
relative to x and y-axes
relative to x and z-axes
relative to y and z-axes
extended length of shock absorber link
minimum length of shock absorber link
height of CG above base plane
distance from vehicle centerline to lower hard-
point
length of lower link
length of A-frame link
Gravitational acceleration
footpad rotational stop (lower)
footpad rotational stop (upper)
Inclination of A-frame link
distance from vehicle centerline to block center-
line
uncrushed block thickness
moment of inertia of footpad about pivot
moment of inertia of lower link about hinge
uncrushed footpad thickness
block diameter
footpad diameter
nominal shock absorber compressive damping
coefficient
6.81 slug-ft. 2
- 5.87 slug-ft.2
2.57 slug-ft. 2
3.1275 ft.
2.7525 ft.
1.445 ft.
3.1875 ft.
3.375 ft.
.95833 ft.
5.31 ft./sec. 2
.75 deg.
45 deg.
41 deg.
2.4167 ft.
.66667 ft.
.00373 slug-ft, 2
1.347 slug-ft. 2
.54167 ft.
.58333 ft.
1 ft.
54 lbs.-sec.2/ft. 2
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TABLE 4-1. NUMERICAL VALUES OF PARAMETERS DESCRIBING
SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION (CONC.)
Parameter Description
R R
KD
KS
Fp
C B
Cf
O 1
O 2
O 3
nominal shock absorber rebound damping
coefficient
shock absorber hydraulic spring rate
shock absorber extension stop spring rate
shock absorber preload
shock absorber mechanical friction
coefficient
nominal block crush pressure
nominal footpad crush pressure
angle between spacecraft y-axis and No. 1
leg set
angle between spacecraft y-axis and No. 2
leg set
angle between spacecraft y-axis and No. 3
leg set
Value
864 lbs.-sec.2/ft 2
3600 lb/ft.
100,000 lb/ft.
185 lb.
.05 (dimensionless)
5425.6 Ib/ft 2
1578.8 lb/ft 2
0 deg.
120 deg.
240 deg.
TABLE 4-2. NUMERICAL VALUES OF PARAMETERS DESCRIBING
TOUCHDOWN CONDITIONS
Parameter
O s
X
_y
_Z
4o
¢o
--O
V
V
V H
Description
ground slope
sliding friction coefficient
initial angular rate about vehicle x-axis
initial angular rate about vehicle y-axis
initial angular rate about vehicle z-axis
Value
15 deg.
1.0 (dimensionless)
0 deg/sec.
0 deg/sec.
0 deg/sec.
initial pitch angle
initial yaw angle
initial roll angle
touchdown vertical velocity
touchdown horizontal velocity
cross-slope angle
variable (deg.)
variable (deg.)
variable (deg.)
variable (ft/sec.)
variable (ft/sec.)
variable (deg.)
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Figure 4-5 presents the horizontal velocity versus roll angle stability profile for a level
vehicle. The vertical velocity was 20 feet/second and the cross-slope angle was 0 °
(uphill, planar landing). The cross-slope angle is measured between the horizontal veloc-
ity vector and the Y-axis (ground coordinates). See Figure 4-22. The roll angle was
varied between 0 ° (No. 1 foot uphill) and 60 ° (No. 3 foot downhill). No instances of
toppling were observed, but the range of tolerable horizontal velocity was limited by
shock absorber bottoming. The same result is shown in Figure 4-6 in which the hori-
zontal velocity versus cross-slope angle stability profile was sought. The roll angle
was 0 ° .
The data shown in these two figures strongly suggest that a systematic search for the
baseline configuration be conducted. A cross-slope angle of 180 ° (downhill landing) was
chosen, together with a roll angle of 0 °, as these conditions would seem less likely to
produce excessive stroking than the uphill landings. Figure 4-7 presents a vertical
velocity versus horizontal velocity stability profile for these conditions. It was possible
to define the stability boundary since toppling, not excessive stroke was the limiting
phenomenon. Notice the lack of transition at low vertical velocities. Figure 4-8 presents
data for a similar investigation, but with a 60 ° roll angle. Again no toppling was observed,
and excessive stroke was the limiting factor at rather high velocities.
The data presented in Figures 4-5 through 4-8 are quite informative regarding the general
stability characteristics of Surveyor. Figure 4-7 especially suggests that the spacecraft
is an inherently stable configuration. Further, downhill landings seem to be much more
critical than uphill landings, especially those downhill landings with roll angles around
0 ° . Figure 4-7 also suggests that a vertical velocity of 14 feet/second would be attractive
for a baseline condition as it results in one of the lowest transition horizontal velocities,
but it is high enough to avoid the area of high stability at vertical velocities of 10 feet/
second and below. Then the baseline conditions can be summarized as follows: 14 feet/
second vertical velocity, level vehicle and planar motion.
4.2.2 Parametric Variations for Level Vehicle
The parametric studies have made use of certain symmetries which exist in the space-
craft configuration. The three-legged configuration possesses a symmetry which repeats
at roll angle intervals of 120 ° . The definition of cross-slope angle (see Figure 4-22)
permits negative cross-slope angles to be neglected since there is no fundamental differ-
ence between positive and negative cross-slope angles. Strictly speaking, these sym-
metries do not exist in a dynamical sense, since the spacecraft products of inertia are
non-zero. The products are inconsequential compared with the moments of inertia, how-
ever, so that the symmetries can be utilized.
The interaction of horizontal velocity, roll angle and cross-slope angle was investigated
for a level vehicle with a 14 foot/second vertical velocity. Figure 4-9 is a horizontal
velocity versus roll angle stability profile for 180 ° cross-slope angle (downhill landing).
The transition which occurs at 0 ° roll angle (1 foot uphill) is considered to represent
the baleline condition. The baseline transition horizontal velocity is between 11 and 11-
1/2 feet/second. Figure 4-9 (180 ° cross-slope) shows that as the roll angle becomes
larger, the transition horizontal velocity increases.
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Figure 4-9. V H versus = Stability Profile
Figures 4-10through4-19present horizontal velocity versus roll angle stability profiles
for cross-slope angles from 170° through 80 ° in increments of 10 °. With the exception
of Figure 4-19 (80 ° roll angle) where no transitions were found, the figures present
stability profiles which can all be characterized as concave upward. That is, for each
choice of cross-slope angle there is a range of roll angles for which the transition hori-
zontal velocity is minimum. As cross-slope angle proceeds from 180 ° toward 80 °, two
trends can be observed: first, the minimum transition horizontal velocity increases;
also, the range of roll angles which produce the minimum transition horizontal velocities
shifts toward the negatively increasing roll angles.
These trends are perhaps more clearly illustrated by depicting the stability boundary as
a surface rather than a family of curves. Figure 4-20 shows the stability surface in
perspective. The surface may be interpreted as the transition horizontal velocity as a
function of roll and cross-slope angles. Combinations of roll and cross-slope angles
which lie above the surface will produce toppling. Figure 4-20 actually shows only half
of the surface; the plot could be extended to show the symmetry about the vertical axis
defined by a 0 ° roll angle and a 180 ° cross-slope angle. That is, if the plot were extended
beyond the cross-slope angle of 180 ° (e.g.to cross-slope angles of -160 ° , -140 °, etc.)
then the additional half of the surface would look like Figure 4-20 with the signs of the
scales reversed.
Figure 2-21 is the top view of the stability surface, and can be regarded as a contour map
showing transition horizontal velocity as a function of cross-slope angle and roll angle.
The tendency for transition horizontal velocities to increase as the horizontal velocity
vector swings from the 180 ° cross-slope angle (downhill) around to 90 ° (across the slope)
can be readily observed. The shift in critical transition horizontal velocities toward
the negatively increasing roll angles can also be seen.
It is interestingto examine the reasons underlying these trends. The increase in stability
which accompanies the departure of the horizontalvelocity vector from the downhill
direction is not surprising. Itis to be expected thattoppling is more likelyto occur for
a downhill landing than for a landing across the slope. The tendency for the "valley" in
the contour map of Figure 4-21 to run up and to the right deserves further comment,
however.
Superimposed on the contour map of Figure 4-21 is the straight line AB, which extends
from the point representing a 0 ° roll angle and a 180 ° cross-slope angle (downhill base-
line case) to the point representing a 30 ° roll angle and a 90 ° cross-slope angle. This
line is the locus of roll angle cross-slope angle combinations for which the horizontal
velocity vector at touchdown bisects a line joining the two leading feet. Intuition suggests
that the critical combination of roll angle and cross-slope angle should lie on or near the
line, since the vehicle touchdown configuration would seem to offer the minimum resist-
ance to toppling under these circumstances. That is, for a roll angle of -30 ° , for example,
a cross-slope angle of 150 ° would be expected to be critical. This rationale is probably
adequate to explain the general character of the stability surface, but Figure 4-21 indicates
the locus _ critical horizontal velocities is actually rotated slightly counter-clock-
wise from AB.
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Examination of detailed time history data for touchdown conditions in the vicinRy of line
AB offers some explanation of the phenomenon. Itappears that for these landings the
crushable blocks influence the motion markedly. As one or more blocks contact the
surface during a cross-slope landing, the velocity in the X-direction (across the slope)
is virtuallyarrested, and the cross-slope angle increases toward 180 °. When the blocks
lose contact,thisvelocity again becomes significant,but less so than at touchdown. The
cross-slope angle does not return to its initialvalue, but to a value somewhat closer to
180° than existed initially.This results in landings which appear as ifthe horizontal
velocityvector were pointed more "downhill" than the actual touchdown conditions would
indicate.
Table 4-3, which lists a portion of the time history for one set of landing conditions,
illustrates this phenomenon. The touchdown conditions considered were a level vehicle,
14 feet/second vertical velocity, 12 feet/second horizontal velocity, 170 ° cross-slope
angle and -10 ° roll angle. This was an unstable run which was used to determine the
transition point marked by a square in Figure 4-21. Much larger variations in cross-
slope angle have been observed in other cases. This case is presented for illustrative
purposes only.
TABLE 4-3. ABBREVIATED TIME HISTORY
Time
(sec)
0
.14
.22
.24
.26
.28
.30
.32
.34
.38
.38
.42
.50
.CG Velocities.
X Y
(Ft/Sec) (Ft/Sec)
-2.08 - 11.82
-1.85 -10.90
-1.15 - 9.24
- .913 - 8.31
- .656 - 7.21
- .127 - 4.35
- .083 - 2.91
- .135 - 2.41
- .175 - 2.37
- .230 - 2.36
- .290 - 2.34
- .335 - 2.37
- .381 - 2.40
Cross-Slope Angle
(Degrees)
170.0
170.3
172.9
173.7
174.8
178.3
178.3
176.8
175.8
174.4
172.9
172.0
171.0
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±Recalling thattan_ = -'_ the variation in cross-slope angle is largely dependent upon
the variation in _:. The cross-slope angle firstincreases and then decreases as )_first
decreases and then increases. The apparent cause of the increase in X is worth men-
tioning,since none of the crush forces have components across the slope. Evidently
both leading feet are slidingdue to shock absorber restroking at this time, and there is
an unbalance of frictionforce due to an unbalance in crush force.
Another significantfeature of the contour map which was investigatedin detailwas the
discontinuRy in transitionhorizontal velocity inthe area bounded by cross-slope angles
ol 160° and 170 ° and rollangles of +20 ° to +40 °. The transitionhorizontal velocity
changes abruptly in this area from about 13 feet/second to over 20 feet/second for a roll
angle change of only 10°. The change in contour, as might be expected, is apparently due
to a gross change in the vehicle motion. For the extremely stable cases to the left,
littleor no change of cross-slope angle occurs during the landing. For the cases to the
right of the discontinuRy, the cross-slope angle changes in such a way as to put the
horizontal velocity vector between the downhill legs, the least stable orientation. The
change in cross-slope angle occurs shortly after one or more of the blocks contact the
surface.
The main distinguishingfeatures of the contour map seem to be due to the effectof the
blocks on vehicle dynamics. Itwould seem reasonable that these features would be less
pronounced for lower vertical velocity landings and more pronounced for landings at
higher verticalvelocities.
Although the footpads and shock absorbers are also absorbing energy during the landings,
they do not seem to affectthe direction of the horizontal velocity vector as do the crush-
able blocks. Footpad impacts can be associated with small changes in the rollangle
(less than 5°),but these changes are small compared with some of the observed changes
in velocity vector orientation(up to 30°).
To recapitulate the results of the parametric study for the level vehicle, no cases were
observed to have lower transition horizontal velocities than the baseline case (11-1/4
feet/second). The transition horizontal velocity increases as the touchdown horizontal
velocity vector is directed further away from the downhill orientation. As the touchdown
horizontal velocity vector turns away from downhill, the range of critical roll angles
(for a given cross-slope angle) shifts toward the negatively increasing direction.
4.2.3 Parametric Variations for Tipped Vehicle
The final aspect of the Surveyor lunar landing for which a parametric study was conducted
was the effect of tipping the vehicle. Two combinations of roll angle and cross-slope angle
were chosen from Figure 4-21. These combinations were chosen for their relatively low
transition horizontal velocities. The combinations were a 180 ° cross-slope angle with 0 °
roll angle, and a 150 ° cross-slope angle with a -10 ° roll angle.
Before describing these investigations, it is necessary to define the method used to
specify the tipped vehicle. Referring to Figure 4-22, the cross-slope angle (k) is
measured between the Y-axis in ground coordinates and the horizontal velocity vector.
The cross-slope angle is measured positive in a right hand sense about the Z-axis in
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Figure 4-22. Geometry for Tipped Vehicle
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ground coordinates. To specify a tipped orientation,consider a vehicle with the vehicle
axes originallyaligned parallel to the ground coordinate system (see Section II). The
vehicle centerline is to be tipped in a certain direction by a positive angle v ,measured
from the vertical. The plane formed by the originaland new positions of the vehicle
centerline is located relativeto the Y-axis in ground coordinates by the angle r .
The angle r is also measured positive in a righthand sense relativeto the Z-axis in
ground coordinates. Any required rollorientationis accomplished by rotationthrough
an angle K about the vehicle centerline. The angle K is defined similarly to the Euler
rollangle .E ,but the two differin magnitude.
For a given tipped vehicle specificationthe Euler angles can be obtained from:
cos r sin v
sin _I,-- _-sin 2 r sin2v
sin 4, = sinrsinv
sin(r.- K) =
sin rcos r {cos v-l)
_1 - vsin2r sin2
Note that for small v, the difference between -_ and K is small.
Figure 4-23 is a stabilityprofileof touchdown horizontal velocity versus the angle r.
The vehicle centerline was tipped 9°,and the cross-slope angle was 180° (downhill
landing). The nominal rollangle (K) was specifiedas 0°. This profilewas the first
instance in which transitionhorizontalvelocitiessmaller than the baseline case were ob-
served. Figure 4-23 shows transitionvelocitiesof about 10-1/2 feet/second for r
between 112-1/2 ° and 157-1/2 °. The same transitionvelocity exists for r between
-112-1/2 ° and -157-1/2 ° since there is symmetry of the profilewith respect to r.
In an effortto further understand thiscriticalarea, the detailedtime history data was
once again consulted, but with less impressive results than previously. A comparison
was made for the cases of r = 90° and r = 112-1/2 ° wRh a horizontal velocity of
11 feet/second in both cases. R was observed thatfor r = 112-1/2 ° (unstable),the
pitch angle at the end of the free flightphase (_l,= -36.8°)was slightlymore pronounced
than for the stablecase of r = 90° (,I,= -34.2°). This small difference in pitch angle,
which results mainly from differences inpitch rate during the free flight,is evidently
enough to result in toppling. The cause of the pitch rate difference is not apparent, how-
ever.
Figure 4-24 presents a similar stabilityprofile,but with the vehicle tipped only 5°. Com-
parison of Figures 4-23 and 4-24 reveals thatthe profiles differonly for r = ±90 °. At
these values of r, a vehicle initiallytipped 5° topples for a horizontal velocity of 11 feet/
second, while a vehicle initiallytipped 9° is stable.
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It may benoted that the l" = 0° and 180° transition points from Figures 4-23 and 4-24
correspond to pure pitch angles. Thesepoints, together with the baseline case, could be
used to define a very limited stability profile of transition horizontal velocity versus
pitch angle, over a range of pitch angles between ±9 °. These transition velocities all
lie between 11 and 12 feet/second, so that no particular trend can be identified.
The final situation which was studied concerned a vehicle tipped 9 ° with a cross-slope
angle of 150 ° and a nominal roll angle of -10 °. The horizontal velocity vereus F stability
profile (Figure 4-25) shows transition horizontal velocities of 11-1/2 feet/second and
above. These transitions are higher than the most critical velocities shown in Figures
4-23 and 4-24.
The results of the parametric studies for the tipped vehicle are naturally less extensive
than for the level vehicle, since a much greater proportion of the effort was devoted to the
level vehicle. For a cross-slope angle of 1800 and a nominal roll angle of 0 ° , there are
values of F for which the transition horizontal velocities are less than for the baseline
case. Limited data concerning the effect of pitch angle on stability show no particular
trend.
4.2.4 Conclusions from Parametric Studies
The most important conclusion to be drawn from the parametric studies is that the
stability picture for non-planar landings is more critical than for the baseline conditions
in a few cases only. For the combinations of touchdown conditions studied, the few cases
which were more critical than the baseline case exhibited transitional horizontal veloc-
ities which were about 1 foot/second less than the baseline transition.
The stability of landings which are primarily downhill is quite high for low vertical
velocities. Even at higher vertical velocities, substantial horizontal velocities are re-
quired to produce toppling. For landings which are primarily uphill, the limiting con-
sideration appears to be excessive shock absorber stroking, since the vehicle is highly
stable in the uphill direction.
In general, stability increases as the touchdown configuration becomes remote from
situations where the horizontal velocity vector is directed between the two downhill feet.
No particular stability trend was evident for small changes in pitch angle.
d-A1 /d_d9
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Appendix A to JPL Contract 951304 entitled, "Surveyor Lunar Touchdown
Stability Study".
Bendix Report MM-65-16, "Interim Report on Surveyor Lunar Touchdown
Stability Study", by R. G. Alderson and D. A. Wells, dated 30 November 1965.
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FOREWORD
The current Surveyor Lunar Touchdown Stability
Computer Program version used at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory contains a provision to circumvent the
stability subroutine STAB. This provision is not docu-
mented in the main bodyofthe report. It was included
to facilitate the use of this program in the flight data
interpretation for a stable landing. The realtime clock
interrogation has been eliminated from the JPL version.
This addendum contains only those pages of the
main report wherein changes are reflected.
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PRECEDING PACESgLANK NOT _r,.,_-.
/I i..J _ |J.._. iii
• [ .363 AI. ',_,
SUBROUTINE
INPUT
L
! Rlg/_
INPUT
DATA
I
INPUT
DATA
I
SET CONSTANTS: 1I", _'/180,180/T
1
CONVERT ANGLES
AND ANGULAR RATES
FROM DEGREES AND
DEGREES/SEC TO
RADIANS AND RADIANS/SEC
RESPECTIVELY
I
I SET INERTIA (XJ) IMATRIX
I
RETURNEND
Reads and
Modifies
Input Data
Consists of Reading:
XM XDOTOC
XIX YDOTOC
YIY ZDOTOC
ZIZ XKD (1), XKD (2), XKD (3)
XIY XKS
XIZ FP (1), FP (2), FP (3)
YIZ XNU
XMP XLDMIN
XLDO CB (1),CB (2),CB (3)
DELCG CF (I),CF (2),CF (3)
XLP THETD (I)
XLL THETD (2)
XLA THETD (3)
G THETSD
ALPHAD (i) PSIOD
ALPHAD (2) PHIOD
ALPHK (I) XIOD
ALPHK (2) XLAMDD
BETAD OMEGA (1)
XLC OMEGA (2)
HBO OMEGA (3)
XIALpH RR (I),RR (2),RR (3)
XIGAM RUNNO
HFO SERNO
DB NPHASE
DF VH
RC (1), RC (2), VV
RC (3) IWILEY
SRL (1), SRL (2) ICODE
SRL (3) XDTP
XMUF TFO
XMUB HM
TAU (1), TAU (2),
TAU (3) ERR (4) through
ERR (24)
CRUX
JPt. Change Z Dec 1966 3-II
J23
J31
J32
J33
K
KSUM
L
LF
LSUM
L3
M
SHOCK1(N10)
SHOCK2(N10)
SHOCK3(N10)
STUPE
INPUT
BETA (N7)
BETA])
CODE
CRUX
DA (Ng)
DEGRAD (N7)
DELCG (Nil)
DTP (N24)
Number of independent variables in the Block No. 3 table.
Number of independent variables in the Shock Absorber No. 1 table.
Number of independent variables in the Shock Absorber No. 2 table.
Number of independent variables in the Shock Absorber No. 3 table.
First digit of the table code number.
Sum of the first digits of the code numbers.
Second digit of the table code numbers.
Second table value in integer form.
Sum of the second digits of the code numbers.
Total number of values in a given table.
Leg number corresponding to a given table.
Table of Characteristics for Shock Absorber No. 1.
Table of Characteristics for Shock Absorber No. 2.
Table of Characteristics for Shock Absorber No. 3.
Temporary storage for the values on a given card.
The angle between the vehicle centerline and a line joining the upper
and lower hardpoints on a leg set (rad).
Same as BETA except for units (degrees).
A numeric which controls program output.
Stability key.
Utility array used for temporary storage.
Conversion factor (rad/deg).
Distance between CG and lower hardpoint measured along the vehicle
centerline (feet).
Time interval for output printing and punching (sec).
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$IBFTC MAIN M94tXR7 "
COMMON/N1/ NtTOgTFtSH,HMgYI(SO)pYO(50)tERR(50)
COMMON/N7/ ALPDOT(3)_ ALPH(3)t GAMDOT(3), GAMMA(3), XDOTCt YDOTCt
I ZDOTC, XCo YC, ZC, OMEG(3), PSIo PHI( XI, PFLAG, KFLAG9 PSIO,
2 PHIO_ XIO,-THETA|3)-t-'rHETA_;-ALP-HA_2),-_SETA, xJ{3,3), PI_
3 DEGRAD, RADDEG
COMMON/Ng/ Al(31, A2(21, A3(21, A4(3*Z,3)t A5(3,2,31, A6(31, AT,
I A8(3,3), D1, D2, D3t D4, DS, O6t D7, D8, D9, D10o Dll, D12,
2 D13,D14,D15,D16,D17tD18'Dl?,D20, XXt DA(IO), W1394,6), HPL(3t3)
COMMON/N12/XDOTOC_YDOTOC_ZDOTOCPTAU(3)pISET(3),XA(3),YAI3)tZA(3)
COMMONIN141SLOPEl(3);SLOPE2_-31 ;X_DF(1_|,YCDP(12),PSB(3),XHPU(3),
1 YHPU(3),ZHPU(31,SINTHStCOSTHS,PSP(3t12)gDELEL(3)_F1MAX(3),
2 ZPREFtSINTHi3),COSTH(3)tTZEROtVZEROtZBO(3)
COMMON/N15/ B(393), XB(3), YB(3).9 ZB(3)t XFP(3), YFP(3tt ZFP(3)o
1DRS(3P3,3)
COMMON/N24/IOPT(10)t JN, DTP
CALL TABLIN ..........................
IPRINT = 0
TF = 0,0 .............................
HM = 0cO
I TO = 0,0
WRITE (6,20)
20 FORMAT (1H1) ....................................................
CALL INPUT
IF (IOPT(3)).21P21_22
21 N = 29
GO TO 23
22 N = 39
23 CALL TNIT ...........................................
IF (IOPT(4I) 26t26,24
24 TAMIN = AMINI(TAU(1), TAU(2), TAU(3))
IF (TAMIN) 26t26P25
25 SH = TAMIN + HM
GO TO 2T
26 SH • ;0005 ..................................
27 DO 10 I = 1,3
YI(1) = ALPDOT(I)
YI(I+3)= ALPH(I)
YI(I+6)= GAMDOT(1)
YIII+9)= GAMMA(1)
10 YI(I+le)'= OMEG'(I) ............................................
Y](13) = XDOTC
YI(14) = YDOTC
YI(15) = ZDOTC
VI(16) = XC
YI(IT) = YC
YI(i8) = ZC .............
YI(22) • PSIO
YI(23) = PHIO
YI(24) • XIO
DO 18 J= 25,50
18 YI(J) • 0,0
DO 185 J=-_;-_2
185 ERR(J) • ERR(J)eDEGRAD
DO 186 J= 19,24
186 ERRfJ) = ERR(J/ _ DEGRAD
CALL RKP
GO TO 1
ENO -
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SUBROUTINE INPUT
DIMENSION XMPP(3)o ALPHK(2)
DIMENSION OMEGA(3), THETD(3)t ALPHAD(3) ,ERO(50)
COMNON/N]/ NtTOoTF,SH,HMoYI(50)pYO(50),ERR(50)
CONMON/NT/ ALPDOT(3|;-ALPH(-3_-GAM_OT(3); GAMMA(3), XDOTC, YDOTC,
1 ZDOTC, XC, YCo ZC, OMEG(3)t PSI, PHI, Xl, PFLAGt KFLAG, PSIO,
2 PHIO, XIO, THETA{3)o THETAS, ALPHA(Z), BETA, XJ(3,3}, PI,
3 DEGRADt RADDEG
COMMON/N9/ A1(3)9 A2(2), A3(2)t A413o2,_), A5(3o2,3), A6(3), A79
1 A8(3,3), D1, D2, 03, D4, DS, D6t D7, DBt D9o D10, Dllo 012,
2 D13,D14,D15,D16'-D17,Dl_;_1_)-D20-; XX;-DA|10), W(3,4,6}, HPL(3,3)
CONMON/Nll/CB(3),XM,XIX,Y|YoZIZ,XIYoXIZYIZtXMPP,XIP,DELCG*XLPt
1 XLLtXLA,G,ALPHK,XLC,HBO,NPHASE,HF0,HFNINtDFoRC(3),RR(3}t
2 XLDOP,XLDO,XKD(3i,XKS, XNU.XLDMIN,CC.CF(3I,XLANDApXNUFo
3 XMUB.RUNNO,SERNO.VVtVHtDBoX_ALPH,XIGAN,DELNAX.SRL(3)tFP(3)
COMMON/N12/XDOTOC,YDOTOC,ZDOTOCtTAU(3)t_SET(3),XA(3)tYA(3}tZA(3)
COMMON/N23/MISS
COMHON/N2_/IOPT(10). JNt DTP
COMMON/N25/IWILEY(10)
COMHON/N30/CRUX
IOFF = 0
DTP = 0.0
100 DO 101 Kml.5
101 DA(K) = 0.0
READ (5,900) NN,( DA(J). J=1.5) -
IF (MMI1099200,109
109 GO TO (1,2,3,6,5,6,7,8,9-,IO.II_2,I3.1&.15,16,17,18o19,20921 ),NN
1 XM = DA(I}
XTX = DA(2t-
YIY = DA(3)
ZIZ = DA(_)
XIY = DA(5)
MISS = 0
WRITE 16,921} NM
GO TO lOO
2 XIZ = DA(I)
YXZ " DA(2)
XMP • DA(3)
XLDO " DA(4)
DELCG= DA(5}
MISS • 0
WRITE (6.921)
GO TO 100
XLP = DA(1}
XLL m DA(2}
XLA = DA(_)
G • DA(4) .....
ALPHAO(I)= DAIS)
MRITE (b,921) MM
GO TO 100
ALPHADI2|= DA(1)
ALPHK(1) • DA(2}
ALPHK(2} • DA(_) .......
BETAD = DAlai
XLC = DA(S)
WRITE (6,921) NN
GO TO 100
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HBO -DA(|) ..............................
XIALPH_ DA(2)
XIGAN • DA(3) ..........
HFO = DA(4)
DB • DA(5)
WRITE (6t921) MM
GO TO 100
6 DF m DA(1)
XDOTOC= DAI2)
YDOTOC" DA(3)
ZDOTOC= 0A(41 --
CRUX= DA(5)
WRITE (6t921)--_ ........
GO TO 100
T XNU • DA(lt ...............
XLDMIN= 0A(2)
MRITE (6t921) NN
GO TO 100 ........................
8 THETD(I| • DA(1)
THETDf2| • DA(2) ......................
THETD(3) • DA(3)
........ WRITE (6,_21) _ ........
GO TO 100
9 THETSD- DA(I-{ .....................
PSIOD = DA(2)
" PNIOO -'-0A(3_ .......................
XIOD • DA(4)
XEA}(DD--iDAIS)
WRITE 16t921) NN
.... GO TO 100- -
10 OMEGA(I)• DA(1)
- " OMEGA(2)mDA(2-| .....
OMEGA(_)• DA(3)
............... WILEY---; DA(;) --
ICODE = IFIX (ABS (WILEY))
DO 1001 J=i,10 .........................
1001 IWILEY(J) - 0
GO TO (l01I;IOIZtl-O13olO20_IO1-_l6,1017,1018,1020olO20),I¢ODE
1011 IWlLEY|I) = 1
................ GO-'TO---I"020
1012 IWILEY(2) • 1
...... GO TO 1020 ..........................................
1013 IWILEY(3) = 1
....... GO TO -1020 .......................................
1019 IWILEY(1) • 1
....................... IWTL_Y(Z} • 1
GO TO 1020
1016 IWILEYTIY---1
IWILEY(3) • 1
GOTO 1020
101T IWILEY(2I - 1
................... IWTEEYT3! = 1
GO TO 1020
1018 00 1014 J=-1;-3
1014 IWIL_YIJ) • 1
'1020 CONTINUE
WRITE (6t921}
....................... _O--T1D-Z_
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......... WRITE(6,921_-_"q
GO TO 100
17 DO 171J-|02
1T; RC(J+I) - DA(J)
" DO i_-_ - 1,3 .......
1?2 XKD(J) • DAIJ+2!
WRITE(6t921)-_IM ....... "...................................
GO TO 100
18 DO 181J - i,_ .............................................
181 FP(J) " DAIJ)
DO 182 J ei;2
182 RR(J) - DA(J+3)
WRITE (6t921)MM .................................
GO TO 100
19 RR(3) • OA(1) ...........................................
DO 191J z lo3
191SRL(J) - DA(J+|)
CB(1) • Ok(51
WRITE (6t921)-NM .................................
GO TO 100
20 DO 2S0 J,--l-t2 ..............
250 CB(J+I) - DA(J)
........ DO 260J;--1t3
260 CF(J) m DAIJ+2)
WRITE I6P921_-MM
GO TO 100
_ 21 XMUF • OA(1T
XMUB • OAI2)
...... OU--290U-_-1-,3
290 TAU(J) • OA(J+2)
WRITE (6o921)-MM
GO TO 100
200 IF- (IOFF) 310e310o$00-
300 DTP • OoO
..... GO-TO---$20
310 DTP • XDTP
320 WRITE (6t922) $ERMO-t-NPHA_-E _............
MM•I
WRITE(61901) MM_-)(M_-_TX;_rt-ZIZ; XrY "
MM=2
.......... WRITE 16t902) MM, XZZo YIZo XlqPt XLOOt DELC_ .......
MM•_
WRITE (6t903! MM;--X-LP_L_X-E-A-_-G--_ALPHAD(I)
MM•4
WRITE (6t904t_D-r2_--_K[1.-)-t-ALPHK(2Im BETAD, XLC
MM'§
.......---WRTTE--(6_US| "MM_ HBOe X|ALPHt X|SAMt HPOt-DB---
MMm6
WRITE (6t906/MM-;OI:'-t ...... __OTOC;--ZDOTOC,CRUX
MMm7
WRITE (6-t90_| MM,XNUo X_OMTNoX--X-K-_ ....
MM=8
....... _- 16e908) Mmt THETD(1)t TH[TO(2-];-THETD(3)
_N=9
WRITE [6t9091 1_4t-THETSDt-PS-IOD;- PHIOO; XIODt XLAMDD
MM=IO
WRITE (6o9101MM,--(JtORE_AIJ)_tJmIt3) _WZLEY
MM=11
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TF
JN
IF
1101 JN " 0
1102 CONTINUE -
900 FORMAT(17tSX,SE12eS)
=TFO .........................................
• JNO
(IWILEY(i) + |WILEY|2)-+ IWILEY(3I! 110291102Pl101
901FORMAT(SH CARDtI3010H 'XM --;E12.SolOH IXX mtE12.5,10H I
1YY •tE12.St10H IZZ =tE12eS,1OH IXY =.E12.5/)
902 FORMAT(SH CARO,I3,10H IXZ " _;E12.5,10H IYZ =.E12.5.10H X
1NP •,E12oS,lOH XLDO •tE12.SB1OH DELCG ",E12.5/)
903 FORMAT(SH CAR0;F_-_iOR ........ XL-P---_;E_2_-;'tOH ..... XLL =,E12.5,10H X
1LA =_E12.5,10H G =*E12.5_lOH ALPHA(1)zgE12.5/)
904 FORMAT(SH CARDtI3,IOH ALPHA(2)_tE1215t10H ALPHKIII•,E12.5,10H ALPH
1K(2|=.E12.5,10H BETA =oE12.SolOH XLC =,E12.5/)
905 FORMAT(SH CARD,I3ol0H --HBO--;;;Ei2'5i10H XIALPH •tE12.S,10H XI
1GAM m,E12.S,10H HFO •tE12.5910H DB •,E12.5/)
........906 FORMAT--fIX_H_A_D]-3_X'_HDF--_-ErI215";-2-X-SHX0OTOC-• E12.5o 2X8MYDOTOC =
9061 E12eS, 2X8HZDOTOC • E12,S,lOH STAB KEYm E12.5/l
907 FORMAT |IX4HCARD I3,SXSHXNU = Ei2eS_2X8HXLDMIN • E12*5,SXSHXKS =
9071 E12,5 /)
908 FORMAT(SH CARD_I_9 .... 10H THET
1D(1)=_E12eSt10H THETD(2|=PEI2,St10H THETD(3)•,E12,fi/)
" 909-FORMAT(SHCARD;I_%_TA_-_;E12;wJ-;lOH PSI0 -,E12.5,10H P
1HIO ",E12.S,10H XIO •,E12.St10H XLAMDD •,El•.S/}
910 FORMAT |lX4HCARD I3t 3(IX6HOMEGA(I-lo2H)=E12.5),_XTHCODE2 = E12.5/)
911 FORMAT (SH CARDgI3910H CODE =oF12.5_lOH SER NO •,F12e5910H PHA
91115E NO=,I12 ,10H VH=_EI2;S_10H .... VV =_E12,5/}
912 FORMAT (1X4HCARDI3,fiXSHDTP = E12eS,6X4HTF • E12,5,6X4HHM m E12,5,
.... 9121 2XBHERRT_)_-=E]-2-;-_-;-_XBHERR(5) • E12,5-_-)
913 FORMAT (lX4HCARDI3, 4(2X_HERR(I1,3HI = E12eS)_ 1X4HERR(I2,3H) = E1
9131 2*5/) .......................................
91_ FORMAT (1X4HCARDI3, 5(1X_HERR(I2,3H) • E12,51/)
915 FORMAT-(1X4HCARDI3_-5(IX_HERR(I2;3H}- = E12,5)/)
916 FORMAT (1X_HCARDI3,4IIX4HERRII2_3H) = E12.5), 3XTHRC(1) • E12,5/)
91? FORMAT |IX_HCARDI_;--2-1-3X3HKC(II_3H) • E1215) t 3(2X_HXKD(I1,3H) = E
9171 12.5)/)
918 FORMAT (1X4HCARDI3, 3(3X3HFP(I1,3H) = E12.S)_2(3X3HRR(I1,3HI = E12
9181 .5)/)
919 FORMAT (1X4HCARDI3,3X?HRR(3} • E12eS,3(2X_HSRL(I1,3H) = E12,5), 3X
9191 7HCB(1) = E12.5 / )
920 FORMAT (1X4HCARDI_-2-(-3X3HCB(II_3H! • E1215),3(3X3HCFII1_3H) = El2
9201 o59/)
1921 FORMAT (1X4H¢ARDI3o_X6HXMUF• E12.5_X6HXNUB • E1265, 3(2X4HTAU(I1
19211 . 3H! _ E12o5)/)
921FORMAT(39H NEW DATA CARDFOR THIS-CASE IS NO. =,I5)
922 FORMAT l//27H THIS CASE IS SERIES NO. = F12.3.
9221 2CH .... AND-PHA$E-_O_-_;-_//-21H INPUT DATA FOLLOWS. II)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTTNE FEP
DIMENSION XMPP(3)o ALPHK(2)tSHKNAX(3)
DIMENSION A(3)t AA(3)
COMNON/N2/TtY(50)tD(50)
CONMON/NS/ TALPHA(3)_ TGANNA(3I9¢(3)_--YQ(3)
CONMON/N6/OMEGDTi3)J ALPHDD(3It GANDD(3)I 0(3)9 PSIDt PHID9 XIDo
1DELWRK
COMMON/N7/ ALPDOT(3)_ ALPHi3)t GAMDOTi3)t GANNAi3)t XDOTCt YDOTCt
1 ZDOTC_ XCt YC9 ZCo OHEG(3)t PSIt PHIt XIt PFLAGt KFLAGo PSIOo
2 PHIO9 XIO9 THETA(3|t THETASg ALPHA(2|_ BETA9 XJ(3g3|_ PI,
3 DEGRAD, RADDEG ...................
COMMON/NS/ LFLAG
COMMON/N9/ Al(3)_ A2121t A3(2)t A4(3t2,3)t AS(39293)t A6(3)t ATt
1 AS(3,3)t Dlt D2t D3o D41DSg D6o D7t D89 D99 DIO_ Dl1_ D12_
2 Ol3tDl4oDlStDl6tDIT_DlStDl9gO20t XX, DA(IOII Wl3t4t6)t HPL(3t3)
CONt4ON/Nll/CBt3)tXMtXIXtYIYtZIZgXIY_XIZ_YIZtXNPPoXIPoDELCGIXLPo
1 XLLgXLA_GoA-LPHK;XL_H_N-_H_EtH_O_HFNIN_DF_RC(3)_RR(3}_
2 XLDOP_XLDO_XKD(3)_XKS_ XNU_XLDMIN_CC_CFI3I_XLANDA_XNUF_
3 XHUB_RUNNO_SERNO_VV_VH_DB_XIALPH_XIGAM_DELNAX_SRL(3)_FP(3I
COMMON/N13/ A_ AA
COMHON/Nl_/SLOPEl(3)_SLOPE2(3)_XCDP(12)_YCDPI12)_PSBi3;_XHPU(3)_
1 YHPU(3},ZHPU(3)_SINTHS_COSTHS,PSP(S_12)_DELEL(3|_FZMAX(_)_
2 ZPREFtSTICl"H(_|¥COST1_3-)-;_,-VZ_RO_Z80(3)
COHHON/NIS/ B(3_3)_ XB(3)_ YB(3)_ ZB(3)_ XFP(3)_ YFP(3)_ ZFP(3)_
1 DR5(3_3_3)
COMMON/N16/ RN(3)_ XIll3e2le XLDI3)e XLDDOT(3)_ XDOTP(3_2)_
I YDOTP(3_2)_ S(3_2)_COSXI(3)_ HF(3_12)_ ZDOTP(3,2)_ HB(3I_
2 GRS(3_3_3)_ TA
- CONMON/N17/-XF--WCT_-j¥-ylrprCT_----ZF.p-CT_ ....
COMBON/N|8/ NFLAG
CONNON/N19/NNFLAG(3)_PSBQ(_)_PSPQI_12)_IBEENI6)
CONNON/N20/DBORKI15)
CONNON/N2_/IOPT(IOI_ JN_ D_P .....
CONtqON/N30/CRUX
10 IF ILFLAG-1) T0_70_15
1_ ISTABL • 0
GO TO 70
19 IF (NFLAG) 20t20t2_ " "
20 DO 23 I= 6,26
........ 1F ....... (ABSIWTTY----lO-;EX123;-'21-;21 ..........
21 DO 22 J= 1_2_
22 DIJI " 000
DI22) " 10,E6
GO TO 150 ........
23 CONTINUE
24 DO 30]--1_ ..................................
ALPDOTIII • Y(I)
ALPH(I) - Y(I÷3}
GANDOTII|= ¥(|+6|
GAMmA(It • Yl|eg) " - '
30 OMEGfl) - YlI+lS)
XDOTC • Y(1_1 ...................................
YDOTC = Y(I_)
ZDOTC = ¥(15)
XC • Y(16)
YC " Y(17)
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78310X40HDISSIPATED ENERGY-IEDI_7 ............... : F20,5,TH FT LBS/
78410X40HFINAL KINETIC ENERGY (EKF) = F2OeS,TH FT LBS//
78510X30HNAXIMUN SHOCK ABSORBER FORCES- /
78620XlTHLEG NOel FA(I) = F20o10/
T8720X17HLEG NO.2 FA(2) = F20;1-O/ .....
78820X17HLEG NO.3 FA(3) = F20olO//
78910X51HMININUM CLEARANCE BETWEEN GROUND PLANE AND FRAME = FlOe4o 4H
781 FT. /)
RETURN
60 IF (IOPT(4)) 6059605t130
605 IF (T) 61-t6i;62 ....
61 SIGMIN = lO.E8
GCMIN • IO.E8
DO 611 J=lt_
611 SHKNAX(J) = OeO - "
62 SIGNIN =ANINI ISIGMINo WI3t4o2))
GCMIN " AMINilG-CMIN,W(I,-4-;2-11 --_
DO 621J=lo3
621SHKMAX(J) = AMAXl(SHKMAX(J)t W(J,6tl))
63 IF (SIGMIN - 0e7854 ) 65t68t68
65 IF (W(3t4t2) - SIGMIN - O.874Y-68t68t66
66 IFICRUX) 666t68t666
666 WRITE (6t67|
67 FORMAT (62HSSSSS VEHICLE IS STABLE (ROCK-BACK) SSSSS /)
ISTABL • 1 .............
GO TO 70
68 IF (ZPREF-(YC_SINTHS+Z-CeCOSTHS)_---75_75_130
75 IF (ZDOTC_ZDOTC-4.0) 80,809130
80 IF .... (YDOYC_YDOTC_-_;-O-[--9-O-990t130
90 IF (XDOTCmXDOTC-4.0) lOOt100t130
100 IF (OMEGtI)_0ONEG-(-i) _--;0iI- i10-,i10t130
110 IF (OMEGf2) _ ONEG|2) - ,011120t12Ot130
120 IF (ONEG(3I*ONEG(3)-'--,O1-)-t25,125,i30
125 IF(CRUX) 102_t130t1025
126 FORMAT (45H_et VEHICLE IS STABLE _m )
ISTABL • 1 ..................
GO TO 70
130 CALL FORCE .........................
IF (PFLAG) 131t1329132
'i3i ISTABL-_ ;I
GO TO 70
132 CALL INTEON ................
DO 140 ('It3
IF (NFLAG) 136,136t|3_ ..............
134 D(II • ALPHDD(I)
136D(r+3) =AEPD-O-TTI)
D(I+3) • ANAX1 (-100*0_( ANINI (ALPDOTIIIt lO0,O)))
D(I+6) = GAM DD(1) .................
D(I+9) • GANDOT(I)
D(I+12) • O(I} ................
D(I+I_)• Y(I+121
140 0(I+18)_ Ot_EGDT-(]-_
D(22) = PSIO
0(23) • PHID
D(24) • XlO
DO 1_5 J=1,15
1_5 D(J+26) • DWOflK(J)
I50 RETURN ...........................................
END
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2062 16X4HFAZ-3*lGX4HFBXZeZGX4HFdYl*|GX4HFBZ1t16X4HFBX2t16X4MFBY2/
2063 16X4HFBZ2,16X4HFBX3t16XGHFBY3t16X4HFBZ3tZ6X4HMBXltZ6X4HMBYZ/
2064 16X4HMBZl,16X4HMBX2_lGX4HMBY-2tlGX4HMBZ2,16X4HMBX3,16XkHMBY3/
2065 16X4HMBZ3t16X4HFCXlt16X4HFCYlt16X4HFCZlt16X4HFCX2,16X4HFCY21
2_6616x_H_Z_¥_6_4_F_X-_t-_-6X_a_.FLP_¥_-._-6-X4-_FC_z_J_E_4HFF_1*16_4HFFY_/
2067 16X4HFFZ1t16X4HFFX2t16XCHFFY2,16X4HFFZ2*16X4HFFX3*16X4HFFY3 /
206816X4HFFZ3tlSXSHPSPlltiSX_HPSPi2o_SXSHPSP21t|SXSHPSP22,15X_HPSP31/
206915XSHPSP32//)
DO 207 J= 1,55
207 ODEAR(J) = 0cO
LSET -:1 " "
GO TO 300
208 IF fTP) 209,209,210 .......
209 WRITE (6,220) (ODEARiJ)I J=1*55)
IF (IWILEY(2I + JN 1) 300t300,209_
2095 PUNCH 290, (ODEARfJI, J= 1,55)
........ GOT0 ....._00
210 WRITE 16*220) TPt (W(Jt4*l)* J=1,31, ((WIJtLtl)*J=It3)tL=I*3)*
2101 ((W(JtLi2|,_J=__I;_'_;_I_-TiWIJ_)¥J=-I-,3),L=I*_)*
2102 (_WiJ,Lt3)t J'lt3tt L-I,3)t((WIJtLtS)tJ=lt))tL=lt3),
2103 (-IPSPIJ,K), K'1*21* J=1,3) "
220 FORMAT (/9(6F20.5/l, F20-5)
....... ;F ..... _WT_E_Fl_t_70tZ80
270 GO TO (300t280) , JN
280 PUNCH 290t TP, |W(J,4tl_J-1_31 ....
290 FORMAT (9(6E12.StTXIH2/)* E12.St67X1H2)
300 IF (I0PT(3))-310*600._O_ ..............
304 IOPT(3) = -1
" WRITE ..... 16,30"51
305 FORMAT (19X1HT, 18X2HEK, 1eX2HEP,l?X3HESltlTX3HES2tlTX3HES31
3051 17X3HEFI,17X_HEF2_I_X3HEF3, 17X3HEB1*1?X3HE82,17X3HEB3/
3052 16X4HEFF1t16X_HEFF2_16X4HEFF3*16X4HEBF1*16X_HEBF2*lGX4HEBF3///)
LSET = i .......
GO TO 400
'310 D59 ...._--O,_
D69 • 0,0
318 DO 330 K=it_ ..................
AI(K) = OeO
DO 320 J=1,3
320 AI(K) = AI(K) + UIJ+18)*XJ(K,J)
..... D59 =D59-+AI|K)-_--OTIE_I_! ....
330 D69 • D69 + U(K+6)_UIK+6)
EK - D59t2.+D69aXIGAM/2. ........ ;XR/2.tIU(13)eUI13)+UI14)_U
1(14) + U(15) * U(15))
EP = -(VZERO + DA(7| _U(18))
M =0
DO 338 J • 1*3
L = 5_J + K
M =M+l
338 ODEAR(M) = U(L)
WRITE (6*340) TP, EKt EP* (ODEAR(J), J = 1,15)
.... )&O-FORNKT-fT31_F2O.5/))
IF (IWILEY(3)| 370,370,390
370 GO TO (400,390)tJN .....
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Card No.
6
7
8
Parameter
HBO
XIALPH
XIGAM
HFO
DB
DF
XDOTOC
YDOTOC
ZDOTOC
STAB KEY
XNU
XLDMIN
XKS
THETD (I)
THETD (2)
THETD (3)
Description
thickness of uncrushed block
moment of inertia of footpad about pivot
moment of inertia of lower link about lower hardpoint
thickness of uncrushed footpad
diameter of block
diameter of footpad
velocity of spacecraft CG in ground coordinates
(PHASE NO. = 1) or in vehicle coordinates (PHASE
NO. = 3). See Card 11 below.
= 0 stability subroutine has essentiallyno control of
program
= 1 stability subroutine has partial control of program
mechanical friction coefficient for shock absorber
minimum length permitted for shock absorber link
spring rate of shock absorber stop
angular orientation of leg sets No. 1, 2, 3 with re-
spect yz plane (vehicle coordinates). Angles increase
in left-handed sense.
THETAS
PSIO
PHIO
XIO
ground slope
pitch angle
yaw angle
roll angle
relativeto ground coordinates
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